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Introduction
This thesis describes a search for an elusive particle: the Higgs boson. The search
is motivated by the urge to understand the fundamental building blocks of our
universe.
Already in the 5th century B.C., the Greek philosophers Leucippus and De-
mocritus formulated the concept of indivisible particles, called atoms. In the
beginning of the scientific age, we thought we discovered such particles, so we
named them atoms.
Now we know that these atoms are not indivisible at all; they consist of a
positively charged nucleus surrounded by an negative electron cloud, where the
number of electrons determines most of the chemical properties of the atom. The
nucleus itself was found to be comprised of multiple particles: positively charged
protons and neutral neutrons. In the 1960s, it was discovered that even the
protons and neutrons have constituents, called quarks and gluons.
Quarks and gluons are seen today as infinitesimally small elementary particles,
together with the electron and its heavier siblings. Also, the very light neutrinos
and the particles responsible for the electromagnetic and weak nuclear forces are
thought of as elementary. A very successful theory called the Standard Model was
developed, which explained through symmetries how these elementary particles
interact. We have to conclude, however, that the electroweak symmetry is broken,
due to two observed facts: the particles mediating the weak nuclear force have
a non-zero mass and there is a mass difference between particles with different
electroweak charge. A popular model that can explain this symmetry breaking
is the Higgs mechanism. If this model describes nature, there exists at least one
other particle with very specific properties: the Higgs boson.
The search for the Higgs boson takes place at particle colliders, which create
an environment where elementary particles have enough energy to form Higgs
bosons. The Tevatron, a collider located near Chicago, Illinois, USA, has long
been the forefront of Higgs boson searches. Nowadays, however, the Tevatron
collider has stopped and the newer and more powerful Large Hadron Collider
near Geneva, Switzerland, is taking over.
1
2 INTRODUCTION
As part of an effort by the DØ collaboration, which uses Tevatron data, we
present in this thesis an analysis focused on the process WH → τνbb¯. That is,
in the analysis we tried to find evidence for the process in which a W boson and
a Higgs boson (H) are produced. Specifically, we look at the process where the
W decays into particles called a tau and a neutrino and the Higgs boson decays
into two b-quarks.
First, the theoretical context of the search is explained; the Standard Model
will be discussed, including the arguments that lead many to believe there should
be a Higgs boson. Its known properties, should it exist, are listed together with
its only unknown property: its mass.
If they exist, Higgs bosons are produced at high-energy collisions, albeit with
a very low rate. We touch upon the means by which these collisions are generated.
Then, the DØ detector and how it measures the energy and momentum of the
collision products is discussed. Not all collisions, also called events, are interesting
enough that their data should be stored. How this decision is made is also
described, together with how high-energy collisions are simulated.
In Chapter 3, we explain the translation of stored detector information to
physical concepts through the identification of particle tracks and different par-
ticle types, including those used for the WH→ τνbb¯ analysis: tau leptons, b-jets
and missing transverse energy.
Chapter 4 discusses how the events that resemble the WH→ τνbb¯ process are
selected. Also described are the signal and background modeling, including the
instrumental background, which is hard to model. This background comes from
copiously produced events with only jets in the final state, which are misidentified
as having a tau, missing transverse energy and b-like jets.
Next, how one can extract most information out of the selected events is
examined, with a discussion on the treatment of systematic uncertainties. In this
chapter there also is an explanation of how to test the Standard Model Higgs
boson hypothesis. Afterwards, the results from the WH → τνbb¯ analysis are
presented.
Finally, the results are placed in a wider context: that of other DØ searches,
the combined Tevatron result – including projections for the future – and Large
Hadron Collider results.
Chapter 1
Theory
1.1 The Standard Model
The Standard Model (SM) of elementary particle physics is a theory that de-
scribes three out of the four currently known fundamental forces of nature, and
all known elementary particles. In the 1970s it was constructed to combine the
electromagnetic (EM), weak and strong interactions, and all known (anti)particles
into one Lagrangian [1–4]. From this Lagrangian, the equations of motion can be
derived by the Euler-Lagrange equations.
In order to search for the Higgs boson it is paramount to understand the
Standard Model. Conversely, the Higgs boson is an indispensable part of the
Standard Model, as is discussed hereafter.
1.1.1 A Short Introduction
The particles associated with matter are spin 1/2 fermions, while the forces be-
tween them are carried by spin 1 gauge bosons. The EM force is carried by the
massless photon, gluons are responsible for the strong force and they too do not
have a mass. The weak force has three massive gauge bosons, the W± and Z
bosons, with a mass of 80.399±0.023GeV and 91.1876±0.0021GeV, respectively.1
There are two groups of fermions: quarks, which participate in the strong
interaction, and leptons, which do not. Both quarks and leptons are divided
into up and down types, where the up-type leptons are called neutrinos and the
down-type leptons are the charged leptons. Each of the four fermion types has a
specific EM, weak and strong charge, which are listed together with the charges
1Natural units, defined by c ≡ ~ ≡ 1, are used in this thesis. Therefore, mass and momentum
can be denoted in eV.
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particle type symbol(s) s Q Irh3 Ilh3 color
up-type quarks u, c, t 1/2 +2/3 0 +1/2 3
down-type quarks d, s, b 1/2 −1/3 0 −1/2 3
neutrinos ν1, ν2, ν3 1/2 0 0 +1/2 1
charged leptons e−, µ−, τ− 1/2 −1 0 −1/2 1
photon γ 1 0 0 1
gluons g 1 0 0 8
W-boson W± 1 ±1 ±1 1
Z-boson Z 1 0 0 1
Table 1.1: SM particles and their quantum numbers: spin s, electric charge in
unit proton charges Q, third component of the isospin I3 for particles
with right-handed (rh) and left-handed (lh) chirality and color. The
listed color value, which belongs to the strong interaction, is not a
charge, but is the dimension of the representation of SU(3); 1 means
color neutrality, 3 a triplet and 8 an octet.
of the gauge bosons in Table 1.1. Each fermion type has three different mass
eigenstates, so there is a total of twelve fermionic particles.2
Note the difference between left-handed and right-handed particles. The
handedness, or chirality, is a Lorentz invariant property of a particle. For mass-
less particles the chirality is the same as the helicity, which is defined as the sign
of the projection of the momentum vector onto the spin.
Neutrinos were originally assumed massless by the Standard Model. However,
the last decades have shown overwhelming evidence that at least two neutrinos
have non-zero mass [5]. This is the motivation to treat the neutrinos on equal
footing with the other fermions, and to introduce mixing among lepton families.3
Antiparticles have the same mass, but opposite charges compared to ordinary
particles. Weak isospin is slightly different, because besides the charge, also
the handedness flips. The photon, gluons and the Z boson are each their own
antiparticle, while the W+ and W− are each other’s antiparticle.
The fermions of each type are arranged in generations according to their mass;
the first generation has the lightest and the third has the heaviest particle of the
same type. The fermion masses are listed in Table 1.2.
2The six quarks also have three possible color charges. So it could be argued equally well
that there are 3× 6 + 6 = 24 fermionic particles.
3There are hypotheses where neutrinos (also) have Majorana masses, making the neutrinos
their own antiparticles, but there is currently no experimental evidence for this.
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generation I generation II generation III
fermion mass (MeV) fermion mass (MeV) fermion mass (MeV)
u 1.7−3.3 c 1.27·103 t 172·103
d 4.1−5.8 s 101 b 4.19·103
e− 0.511 µ− 106 τ− 1777
Table 1.2: fermion masses as reported by the Particle Data Group [6]. The
neutrino masses are yet unknown, although the differences between
the mass squared are known: |m2ν1 −m2ν2 | = (76 ± 2) · 10−6 eV2 and
|m2ν1 −m2ν3 | = (2.43± 0.13) · 10−3 eV2.
1.1.2 Quantum Field Theory
The SM is described by quantum field theory (QFT) with a Lagrangian density.
The elementary excitations of the quantized fields are interpreted as particles.
Therefore, terms in the Lagrangian can be visualized at the particle level; terms
with two fields describe the propagation of particles, while terms with three or
four fields describe interactions of the corresponding particles at a single space-
time point, also called a vertex.
Feynman Diagrams
QFT processes can be described pictorially by Feynman diagrams [7]. Examples
of them can be found in Figures 1.1, 1.2, 1.5 and 1.7. The open-ended lines on
the left side represent initial-state particles. Their interaction with other particles
happens at the vertices and the final-state particles are indicated by the open-
ended lines on the right side of the diagram. The particle propagation between
vertices is also represented by lines. The line shapes indicate the spin of the
particle, with dashed lines for spin-0 bosons and wiggly lines for spin-1 bosons,
with the exception of gluons, which are represented by curly lines. Fermions have
right-pointing arrowed lines, while antifermions have arrows pointing left.
Local Gauge Theory
The Lagrangian exhibits continuous symmetries, corresponding to the interac-
tions. Although these symmetries only hold globally, observers can choose dif-
ferent gauges locally. A local gauge theory is then needed to account for the
position-dependent choice.
Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is a U(1) symmetric example of such a
local gauge theory. To derive it, we need to look at the relativistically covariant
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equation of motion of a spin 12 particle, described by the Dirac equation,
(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ(x) = 0, (1.1)
where ψ(x) is the fermion field, m is the particle mass and γµ are the Dirac
matrices, satisfying {γµ, γν} = 2gµν , with gµν the metric tensor.
The Lagrangian density associated with this equation of motion is4
L(x) = ψ¯(x) (iγµ∂µ −m)ψ(x), (1.2)
which has a global U(1) symmetry, given by the transformation ψ(x)→ eiθψ(x).
If we now demand that this symmetry holds locally, namely for θ = θ(x), the
Lagrangian can only be invariant if the derivative ∂µ is replaced by the covariant
derivative Dµ = ∂µ+ ieAµ(x), where e is the charge and Aµ is a new vector field.
The new Lagrangian transforms now as
L → ψ¯e−iθ (iγµ (∂µ + ieA′µ)−m) eiθψ
= ψ¯
(
iγµ
(
∂µ + i(∂µθ) + ieA
′
µ
)−m)ψ, (1.3)
and we demand the Lagrangian to be invariant, so the gauge field transforms as
Aµ → A′µ = Aµ −
1
e
(∂µθ). (1.4)
If we include the dynamics of the gauge field, we get
L = ψ¯ (iγµDµ −m)ψ − 14FµνFµν , (1.5)
with Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ the field tensor. The gauge boson A must be massless
because mass terms, which take the form m2AAµA
µ, would break the invariance
of the Lagrangian.
Non-Abelian Gauge Theories
In the case of the strong and the weak interaction, the Lagrangian is constructed
in a similar way, but now with a non-Abelian symmetry group. The symmetries
we observe in nature are Lie groups, which transform the fermion fields as
ψ → eiθataψ, (1.6)
where ta are the generators of the Lie group.
4The Lagrangian is always Hermitian, so when a non-Hermitian Lagrangian appears in this
thesis, ‘+ Hermitian conjugate’ is implied.
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The Lagrangian for non-Abelian groups is still given by Equation (1.5), but
now with
Dµ = ∂µ + igt
aAaµ and
F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ + gfabcAbµAcν ,
(1.7)
with fabc the structure constants of the symmetry group and g the coupling
constant of the associated force.
The strong force is described by Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD), which
has SU(3) symmetry. Therefore it has a charge triplet, the colors, and 32−1 = 8
independent tas corresponding to eight gluons.
The weak interaction is another example of a non-Abelian gauge theory and
can be unified with electrodynamics in the SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetric electro-
weak theory.5 The covariant derivative of this theory is
Dµ = ∂µ − 12 igtaAaµ − 12 ig′Y Bµ, (1.8)
with g and g′ the coupling constants, Y = 2(Q − I3), the hypercharge where I3
is the third component of the weak isospin and Q the electric charge. The Lie
group generators ta are the Pauli matrices for left-handed fermions, which are
isospin doublets, and zero for right-handed fermions, the isospin singlets.
The Aa and B bosons still have to be massless if SU(2)L × U(1)Y is a true
symmetry.
Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
It is possible to add mass terms by hand to the Lagrangian and break the sym-
metry explicitly, but doing so would lead to a non-renormalizable theory. We
know, however, that the W and Z bosons do have mass. To solve this problem
the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model was introduced [1–3, 8–13].
Suppose there is a complex-valued scalar field φ which transforms as a doublet
under isospin and has Y = 1. If we add all possible φ terms that preserve renor-
malizability and are gauge invariant to the Lagrangian, we get
LHiggs = (Dµφ)†Dµφ− V (φ), where
V (φ) = µ2|φ|2 + λ|φ|4,
(1.9)
with Dµ defined by Equation (1.8) and µ, λ free parameters. The potential should
be bounded from below, which means λ > 0. Now there are two possibilities:
µ2 > 0, which would mean a φ0 = 0 ground state with no symmetry breaking;
5U(1)Y only differs from U(1)Q of QED by replacing the electric charge Q with the hyper-
charge Y .
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µ2 < 0, where the potential is given by the famous ‘mexican hat’ potential with
the ground state given by |φ0|2 = −µ
2
2λ ≡ 12v2.
Because we observe non-zero gauge boson masses, µ2 < 0 is likely realized in
nature. Using rotational freedom we can choose the ground state to be
〈φ〉 = 1√
2
(
0
v
)
. (1.10)
We can take linear combinations of the gauge fields of Equation (1.8) to con-
struct another orthogonal basis:
Aµ =
1√
g2 + g′2
(g′A3µ + gBµ),
Zµ =
1√
g2 + g′2
(gA3µ − g′Bµ) and
W±µ =
1√
2
(A1µ ∓ iA2µ),
(1.11)
so the kinetic terms in the Lagrangian of Equation (1.9) become
Lmass = m2WW+µ W−µ + 12m2ZZµZµ, (1.12)
with mW = 12vg and mZ =
1
2v
√
g2 + g′2. The W and Z bosons now have a
non-zero mass, while the photon field A is still massless.
With this model, the electroweak symmetry is not broken explicitly, but by the
asymmetry of the ground state. This is called spontaneous symmetry breaking.
If there is a scalar doublet field, there are other terms that can be added to
the Lagrangian: the Yukawa couplings. For a fermion f this coupling is given by
Lf = −λfd F¯LφfdR − λfd f¯dRφ†FL − λfu F¯ aLabφbfuR − λfu f¯uRφ†aabF bL, (1.13)
where the λs are arbitrary coupling constants, and fu and fd are the fermion
fields for up-type fermions (u, c, t, ν1, ν2 and ν3) and down-type fermions (d, s,
b, e, µ and τ), which are combined in the doublets
FL =
(
fuL
fdL
)
. (1.14)
If field φ is at its vacuum expectation value, φ = 〈φ〉, Equation (1.13) becomes
Lf = −mfd
(
f¯dLf
d
R + f¯
d
Rf
d
L
)−mfu (f¯uLfuR + f¯uRfuL) , (1.15)
with mf = λf v√2 the fermion masses. So the vacuum expectation value of the
scalar field can also provide for the fermion masses.
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Actually, in Equation (1.13) more general coupling constants λijf are allowed,
where fermions i and j of different mass but same quantum numbers are mixed.
By a global, unitary transformation of the fields, λ can be diagonalized. No terms
in the Lagrangian are affected, except terms like f¯u,iL f
d,i
R W
+ → f¯u,iL V ijfd,jR W+.
It is conventional to interpret this for the quark sector as the up-types now
coupling to rotated versions of the down-types, fd,i → fd′,i = V ijckmfd,j . The
rotated down type quarks are called d′, s′ and b′, and Vckm is the Cabibbo-
Kobyashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix.
In the lepton case the neutrinos ν1, ν2 and ν3 are rotated into νe, νµ and ντ
by the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix. The absolute values
of the elements of these mixing matrices are given by [6]: 0.97 0.23 0.0030.23 0.97 0.04
0.008 0.04 0.999

CKM
and
0.73-0.89 0.45-0.66 <0.240.23-0.66 0.24-0.75 0.52-0.87
0.06-0.57 0.40-0.82 0.48-0.85

PMNS
. (1.16)
Note that the CKM matrix is very close to diagonal. A priori the SM does not
require the quarks to mix this little and to interact mainly with their generational
partner. It is also not known why the lepton mixing matrix is so different from
the quark one.
1.2 The Higgs Boson
The scalar field φ can have variations around the ground state, parameterized by
the Higgs field H(x). We can write φ as
φ(x) =
1√
2
(
0
v +H(x)
)
. (1.17)
The Higgs potential now becomes
LV (φ) = m
2
Hv
2
8
− m
2
H
2
H2 − m
2
H
2v
H3 − m
2
H
8v2
H4, (1.18)
which shows there is a particle, the Higgs boson, with mass mH =
√
2λv2 and
self interactions with three or four particles in a vertex.
The variation on the field φ has to be added everywhere in the Lagrangian.
This results in terms describing interactions of the Higgs boson with the fermions
and massive gauge bosons:
LH = − mf
v
H
(
f¯LfR + f¯RfL
)
+ 2
m2W
v
HW+µ W
−µ +
m2Z
v
HZµZ
µ
+
m2W
v2
H2W+µ W
−µ +
m2Z
2v2
H2ZµZ
µ.
(1.19)
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µ− ν¯e
νµ
W−
e−
(a)
→µ− ν¯eνµe−GF
(b)
Figure 1.1: the muon decay process with a W exchange (a) becomes an effective
four-fermion coupling (b) at low energies.
Note that the coupling constant of the Higgs boson with a particle is proportional
to the particle mass, because coupling constants appear linearly in the Lagrangian
for fermions and quadratically for gauge bosons.
It is also possible to have two or more scalar fields, resulting in multiple
physical Higgs bosons. This is however beyond the scope of this thesis.
1.2.1 Known Properties
In adding the scalar field, we introduced two unknown parameters. The vacuum
expectation value produces the W mass, which can be determined very accu-
rately by measuring muon decay. This process is historically described by the
Fermi coupling constant GF , and, as can be seen in Figure 1.1, is a low energy
approximation of a W exchange. Now we know
v =
2g
mW
=
√
1√
2GF
≈ 246 GeV, (1.20)
and are left with one unknown parameter, the Higgs mass.
Unitarity Bound
Another way to see that massive gauge bosons are a problem, is by looking at
the unitarity bound. We know the transition of one state into another can have
maximally a 100% probability. This translates into the requirement that matrix
elementsM of the S-matrix can grow with energy E at most with E4−N , where
N is the number of external (either incoming or outgoing) vector bosons.
For example, we can examine the situation where two oppositely charged and
longitudinally polarizedW bosons interact and form two longitudinally polarized
Z bosons, or in shortW+LW
−
L→ ZLZL. At lowest order in g we have only tree level
processes, which can be visualized by the Feynman diagrams shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Feynman diagrams contributing at tree level to W+W−→ ZZ.
Without a Higgs boson the last diagram is not present andM becomes
Mno Higgs = −ie
2m2ZE
2
4m2W (m
2
Z −m2W )
+O(E0), (1.21)
which will break unitarity for sufficiently large energy. If there is a Higgs bo-
son, having the vector boson couplings given by the Lagrangian described in
Section 1.1.2, the last diagram will cancel the E2 term, which only leaves
Mwith Higgs = O(E0). (1.22)
In Figure 1.3 [14] the two amplitudes are plotted against energy. The ‘bump’
is the resonance around the Higgs mass, 200GeV in this graph.
This is another argument why (a scalar particle similar to) a Higgs boson
should exist. The same bound also provides a constraint on its mass, by requiring
that the process including a Higgs boson too has to remain within the unitarity
bound for all energies. If all vector boson scatterings are taken into account, the
limit on the Higgs mass by the unitarity bound is [15]:
mH .
√
16pi
3
v ≈ 1 TeV. (1.23)
Running Coupling Constraints
Coupling constants depend on the energy with which they are probed. In quan-
tum field theory additional particles can form off the mass shell (so p2 6= m2, with
p the four-momentum). If more energy becomes available, these higher order pro-
cesses become more relevant.6 Then, a coupling at tree level is replaced by an
effective coupling, which includes all the additional terms. This ‘running’ of the
coupling constants with energy is described by renormalization group equations.
6Actually, in QCD the effect is opposite because of antiscreening.
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Figure 1.3: the cross section over the unitarity bound as a function of center-of-
mass energy for a scenario with a 200GeV Higgs boson and without
one as calculated by the Camorra algorithm [14]. The shaded region
is not allowed by unitarity.
For the Higgs self-coupling constant λ, the renormalization group equation
16pi2
dλ
d ln(Q)
= 24λ2 − 6λ4t + . . . (1.24)
holds [16], with Q the energy scale and λt the coupling to the top quark, as
described in Equation (1.13).
The Higgs quartic coupling has to be in a reasonable range. For example λ
could grow to infinity for an energy called the Landau pole ΛL. If we demand the
coupling to be finite, either new processes could stop the running from diverging,
or λ at any lower energy scale has to be zero. This is called the triviality bound,
because for λ = 0 we could not have a vacuum expectation value. Whichever
of the other two scenarios happens, at or before ΛL we should see new physics:
infinite couplings or new processes.
On the other hand, if λ is below zero for a certain energy, the potential is not
bounded from below anymore. In that case the vacuum is not stable, so we call
this the vacuum stability limit ΛV. It can also happen that new processes make
sure λ stays positive. Either way, at or before ΛV we see non-SM physics.
To find the Landau pole ΛL we take λ λ2t . We can now solve Equation (1.24)
by
λ(Q) =
λ(µ)
1− 32pi2λ(µ) ln
(
Q
µ
) , (1.25)
where the integration constant µ is another energy scale, for example where the
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Higgs mass is defined. Without new physics occurring we need at least
1 >
3
2pi2
λ(µ) ln
(
ΛL
µ
)
⇐⇒ mH(µ) < 2piv√
3
√
ln
(
ΛL
µ
)−1
, (1.26)
with the ΛL the energy scale where λ goes to infinity.
From λ λt we can get the vacuum stability limit. Up to leading order the
top mass is constant in energy, so the renormalization group equation becomes
λ(Q) = λ(µ)− 3m
4
t
2pi2v4
ln
(
Q
µ
)
. (1.27)
There will be new physics at scale ΛV before λ becomes negative, so
mH(µ) >
m2t
piv
√
3 ln
(
ΛV
µ
)
. (1.28)
Combining the two limits, we get for the scale Λ where there has to be new
physics:
m2t
piv
√
3 ln
(
Λ
µ
)
< mH(µ) <
2piv√
3
√
ln
(
Λ
µ
)−1
. (1.29)
The energy scales at which new physics is to be found for a given Higgs mass
have been plotted in Figure 1.4 [17], which also includes higher order corrections
to the above calculations. Conversely, the plot describes theoretically allowed
Higgs masses if up to a certain energy range no new physics in addition to the
SM has been discovered. The figure also shows the Tevatron exclusion region, a
result that will be discussed in Chapter 6.
Indirect Measurements
Higher orders in perturbation theory provide corrections to the ratio of the W
and Z masses. The top-quark mass enters this ratio quadratically, while the
Higgs mass only has a logarithmic contribution. Collider experiments determined
mZ = 91.1875±0.0021GeV,mW = 80.399±0.023GeV andmt = 173.2±0.9GeV.
With these and other electroweak data the Higgs mass can be fitted to be
mH = 95
+30
−24 GeV
and with 95% confidence level (CL) the fit yields mH < 169GeV [18].
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Figure 1.4: the energy scale where we will see new physics, depending on the
Higgs mass (adapted from [17]). The bounds have a width given
by uncertainties in SM parameters, like the top-quark mass. The
width of the triviality (or perturbativity) bound also includes different
possible contributions from higher-order perturbative corrections.
Direct Searches
At the large electron-positron (LEP) collider, the main production channel for
Higgs bosons is so-called Higgs-strahlung. The electron and positron form a Z
boson, from which a Higgs boson is radiated, as can be seen in Figure 1.5.
LEP produced electron-positron collisions with center-of-mass energies up to
209GeV. Because no observation of a Higgs boson was made, the working group
for Higgs boson searches published their 95% CL exclusion of a SM Higgs boson
lighter than 114.4GeV [19]. In Figure 1.6 the result from the fit to the precision
measurements is shown, along with the exclusion regions from the direct searches.
e− Ze+ Z H
Figure 1.5: leading diagram of e+e−→ ZH.
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Figure 1.6: the difference in χ2 from the SM fit as a function of a fixed Higgs
mass in the fit. The shaded regions are excluded at 95% CL by LEP
and Tevatron experiments [18].
1.2.2 At the Tevatron
The Tevatron is a proton-antiproton (pp¯) collider at 1.96 TeV average center-of-
mass energy. At this energy there are two leading processes for Higgs production,
as shown in Figure 1.7, gluon fusion through a top loop and Higgs-strahlung.

g
t
g
H
(a) gluon fusion
	
q
Vq¯
′ V
H
(b) associated vector boson production
Figure 1.7: main contributions to Higgs boson production at the Tevatron. The
vector boson V can be either a Z or a W± boson.
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(a) Higgs boson production cross section (b) Higgs boson branching ratio
Figure 1.8: most important Higgs boson production (a) and decay modes (b) at
the Tevatron [20, 21].
Higgs-strahlung, also called associated vector boson production, suffers from
the small couplings of the weak force. This makes gluon fusion about four times
more likely to occur, as can be seen in Figure 1.8(a). The total production cross
section is about 1.8 to 0.21 pb in the Higgs mass range 100 to 200GeV [20].
The Higgs boson coupling to other particles is proportional to their mass, as
shown in Section 1.1.2. The Higgs mass should also be large enough to produce
the decay products not too far off shell. These are the defining ingredients for
the relative strength of the decay channels, plotted in Figure 1.8(b). There are
roughly two regimes:
mH . 135GeV, where the Higgs boson mainly decays into a bb¯ pair. At a
hadron collider such as the Tevatron, the irreducible background of bb¯ is far
too high. Therefore it is only possible to trigger on the associated vector
boson production with the W or Z decaying leptonically;
mH & 135GeV. Here the Higgs boson decays dominantly into two W bosons.
Gluon fusion can now be used as a production mechanism if at least one of
the W s decays into leptons.
This thesis will focus on a low Higgs mass scenario. There are six main decay
channels for low mass Higgs bosons at the Tevatron. They are listed with their
cross section times branching ratio in Table 1.3. Because of its rapid decay, the
tau is treated differently from other charged leptons. Although detector effects
can alter the relative importance of the channels, it is clear WH → τνbb¯7 can
have a non-negligible contribution.
7WH → τνbb¯ is shorthand for W+H → τ+ντ bb¯ and W−H → τ−ν¯τ bb¯. Also in other
production and decay modes a similar shorthand notation is used.
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cross section × branching ratio (fb)
process mH = 115GeV mH = 130GeV
H→WW 35 95
ZH→ ννbb¯ 15 8
ZH→ ``bb¯ 5 3
ZH→ ττjj 6 3
WH→ `νbb¯ 33 18
WH→ τντ bb¯ 17 9
Table 1.3: cross section times branching ratio for different Higgs boson decays.
Of the two W s at least one decays into leptons. The lepton ` here can
either be an electron or a muon, and j is any kind of jet, so gluons,
quarks or taus.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Setup
The high-energy collisions used in this thesis were produced at the Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL or Fermilab). The highest-energy accelerator at
Fermilab was the Tevatron, a ring shaped synchrotron that could collide protons
and antiprotons at 1.96TeV center-of-mass energy.
Between 1989 and 1996 the Tevatron Run I took place, in which the center-
of-mass energy was 1.8TeV. At first, the only experiment that was supposed to
be built for Run I was the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF). In 1992 the DØ
detector was also completed to provide an independent check of CDF’s results.
Both experiments independently discovered the top quark in 1995 [22].
Run II took place from 2000 until 2011. Several upgrades for Run II have
improved the accelerator and detector performances. One of the main accelerator
upgrades was the replacement of the Main Ring, which shared its tunnel with the
Tevatron, by the Main Injector in its own tunnel. Also, the peak instantaneous
luminosity delivered by the Tevatron increased from 1031 to 3 · 1032 cm−2s−1 and
the time between the crossing of (anti)proton bunches decreased from 3.6µs to
396 ns. The DØ detector was upgraded to use this improvement and to reduce
radiation damage. The central tracker was replaced and a solenoid magnet was
added, along with preshower detectors and an enhanced muon system.
Because only Run II data is used for the analysis in this thesis, the description
of the experimental setup will be that of Run II.
By the end of Run II, on September 31st 2011, the Tevatron delivered a total
integrated luminosity of 11.9 fb−1. DØ recorded 10.7 fb−1 of that, with losses
coming from detector downtime in the beginning or end of a store, and from
temporary (sub)detector problems that prohibited data taking.
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step machine product energy destination
1 Pre-accelerator H− 750 keV Linac
2 Linac H− 400MeV Booster
3 Booster p 8GeV Main Injector, steps 4&7
4 Main Injector p 120GeV Pbar source
5 Pbar Source p¯ 8GeV Recycler
6 Recycler p¯ 8GeV Main Injector
7 Main Injector p, p¯ 150GeV Tevatron
8 Tevatron p, p¯ 980GeV collisions & beam dump
Table 2.1: the acceleration chain leading up to 980GeV (anti)protons. The en-
ergy quoted is the kinetic energy of the particles at the end of the
acceleration stage.
2.1 Proton-Antiproton Collisions
To get proton-antiproton collisions with a center-of-mass energy of 1.96TeV, anti-
protons are made and accelerated, together with the protons, to 980GeV.
The acceleration chain of the (anti)protons is summarized in Table 2.1, and
Figure 2.1 shows the layout of the accelerators. The different stages, the Proton
and Antiproton Source, the Main Injector, Recycler and the Tevatron, are de-
scribed below. More information on Fermilab’s accelerators can be found in [23].
2.1.1 Proton Source
The Proton Source delivers 8GeV protons to the Main Injector. It consists of the
linear Pre-accelerator and Linac, and the circular booster.
The first accelerator is the Pre-accelerator. Negative hydrogen ions (H−) are
accelerated to a kinetic energy of 750 keV by an Cockroft-Walton accelerator.
The Pre-accelerator produces bunches of H− ions at a rate of 15 Hz.
Next, the Linear Accelerator or Linac accelerates the ions to 400 MeV by
Radio Frequency (RF) cavities, while the beam is focused by quadrupole magnets.
Because the RF cavities have a fixed frequency and the particles accelerate while
traversing the Linac, the cavities have increasing drift tube length.
The next step is the Booster, which is the first synchrotron in the acceleration
chain. The ions are injected in the Booster and pass through a so-called stripping
foil, which collects the electrons. The protons continue and are bent by magnets
to a circular orbit of 75m radius. Because the protons have positive charge, they
can be kept in the Booster with the same magnet with which the H−s are injected.
To ensure acceleration and a stable orbit, the magnets and RF cavities need to
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Figure 3.1: The Fermilab Accelerator Complex
3.1.1 Proton production and initial acceleration
Production of colliding beams starts with negative hydrogen ions (H−) produced in a magnetron
surface plasma source. The ions are produced from the interactions of electrons in the plasma with
cesium atoms coating the cathode of the plasma source. The H− ions escape the plasma chamber
through an aperture and are electrostatically accelerated to 18 keV. Their energy is electrostatically
increased to 750 keV (limited by the maximum potential difference) in the Cockcroft-Walton ac-
celerator. In the Linac, they are further accelerated to 400 MeV. At 400 MeV, the hydrogen ions
are relativistic enough so that they can be further accelerated in a synchrotron. The Booster, with
a circumference of 475 m, strips the hydrogen ions of their electrons by passing them through a
carbon foil and accelerates the protons to an energy of 8 GeV. Because the 20 ms Linac pulse
is longer than the 2.2 ms Booster circumference, the pulse must be injected over several turns in
the Booster. The negative charge of the hydrogen ions allows them to be merged with the proton
beam already in the Booster. The protons are then injected into the Main Injector, where they are
accelerated to energies sufficient for antiproton production and to feed the fixed target experiments
(120 GeV) and for injection into the Tevatron at 150 GeV.
Figure 2.1: the Fermila accelerator complex.
be synchronized with the proton bunches, giving it the name synchrotron.
2.1.2 Main Injector, Recycler and Antiproton Source
The Booster delivers 8GeV protons to the Main Injector, an oval shaped syn-
chrotron with an average radius of 0.5 km. It can accelerate the particles further
to either 120 or 150GeV, depending on their purpose. The Main Injector pro-
vides beams to the Antiproton Source, the Tevatron and fixed target experiments,
like neutrino experi ents. For antiproton production, it accelerates proto s to
120GeV and shoots them towards the Antiprot n Source.
The Antiproton or Pbar Source consists of a target, the Debuncher and the
Accumulator. The protons from the Main Injector hit a nickel-alloy target, pro-
ducing a boosted shower of many collision products with some antiprotons among
them. It takes about 105 protons with 120GeV to make an antiproton with an
energy around 8GeV. Magnets behind the target are used to select particles with
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the right momentum and negative charge. These are fed into the Debuncher,
a synchrotron with the shape of a rounded triangle and a mean circumference
of 560m. Its main goal is to cool the antiproton beam by bunch rotation and
stochastic cooling.
The beam is then transferred to the Accumulator, another synchrotron in the
same tunnel as the Debuncher. It acts as a storage ring for the antiprotons, where
they are further cooled. During the time they are stored, other particles with the
same momentum-over-charge ratio as the antiprotons but a finite lifetime have
the chance to decay, purifying the beam.
Housed in the same tunnel as the Main Injector, the Recycler stores antipro-
tons from the Accumulator and cools them further. Its other original purpose
was to recycle the antiprotons from the Tevatron that remain after a store, but
this was abandoned after problems in the beginning of Run II. Besides stochas-
tic cooling, the Accumulator uses electron cooling, where a concentrated beam
of cold electrons with the same average velocity is put in the beam along with
the antiprotons. The antiprotons transfer some of their heat to the cooler elec-
trons through soft scattering. Electron cooling is important when there are more
than about 2 · 1012 antiprotons in the Recycler, because stochastic cooling then
becomes much less effective.
Once the p¯ stash is big enough, it is split into 36 bunches and sent to the
Main Injector. These bunches are accelerated to 150GeV and transferred to the
Tevatron. Another 36 bunches, containing protons from the Booster, are also
accelerated and delivered to the Tevatron. The (anti)proton bunches are split
into 3 groups of 12 bunches. These groups, or trains, are 2.6µs apart.
2.1.3 The Tevatron
As a synchrotron with a 1 km radius, the Tevatron is the largest accelerator of
Fermilab. It accelerates the (anti)protons to 980 GeV using its 8 RF cavities, but
afterwards the Tevatron is basically used as a storage ring. The beam is bent
to a near circle by niobium-titanium magnets, which are cryogenically cooled
to about 4K to make them superconducting. The Tevatron is divided into six
sectors with at the beginning of every sector one straight part, named A0 up to
F0. The beams from the Main Injector enter the Tevatron at F0, which is also
where the RF cavities are situated. The two interaction points are at B0 and
D0, where the beam is optimally focused with low-beta quadrupoles, to get the
highest luminosity. CDF is placed at B0, while the DØ experiment was named
after its location at the Tevatron, D0.
During a store the luminosity decreases nearly exponentially, due to the loss of
particles from high-energy collisions and beam-beam effects. Once the luminosity
of the store has decreased and a new stack of antiprotons is collected, the beams
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the upgraded DØ detector, as installed in the collision hall and
viewed from inside the Tevatron ring. The forward proton detector is not shown.
The detectors in the central region of the detector are shown in Figure 2.
removal of the old Main Ring beam pipe from the calorimeters. During Run I,
the Main Ring was used to accelerate protons for antiproton production while
the Tevatron operated in collider mode. Losses from the Main Ring produced
spurious energy deposits in the calorimeters and muon system, and most trig-
gers were not accepted while Main Ring protons passed through the detector.
Removal of the Main Ring increased the livetime of the detector by approxi-
mately 10%, depending on the trigger.
In the following sections of this paper, we describe the design and performance
of the upgraded DØ detector. The new central tracking system and solenoidal
magnet are presented in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. The preshower de-
tectors are described in Section 4. The calorimeters are briefly described in
Section 5 along with the new calorimeter electronics. The muon system is
discussed in Section 6. The new forward proton detector is presented in Sec-
tion 7. The luminosity monitor is described in Section 8. The triggering and
data acquisition systems are described in Sections 9 and 10. Section 11 covers
detector controls and monitoring and Section 12 contains an overview of the
software components of the experiment. A list of acronyms appears at the end
of the paper.
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Figure 2.2: a cross section vi w at x = 0 of the DØ detector.
will be dumped and preparations for a new store begin. An average store lasts
about 15 hours, while it typically takes a few hours to begin a new one.
2.2 The DØ Detector
To study the high-energy proton-antiproton collisions provided by the Tevatron,
the DØ detector uses three different systems. They are the tracker, the calorime-
ter and the muon spectrometer, as sho n in Figure 2.2. Their collective goal is
to reconstruct as accurately as possible what happened during and shortly after
the pp¯ collisions.
The enormous amount of data coming from the subdetectors is filtered and
processed by a three-level triggering system, while the Luminosity Monitors mea-
sure the total interaction rate for the normalization of the cross sections.
A complete description of the Ru II DØ detector ca be found in [24].
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2.2.1 Transverse Momentum and Coordinate Systems
One of the difficulties of hadron collisions is that because hadrons are composite
particles, it is a priori unknown what constituents took part in the collision and
what fraction of the hadron’s energy and momentum they carried. This gives
rise to large uncertainties in the reconstruction of the event. The center-of-mass
frame of the collision is boosted by an unknown amount, making the assumption
of a total momentum balance intractable. Because the boost can only occur
along the beam direction, the transverse directions should have such a balance,
so the transverse part of the momentum, ~pT, is used. Usually, only the absolute
value pT ≡ |~pT| is mentioned, which should be zero for all the collision remnants
combined. If there is a pT imbalance, it is noted as missing transverse energy, /ET,
which is the same as the combined ~pT of the entire detector, but with opposite
direction.
DØ uses different coordinate systems: Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical
coordinates. The direction of the proton beam (south) is defined as the z axis,
while the x axis points away from the center of the Tevatron (east) and the y
direction is upward, making a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system.
In cylindrical coordinates, x and y are replaced by the radial direction r ≡√
x2 + y2 and the azimuthal angle φ ≡ tan−1(y/x). Sometimes, the polar angle
θ, with cos(θ) ≡ z/√r2 + z2, is also used.
Because of the unknown z boost, it is often convenient to use the rapidity.
Differences in this coordinate are invariant under Lorentz transformations along
the beam pipe. For a collision product with energy E and longitudinal momentum
pz, the rapidity is defined by
y ≡ 1
2
ln
(
E + pz
E − pz
)
. (2.1)
The particle is usually highly relativistic, so its mass is negligible and the rapidity
can be approximated well by the pseudorapidity
η ≡ 1
2
ln
( |~p|+ pz
|~p| − pz
)
= − ln
(
tan
θ
2
)
. (2.2)
Even if the particle has a non-negligible mass, η is a relevant substitute for y,
because the mass is a priori an unknown.
The collisions typically take place in a region with a 25 cm length, because
the (anti)proton bunches have a longitudinal spread. It is convenient to have the
collision point as the origin, so we redefine the coordinates accordingly. Changes
in for example η are determined for each primary vertex. The coordinates men-
tioned in the rest of this chapter refer to the ‘detector coordinates’, which suppose
a collision in the center of the detector.
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Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of the new central tracking system in the x − z plane.
Also shown are the locations of the solenoid, the preshower detectors, luminosity
monitor, and the calorimeters.
Fig. 3. Expected relative transverse momentum resolution of the central tracking
system as a function of pseudorapidity for tracks with pT = 1, 10, and 100 GeV/c.
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Figure 2.3: the DØ tracking system in a cross-section view at y = 0.
2.2.2 Tracking
The Tracker is an important part of the detector, because it can determine the
momentum of the charged particles traversing it. It can also identify secondary
vertices, which indicates a particle decay, as explained in Section 3.3.
The tracking system consists of the Silicon Microstrip Tracker (SMT), the
central fiber tracker (CFT), a solenoid magnet surrounding them and preshower
detectors just outside the magnet. The solenoid produces a 2T magnetic field,
curving the track of a charged particle to a helix with a radius proportional to
the particle pT. The magnet polarity is regularly reversed, in order to reduce
systematic uncertainties in the tracking.
The layout of the central tracker is shown in Figure 2.3.
SMT
To achieve the precise vertex resolution, high-accuracy tracking is needed close
to the interaction point. Therefore the SMT, with a measured hit resolution of
about 20µm, was constructed just outside the beam pipe.
The SMT is basically a large number of closely-packed diodes, which give
a signal when a charged particle passes through it, making electron-hole pairs.
The diodes are combined to sensors by having silicon wafers with n- and/or p-
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Fig. 4. The disk/barrel design of the silicon microstrip tracker.
of the interaction region (σ ≈ 25 cm) sets the length scale of the device. With
a long interaction region, it is a challenge to deploy detectors such that the
tracks are generally perpendicular to detector surfaces for all η. This led us to a
design of barrel modules interspersed with disks in the center and assemblies
of disks in the forward regions. The barrel detectors primarily measure the
r − φ coordinate and the disk detectors measure r − z as well as r − φ. Thus
vertices for particles at high η are reconstructed in three dimensions by the
disks, and vertices of particles at small values of η are measured in the barrels
and central fiber tracker. This design poses difficult mechanical challenges in
arranging the detector components and minimizing dead areas while providing
sufficient space for cooling and cables.
An isometric view of the SMT is shown in Figure 4. The detector has six
barrels in the central region. Each barrel has four silicon readout layers. The
silicon modules installed in the barrels are called “ladders.” Layers 1 and
2 have twelve ladders each; layers 3 and 4 have twenty-four ladders each,
for a total of 432 ladders. Each barrel is capped at high |z| with a disk of
twelve double-sided wedge detectors, called an “F-disk.” Forward of the three
disk/barrel assemblies on each side is a unit consisting of three F-disks. In the
far forward regions, two large-diameter disks, “H-disks,” provide tracking at
high |η|. Twenty-four full wedges, each consisting of two back-to-back single-
sided “half” wedges, are mounted on each H-disk. There are 144 F-wedges
and 96 full H-wedges in the tracker; each side of a wedge (upstream and
downstream) is read out independently. There is a grand total of 912 readout
modules, with 792,576 channels. The centers of the H-disks are located at
|z| = 100.4, 121.0 cm; the F-disks are at |z| = 12.5, 25.3, 38.2, 43.1, 48.1,
and 53.1 cm. The centers of the barrels are at |z| = 6.2, 19.0, 31.8 cm. The
SMT is read out by custom-made 128-channel SVXIIe readout chips.
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Figure 2.4: the barrel and disk layout of the Silicon Microstrip Tracker in the
Run IIa configuration.
doped strips. Double-sided sensors have oppositely doped strips with a stereo
angle between them, while the single-sided ones have strips on one side and the
substrate is uniformly and oppositely doped on the other side. The n-p junctions
form diodes over which a voltage is applied, making a depletion zone that is
effectively an insulat r. Only a small leakage current is present, in the order
of 100µA per wafer, increasing to 1-2mA aft r radiation damag from 6 fb−1
integrated lum osity [25]. The pitch of the dop d strips is only 40 to 153µm.
The s ns s e ombined in six barrel modules and 16 disks placed symme-
trically around z = 0. An ‘F-disk’ is placed at the high-|z| end of every barrel
with three additional ones outside the outer barrel. Four ‘H-disks’ reside at |z| =
1.004 and 1.210m, although in 2006 the outer ost H-disks have been removed to
install Layer 0, as discussed below. The configuration of the SMT is long in the z
direction, as can be seen in Figure 2.4. This ensures that high-z vertices can still
be reconstructed and that tracks with high η also have hits close to their vertex.
Each barrel is 12 cm long and made with 4 layers, each an overlapping set of
two sublayers. Most layers have two 6 cm sensors bonded together to form one
12 cm ladder, while layers 1 and 3 of the inner four barrels have 12 cm single-
wafer sensors. Layers 1 and 2 have 12 ladders and layers 3 and 4 have 24 ladders,
making a total of 72 ladders for each barrel. Most ladders consist of a double-
sided sensor, with a stereo angle of 90◦ for layers 1 and 3, and 2◦ for layers 2
and 4. Only the outermost barrels have single-sided sensors, in layers 1 and 3.
In Figure 2.5(a) a cross section of a barrel is displayed.
Th F-disks are made of 12 slightly overlapp ng trap zoidal wedges, each a
double-sided strip sensor wi a ster o angle of 30◦. The F-disks are at |z| =
12.5, 25.3, 38.2, 43.1, 48.1 a 53.1 cm, and span r = 2.57 to 9.96 cm.
A configuration of 24 overlapping trapezoidal wedges make up an H-disk.
Every wedge has two back-to-back mounted single-sided strips with a 15◦ stereo
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on both surfaces of an installed ladder, assuming a ladder
already in place on the opposite sub-layer surface.
(3) The space needed for a 3.175 mm7.366 mm cooling channel
placed a lower bound on the sub-layer radial spacing.
(4) A minimum space of 5.516 mm was left between inner and
outer sub-layer ladder mounting surfaces for cables. Compo-
nents which extend from the ladder surfaces reduce the clear
space for cables to about 2.7 mm.
(5) Space between adjacent ladders of a sub-layer was left for a
9.4 mmwide layer-to-layer coolant connection. This limits the
minimum radius of a layer, given ladder physical widths and
the number of ladders in the layer.
Final machining of the active and passive bulkheads of a barrel was
done with the bulkheads clamped together as a unit. This ensured
that bulkhead ladder mounting surfaces and mounting features
match on each pair of bulkheads and helped ensure that installed
ladderswould be parallel to the beam line.Mounting surfaceswere
machined to a ﬂatness of approximately 25 mm, and the mounting
surfaces on the 9.525 mm thick active bulkhead were made
perpendicular to the plane of the bulkhead to 25 mm. This estab-
lishes amaximum ladder slope at the active bulkhead of 25/9525¼
2.6 mrad. Assuming this slope, perfect alignment of the active and
passive bulkheads, and the appropriate elastic properties of a
Fig. 7. Mechanical structure of the three-chip ladder with dimensions given in mm. The bottom picture is a blow-up of the HDI area shown in the middle picture. The
bulkheads are part of the support structure and not part of the ladder.
Table 3
Ladder silicon radial positions along each ladders centerline.
Layer Sub-layer Ladders/sub-layer R (mm)
1 Inner 6 27.15
Outer 6 36.45
2 Inner 6 45.50
Outer 6 55.54
3 Inner 12 67.68
Outer 12 75.82
4 Inner 12 91.01
Outer 12 100.51
Fig. 8. Ladder positions on the active bulkhead. Fourmanifolds, two supply and two
return, are indicated in the ﬁgure with S and R. The support structure and the cover
are further described in Section 3.7.
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(a) Layers 1-4 (b) Layer 0
Figure 2.5: an r − φ view of the configuration of the SMT strips in (a) a barrel
and (b) Layer 0.
angle. The H-disks cover the pseudorapidity region of up to |η| < 3 for collisions
in the center of the detector.
In 2006 the SMT was upgraded by the addition of Layer 0. The diameter of
the beam pipe, a 0.5-mm-thick beryllium tube, was reduced from 38 to 30mm. In
the resulting extra space a configuration of six single-sided sensors was mounted.
Figure 2.5(b) shows the layout of these sensors. Layer 0 is divided into 8 sections,
ending at |z| =7, 14, 26 and 38 cm, so it has a total of 48 sensors. The readout
of Layer 0 is done by reusing the electronics channels of the outer-two H-disks,
which were removed during the upgrade [26].
The upgrade was performed to improve tracking resolution and consequently
b-tagging efficiency at high instantaneous luminosities. Also, the integrated lu-
minosity was much larger than planned, causing concerns about the radiation
aging of Layer 1. The radiation forms defects in the silicon crystals, which cause
the effective doping to change. With a high enough dose the n-doped silicon be-
comes p-doped, which is called type-inversion. Afterwards, the depletion voltage
rises with the p-doping concentration. Once this reaches the point where elec-
trical discharges occur, due to the increased conductivity in regions with many
radiation-induced defects, the layer can effectively not be used anymore. Type
inversion was measured at the expected fluence and voltage limitations due to
radiation induced damage were not found to be a serious problem in the SMT
lifetime.
The period before the 2006 upgrade is referred to as Run IIa, and the period
afterwards as Run IIb.
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Fig. 13. Technique for curved scintillating fiber ribbon fabrication.
Table 2
Design parameters of the CFT; u = +3◦, v = −3◦. A through H correspond to the
eight axial layers of the CFT.
Layer Radius (cm) Fibers/layer Fiber separation (µm) Active length (m)
A 20.04 1280× 2 982.4 1.66
Au 20.22 1280× 2 990.3 1.66
B 24.93 1600× 2 978.3 1.66
Bv 25.13 1600× 2 985.1 1.66
C 29.87 1920× 2 976.1 2.52
Cu 30.05 1920× 2 980.9 2.52
D 34.77 2240× 2 974.4 2.52
Dv 34.95 2240× 2 979.3 2.52
E 39.66 2560× 2 971.7 2.52
Eu 39.86 2560× 2 976.3 2.52
F 44.56 2880× 2 970.0 2.52
Fv 44.74 2880× 2 974.3 2.52
G 49.49 3200× 2 969.8 2.52
Gu 49.67 3200× 2 973.3 2.52
H 51.97 3520× 2 926.1 2.52
Hv 52.15 3520× 2 927.8 2.52
cylinder. The grooved plastic was inserted into a rigid, curved backing plate of
the desired radius, and the scintillating fibers were laid in and glued together
to form the doublet ribbons; the two layers of fiber are offset by one-half of
the fiber spacing. The technique is illustrated in Figure 13. It enables curved
ribbons to match the curvature of each support cylinder without machining
precisely-spaced grooves into a curved surface. Details on fiber lengths and
spacings are provided in Table 2.
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Figure 2.6: curving the CFT fibers in a cylinder structure.
CFT
The next subdetector is the Central Fiber Tracker, consisting of scintillating
fibers. When a fiber is hit by a particle, the ionization energy it receives will be
emitted in the form of light. The light travels to the end of the fiber, where it is
read out.
The CFT configuration consist of 8 concentric superlayers with r ≈ 20, 25,
30, 35, 40, 45, 50 and 52 cm. The first two superlayers are 1.66m long, while the
outer six are 2.52m long.
Each superlayer consists of two layers: an axial z layer, parallel to the beam
axis, and a stereo layer with a ±3◦ angle in the φ direction. Counting from the
inside out, the odd superlayers, called u, have a positive stereo angle layer, while
the even ones have a negative stereo angle layer, the v layers. Every layer is made
of 835µm diameter scintillating fibers, arranged in a zigzag pattern as shown in
Figure 2.6. This makes sure any traversing particle will hit a significant amount
of fiber material.
The fibers consist of a 785-µm-diameter polystyrene core, surrounded by
two 25-µm-thick claddings. The core is doped with a fluorescent dye (parater-
phenyl) and a waveshifter dye (3-hydroxyflavone). Paraterphenyl relaxes a few
nanoseconds after a traversing particle excited it. The resulting 340 nm radia-
tion would only travel in the order of micrometers in the polystyrene, but the
3-hydroxyflavone abs r s the light and emits the energy with a 530 nm wave-
length, which has a much larger absorption length.
The outer cladding is made of fluoro-acrylic, but because that material is
mechanically i compatibl with the paraterphenyl, an inner cladding of poly-
methylmethacrylate is used. The core, inner cladding and outer cladding have a
refractive index of 1.59, 1.49 and 1.42, respectively.
At one end of the fiber (south for the axial layers, north for the stereo ones),
the light is transferred to waveguides, which have the same composition as the
scintillating fibers, but without the dyes. The other end of the scintillating fibers
is coated with a 90% reflective aluminum coating, so most of the light emitted in
the wrong direction is reflected and can be measured some nanoseconds later.
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(a) scintillator fiber
(b) CPS geometry
(c) FPS geometry
Figure 2.7: the preshower geometry of (a) a scintillator fiber, (b) the CPS layers
and (c) the FPS layers.
A waveguide transports the signal to a visible-light photon counter (VLPC),
which is a silicon pixel chip that operates at 9K. The VLPCs are connected to
analog front-end (AFE) boards that determine the ADC (analog to digital con-
verter) count. New AFEII-t boards were installed during an upgrade in 2007,
which can record the time the signal first went over threshold. The time de-
pends on the pulse height through two mechanisms, the photon-multiplicity ef-
fect and slewing. If more photons are produced, the chance that one or more
photons starts in the direction of the readout is larger, making the recorded time
lower. Also, if the signal is higher, it will cross the threshold sooner, reducing
the recorded time again. The timing is corrected for both effects, as explained in
Section 3.2.
The total φ×r×z resolution per hit for the CFT is about 0.1×0.1×20 mm3.
Preshower Detectors
The function of the preshower detectors is partially tracking, partially calorime-
try; they are used to measure the tracks of particles after they traversed the
magnet, and provide corrections to the energy measurement of the calorimeter.
The preshower also aids in particle identification, because a heavy charged par-
ticle will be minimally ionizing both before and after it hits absorber material,
while photons will only produce a signal (typically three fibers wide) behind an
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absorber, and electrons produce a minimally ionizing signal in front of the ab-
sorber, and a shower signal behind it.
The preshower detectors are situated between the tracker and the calorimeter
and have of two parts: the Central Preshower Detector (CPS) and the For-
ward Preshower Detector (FPS). Both subdetectors are made of double lay-
ers of triangle-shaped fibers with a wavelength-shifting fiber in their core. In
Figure 2.7(a) the fiber dimensions can be seen.
The fibers have a tracking resolution of about 1mm [27] and the single-particle
efficiency is about 95% for high pT electrons [28].
The CPS covers the range |η| < 1.3 and lies at r = 72 cm in the 5 cm space
between the solenoid and the calorimeter. On the inside of the CPS, a lead
slab is mounted with a thickness such that the amount of material, including
the solenoid, is about 2 radiation lengths (2X0) for particles coming from the
detector center. There are three double layers in the CPS: one axial, one u and
one v layer. The layers have a fiber layout as can be seen in Figure 2.7(b) and
each layer is divided in eight modules. The stereo layers have an angle of 24◦ in
the φ direction.
The FPS is made of 4 double-fiber planes, with layout shown in Figure 2.7(c).
The two closest to the interaction point are called minimum ionizing particle
(MIP) layers and the other two are the shower layers. Between the MIP and
shower layers lies a 2X0 absorber, made of lead and stainless steel. There is a u
and a v plane in both the MIP and the shower part of the FPS. The planes are
divided into 8 wedges of 22.5◦, while the absorber is made of 48 segments.
2.2.3 Calorimetry
By measuring the energy of electrons, photons and jets, the calorimeter is used
in particle identification. The calorimeter can also determine whether there are
high-energy neutrinos in the event, because they don’t interact with the detector,
causing /ET.
Calorimetry is performed using interlaced plates of absorber material and
signal boards, with active material in between, as can be seen in Figure 2.9(a).
Particles traversing the calorimeter produce secondary-particle showers in the
absorber plates. These showers ionize the liquid argon, producing a number of
electrons proportional to the energy of the particles in the shower. The electrons
drift to a signal board, which integrates their charge.
Hadron showers include many neutrons, which will only be detected once they
free ionizing particles, for example by elastic collisions with protons in hydrogen
nuclei. This means that, given the short integration period available for Run II,
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Figure 2.6: A cut-out view of the calorimeter. Going outward from the interaction
point, one can distinguish the electromagnetic section (light grey), the fine hadronic
section (dark grey), and the coarse hadronic section (grey).
and φ. Above |η| = 3.2 the cells are twice as large. Cells aligned in η and φ form a
so called tower.
As can be seen from Fig. 2.7, in the region 0.8 < |η| < 1.4 there is more inactive
material early in the shower development than in the rest of the calorimeter due to
the fact that both the central and the forward calorimeter are contained in their own
cryostats. This region is called the intercryostat region (ICR). In order to improve
the energy resolution in the intercryostat region extra sampling material has been
added. This forms the massless-gap detector and the intercryostat detector (ICD).
The massless-gap detector is a single-layer structure of calorimeter read-out cells
located inside the central and end cryostats. The intercryostat detector consists of
scintillator tiles mounted on the outside of the cryostat of the forward calorimeter.
The resolution, σ, of the energy measurement of the calorimeter is parametrized
as a function of the energy, E, using a noise term, a sampling term, and a constant
term:
σ2
E2
=
N2
E2
+
S2
E
+ C2 . (2.3)
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Figure 2.8: a cut-out v ew of the DØ calo i et r.
the electron response of the neutrons is lower than that of EM particles. This
increases the jet energy uncertainty, because it is unknown whether early in the
shower development a high-energy pi0 was formed, which decays into photons and
therefore makes the jet appear more erget c han wit out the initial pi0.
In Figure 2.8 the layout of the calorimeter can be seen, with its subdivision in
electromagnetic, fine hadronic and coarse hadronic calorimeters. The calorimeter
is also divi ed in a central calorimeter (CC) wit |η| . 1 and the end caps (ECs),
which provide pseudorapidity coverage up to |η| ≈ 4.
In the elect omagnetic sections the absorber consists of depl d-uranium
plates, which are 3 and 4mm thick in the CC and ECs, respectively. The fine
hadronic absorber plates are 6mm thick and are made of an uranium alloy with
2% niobium. The plates of the coarse calorimeters are much thicker: 46.5mm.
They are made from copper in the CC and stainless steel in the ECs.
Liquid argon is used as active material, which means the calorimeters have
to be cooled. The CC and the two ECs each have their own cryostat to keep the
temperature at around 90K.
Two 0.5mm sheets of G-10 plastic around a copper pad make up one signal
board, which is coated with high-resistivity surface to serve as electrodes. A 2 kV
voltage is applied between these surfaces and the absorber plates.
Several unit cells are combined into a readout cell, while the readout cells of
similar η and φ are grouped into readout towers, as can be seen in Figure 2.9(b).
The η×φ width of a tower is about 0.1×0.1, except for the third layer of the EM
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Fig. 35. Schematic view of the liquid argon gap and signal board unit cell for the
calorimeter.
In the CC, the fine hadronic modules have three longitudinal gangings of
approximately 1.3, 1.0, and 0.76λA. The single coarse hadronic module has a
thickness of about 3.2λA. The two EC inner hadronic modules (Figure 32) are
cylindrical, with inner and outer radii of 3.92 and 86.4 cm. The fine hadronic
portion consists of four readout cells, each 1.1λA thick. The coarse hadronic
portion has a single readout cell 4.1λA thick. Each of the EC middle hadronic
modules has four fine hadronic readout cells of about 0.9λA each and a single
coarse hadronic section of 4.4λA. The outer hadronic modules of the ECs are
made from stainless steel plates inclined at an angle of about 60◦ with respect
to the beam axis (see Figure 34). The maximum thickness is 6.0λA. Each layer
is offset from the others to provide hermeticity.
The transverse sizes of the readout cells are comparable to the transverse sizes
of showers: 1–2 cm for EM showers and about 10 cm for hadronic showers.
Towers in both EM and hadronic modules are ∆η = 0.1 and ∆φ = 2pi/64 ≈
0.1. The third layer of the EM modules, located at the EM shower maximum,
is segmented twice as finely in both η and φ to allow more precise location of
EM shower centroids. As can been seen in Figure 36, cell sizes increase in η
and φ at larger η to avoid very small cells.
5.1.1 Calorimeter electronics
Figure 37 illustrates the main components in the calorimeter readout chain.
There are 55,296 calorimeter electronics channels to be read out; 47,032 corre-
spond to channels connected to physical readout modules in the cryostats. The
remaining electronics channels are not connected to the detector. (The ADC
cards are identical and contain enough channels to read out the most popu-
lated regions of the detector.) The readout is accomplished in three principal
stages. In the first stage, signals from the detector are transported to charge
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(a) the layout of a unit cell
Fig. 34. Schematic view of a portion of the DØ calorimeters showing the transverse
and longitudinal segmentation pattern. The shading pattern indicates groups of
cells ganged together for signal readout. The rays indicate pseudorapidity intervals
from the center of the detector.
trace layers are connected by plated-through holes. The signals from these
multilayer boards in the EM and small-angle hadronic modules are ganged
together along the depth of the modules.
Calorimeter readout cells form pseudo-projective towers as shown in Figure 34,
with each tower subdivided in depth. We use the term “pseudo-projective”
because the centers of cells of increasing shower depth lie on rays projecting
from the center of the interaction region, but the cell boundaries are aligned
perpendicular to the absorber plates.
There are four separate depth layers for the EM modules in the CC and EC.
In the CC, the layers are approximately 1.4, 2.0, 6.8 and 9.8X0 thick. In the
EC, they are approximately 1.6, 2.6, 7.9 and 9.3X0 thick. The values given
for the first layers include all material in the calorimeters themselves from the
outer warm walls to the first active liquid argon gap. The detector components
between the interaction region and the first active gap in the CC at η = 0
provide about 4.0X0 of material; those between the interaction region and the
first active gaps of the ECs at η = 2 are 4.4X0 thick.
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(b) the grouping of readout cells for signal readout
Figure 2.9: the calorimeter readout cells (a) consisting of unit cells and (b) com-
bined by η f r readout.
calorimeter, which has 0.05×0.05 towers.
The energy resolutions of electrons, photons and jets are measured from data
and will be discussed in Chapter 3.
Inter-Cryostat Detector and Massles Gaps
Between the CC and the EC cryostats there is a gap in the sampling yste s. In
this region, with 0.8 . |η| . .4, there is plenty of absorber material because of
support structure, but no active material, leading to a loss in e ergy resolution.
To solve this, readout cells were added within the CC and EC cryostats in front
of the first uranium layer. These are the Massless Gaps.
The Inter-Cryostat Detector (ICD), too, was built to provide active material.
Its location between the calorimeters can be seen in Figure 2.3. Twelve scintillat-
ing tiles of about ∆η ×∆φ = 0.1× 0.1 are combined in an aluminum box, while
eight boxes give complete φ coverage. The pseudorapidity range of the ICD is
1.1 < η < 1.4 and the ICD is read out through fibers, which transport the light
to photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) placed in iron boxes outside the calorimeter to
shiel them from t e magnetic field.
2.2.4 The Muon System
Muons are the only particles that traverse the calorimeter without losing most of
their energy. This makes fast triggering on them possible, which is useful because
high-momentum muons are an indication of interesting events.
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Fig. 44. Exploded view of the muon wire chambers.
allow us to associate a muon in a PDT with the appropriate bunch crossing and
to reduce the cosmic ray background. Additional scintillation counters, the Aφ
counters, have been installed on the PDTs mounted between the calorimeter
and the toroidal magnet. The Aφ counters provide a fast detector for triggering
and identifying muons and for rejecting out-of-time background events.
The scintillation counters are used for triggering; the wire chambers are used
for precise coordinate measurements as well as for triggering. Both types of
detectors contribute to background rejection: the scintillator with timing in-
formation and the wire chambers with track segments.
New detectors and the modifications made to the original system are discussed
in detail in the following sections; original components are described briefly.
Exploded views of the muon system are shown in Figures 44 and 45.
6.1 Toroidal magnets
The toroidal magnets are described in detail in Ref. [45] and visible in Fig-
ures 1, 21, and 24. Having a stand-alone muon-system momentum measure-
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Figure 2.10: an exploded view of the the muon drift tube detectors.
Muon spectrometry is done with a toroidal magnetic field, drift tubes and
scintillation counters. Like the solenoid, the toroid polarity periodically changes.
The two magnets are powered independently, so there are 4 polarity combinations.
About equal integrated luminosity is recorded in each combination.
The central muon system has |η| < 1 and uses Proportional Drift Tubes
(PDTs), while the forward muon system covers 1 < |η| < 2 and has Mini Drift
Tubes (MDTs). Both the central and th f rward muon systems consist of three
multilayers of drift tubes and scintillation counters. The drift tube multilayers
are called A, B and C from inside out, as can be seen in Figure 2.10, with the
toroidal magnet placed between layers A and B. Layers B, C and the bottom
central part of laye A are mad of three layers o drift tubes. The other parts of
layer A have four layers. The drift tubes are rectangular, aluminum tubes around
wires with a gas mixture, which is different for the PDTs and the MDTs.
PDT
The PDT gas mixture, made of argon (84%), methane (8%) and tetrafluorome-
thane (8%), flows through the tubes with a total refresh rate of every 8 hours.
The cross section of the PDTs is 10 by 5.5 cm, and with a drift velocity of about
10 cm/µs the drift resolution is about 0.5mm, while the resolution along the
tubes is 10 to 50 cm. The PDT layers are combined in large drift chambers with
dimensions 2.8×5.6 mm2.
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Fig. 47. Cross-sectional view of a mini drift tube.
Fig. 48. Time-to-distance relationship for a mini drift tube. The points labeled
0 degrees and 45 degrees are calculated using GARFIELD. The crosses indicate
measurements done at 0◦.
and C, with A closest to the interaction region inside the toroidal magnet and
C furthest away), each of which is divided into eight octants, as illustrated in
Figure 44. A layer consists of three (layers B and C) or four (layer A) planes
of tubes mounted along magnetic field lines (the field shape in the forward
toroids is more “square” than “circular”). The entire MDT system contains
48,640 wires; the maximum tube length is 5830 mm in layer C. Since the flux
of particles drops with increasing distance from the beam line, the occupancy
of individual tubes is the same within a factor of two over an entire layer.
An MDT tube consists of eight cells, each with a 9.4× 9.4 mm2 internal cross
section and a 50 µm W-Au anode wire in the center, see Figure 47. The tubes
are made from commercially available aluminum extrusion combs (0.6 mm
thick) with a stainless steel foil cover (0.15 mm thick) and are inserted into
PVC sleeves. They are closed by endcaps that provide accurate positioning of
the anode wires, wire tension, gas tightness, and electrical and gas connections.
The anode wires are supported by spacers; the unsupported wire length never
exceeds 1 m.
The MDT system uses a CF4-CH4 (90%-10%) gas mixture. It is non-flammable,
fast, exhibits no radiation aging, and has a wide operational plateau. The max-
imum drift time for tracks that are perpendicular to the detector plane is 40 ns;
for tracks inclined at 45◦, the maximum drift time is 60 ns. Figure 48 shows
the time-to-distance relationship for inclinations of 0◦ and 45◦ calculated using
GARFIELD [94] and for test beam data.
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Figure 2.11: the MDT tube and wire structure. The PDTs consist of rectangular
tubes with a suspended wire in their center.
MDT
The MDTs were designed to be radiation hard and have low occupancy. The
tubes, with 9.4 by 9.4mm cross section, are formed by a comb and a cover,
forming a total of eight parallel tubes, as can be seen in Figure 2.11. The MDTs
are at most 5.8m long and have spacers between the wire and the combs at least
every meter. The gas mixture is 90% tetrafluoromethane with 10% methane,
which has no measurable radiation aging. With 12 cm/µs, the drift velocity is a
bit higher than that of the PDT. The MDT resolution is 0.7mm.
Scintillation Counters
Fast response detectors are useful for triggering and for associating a drift tube hit
to the right bunch crossing. For this purpose scintillation counters are installed.
In the central region they consist of ‘cosmic caps’ and ‘Aφ counters’, while the
forward region has three layers of scintillation counters. The cosmic caps are
attached to the outside layer of the PDTs and also function to veto cosmic events.
The Aφ scintillation counters are installed on the A-layers of the PDTs, so inside
the toroid magnet. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, layer C of the MDTs and the
outer layer of the forward scintillation counters is not mounted on the outside of
the detector, but on the walls of the collision hall.
2.2.5 Luminosity Measurement
It is very important to know the total luminosity at the DØ interaction point,
so luminosity monitors have been installed. They are placed just inside the
endcap calorimeter and cover 2.7 < |η| < 4.4, as can be seen in Figure 2.12(a).
Figure 2.12(b) shows the layout of the luminosity monitors, consisting of 24 plastic
scintillator wedges, connected to PMTs. Because of the 1T magnetic field at the
position of the PMTs, their gain is reduced by a large factor. This poses no
problem, because high gain is less important for the high-signal environment of
the luminosity detec ors, a d the gain reduction is constant.
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ing information from the u and v planes to the x coordinate from the x plane.
This process gives a resolution of 130 µm.
8 Luminosity monitor
The primary purpose of the luminosity monitor (LM) is to determine the
Tevatron luminosity at the DØ interaction region. This is accomplished by
detecting inelastic pp collisions with a dedicated detector. The LM also serves
to measure beam halo rates and to make a fast measurement of the z coordi-
nate of the interaction vertex.
8.1 The detector
The LM detector consists of two arrays of twenty-four plastic scintillation
counters with PMT readout located at z = ±140 cm (Figure 57). A schematic
drawing of an array is shown in Figure 58. The arrays are located in front of
the end calorimeters and occupy the radial region between the beam pipe and
the forward preshower detector. The counters are 15 cm long and cover the
pseudorapidity range 2.7 < |η| < 4.4.
Scintillation light produced in the Bicron BC-408 scintillator is detected by
Hamamatsu [87] R5505Q fine-mesh PMTs. Due to space constraints and the
characteristics of the PMTs, they are mounted on the faces of the scintillators
with the axes of the PMTs parallel to the z axis. The PMTs are designed to
operate in large axial magnetic fields without shielding. We observe that their
gain is reduced by a factor of about 30 when the solenoidal magnet is turned on
due to the approximately 1 T magnetic field in this region [103]. This reduced
gain is stable over time. The time-of-flight resolution for the counters is about
0.3 ns, with the dominant contribution to the resolution being the variation
in light path length for particles striking different locations on the scintillator.
Radiation damage is a concern for detectors located this close to the beams.
Much of the radiation dose seen by these detectors comes from the pp collision
Fig. 57. Schematic drawing showing the location of the LM detectors.
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(a) Fig. 58. Schematic drawing showing the geometry of the LM counters and the
locations of the PMTs (solid dots).
products and is thus unavoidable. The PMTs are exposed to a radiation flux
of about 25 krad/fb−1, which is sufficient to cause darkening of the borosilicate
glass window typically used for PMTs. The R5505Q PMTs have fused silica
(quartz) windows which are largely immune to radiation damage [87]. The
radiation flux increases rapidly with decreasing radius, reaching a level of
approximately 300 krad/fb−1 at the innermost scintillator edge. Based on the
radiation damage study in Ref. [104], modest (≈ 10%) light loss is expected
for the innermost scintillator edge after 3 fb−1.
The scintillation counters are enclosed in light-tight enclosures, with each en-
closure holding twelve counters. Preamplifiers inside the enclosures amplify
the PMT signals by a factor of five. The fused silica PMT windows are much
more permeable to helium gas than borosilicate glass [105]. To avoid damage
from the widely fluctuating helium concentration present in the collision hall,
the enclosures are purged with dry nitrogen.
For accurate timing of the PMT signals, low-loss cables [106] are used to bring
the signals from the detector to the digitization and readout electronics. The
signals are equalized in time and split into two paths. On one path, currently
in use for luminosity measurements, analog sums are formed from the PMT
signals for each of the two arrays, which are then timed using a digital TDC to
identify pp collisions [107]. On the other path, which is an upgrade currently
being installed, two types of custom VME boards provide the required signal
processing. Six LM-TDC boards are used to digitize the time and charge for
each PMT and apply charge-slewing corrections to generate fully calibrated
time-of-flight measurements. A single LM-VTX board utilizes the measure-
ments made on the LM-TDC boards to calculate the average time for each
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(b)
Figure 2.12: the luminosity monitors, with (a) their location in the detector and
(b) the location of the PMTs (gray circles) on the wedges.
The luminosity monitors also measure the z position of the interaction vertex
by the difference in time-of-flight, which is much quicker than vertexing with for
example the SMT. The luminosity monitor uses this information as a way to
distinguish actual collisions from beam halo. The latter w ll ave |z| ≈ 1.4m,
while the proton-antiproton collisions will overwhelmingly be w thin |z| < 1m.
2.3 Triggering
Event data can be stored with a maximum rate of 200Hz,1 while the bunch
crossing frequency is 1.7MHz, so a fast selection process needs to take place.
This selection is done through 3 trigger levels (L1, L2 and L3), with the Trigger
Framework (TFW) controlling the trigger rates. The Level 1 trigger reduces
the rate to 2-10 kHz, Level 2 outputs at 1 kHz, and Level 3 accepts are reduced
to 100-200Hz. The overview of triggers and control systems can be seen in
Figure 2.13.
The first-level trigger processes the event for different subsystems, while the
data is pipelined in the L1 buffers. There are three subdetector-specific L1 trig-
gers, that quickly search for interesting features in the event. All possible features
they find are sent as ‘AND-OR’ terms to the TFW, which combines them to make
a L1 trigger decision. Level 1 has about 4µs before a decision has to be taken
whether or not the buffered event gets an L1 accept.
If an event passed Level 1 it is again buffered and processed by the Level 2
trigger, which has about 100µs to arrive at a decision. Like in L1, L2 passes its
findings on to the TFW for a possible L2 accept.
1This was 50Hz at the start of Run II, but advances in general computer hardware have
improved the maximum rate.
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Fig. 59. Overview of the DØ trigger and data acquisition systems.
9 Triggering
With the increased luminosity and higher interaction rate delivered by the
upgraded Tevatron, a significantly enhanced trigger is necessary to select the
interesting physics events to be recorded. Three distinct levels form this new
trigger system with each succeeding level examining fewer events but in greater
detail and with more complexity. The first stage (Level 1 or L1) comprises a
collection of hardware trigger elements that provide a trigger accept rate of
about 2 kHz. In the second stage (Level 2 or L2), hardware engines and embed-
ded microprocessors associated with specific subdetectors provide information
to a global processor to construct a trigger decision based on individual ob-
jects as well as object correlations. The L2 system reduces the trigger rate by
a factor of about two and has an accept rate of approximately 1 kHz. Candi-
dates passed by L1 and L2 are sent to a farm of Level 3 (L3) microprocessors;
sophisticated algorithms reduce the rate to about 50 Hz and these events are
recorded for oﬄine reconstruction. An overview of the DØ trigger and data
acquisition system is shown in Figure 59. A block diagram of the L1 and L2
trigger systems is shown in Figure 60.
The trigger system is closely integrated with the read out of data, as illustrated
in Figure 59. Each event that satisfies the successive L1 and L2 triggers is fully
digitized, and all of the data blocks for the event are transferred to a single
commodity processor in the L3 farm. The L1 and L2 buffers play an important
role in minimizing the experiment’s deadtime by providing FIFO storage to
hold event data awaiting a Level 2 decision or awaiting transfer to Level 3.
The overall coordination and control of DØ triggering is handled by the COOR
package (Section 10.2) running on the online host. COOR interacts directly
with the trigger framework (for L1 and L2 triggers) and with the DAQ super-
vising systems (for the L3 triggers). The data acquisition system responsible
for the data flow of the fully digitized event into L3 is described in Section 10.
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Figure 2.13: the DØ trigger and data acquisition systems.
The third level trigger is software based and combines the information of all
subdetector systems. Basically, it is a fast version of the oﬄine reconstruction
software. L3 has about 235ms per event before it has to decide whether or not
to store it.
This section pro ides a general ov rview of DØ trigg ring. The specifics of
he calorim try-bas d triggers used for the analysis in this the is are discussed in
S ction 4.1.1.
2.3.1 The Trigger Framework
A tot l of 256 flags are sent fr m the Level 1 subtrigger o the Trigger Frame-
work. Those flags are called AND-OR e ms because they are combined through
AND and OR gates to form a trigger. There ar 128 triggers defined on Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), which can be reprogrammed when the
trigger scheme needs to change. If any of the triggers in L1(L2) has a true value,
the event gets a L1(L2) accept and it goes on to L2(L3).
B cau e the instantaneous luminosity can differ by more than an order of
magnitude, the TFW uses a prescaling factor for some trigger terms. Prescaling
means that not all events passing the trigger will get a trigger accept, but only
some are randomly selected to get one. For high instantaneous luminosity, the
triggers are prescaled to accept only a few events, while at very low luminosities
these triggers are always accepted. Prescaling ensures the fin l storage rate is
close to maximal both for high and low instantaneous luminosities.
In Figure 2.14 the trigger rates for the three levels can be seen. Every data-
taking run the prescales in the TFW are altered, to keep the L3 accept rate close
to 200 Hz.
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2.3.2 Level 1
Triggering at the first level is done separately for the muon system (L1MUO),
the calorimeter (L1CAL) and the tracking system (L1CTT). The triggers are a
combination of hardware and FPGAs.
L1CAL has four readout towers combined to make a trigger tower, with η×φ ≈
0.2×0.2. How many of the 1280 trigger towers went over threshold can be a trigger
requirement. Also, the transverse energy of a group of 4 × 8 trigger towers are
combined to preselect in the search for possible jets, which usually cover a couple
of trigger towers. There are also two global L1CAL variables passed to the TFW:
the sum over all tower transverse energies,
∑
ET , and the /ET.
L1CTT combines input from the CFT and the preshower detectors. Prede-
fined track equations are used to find tracks in each of the 4 bins in transverse
momentum: 1.5-3, 3-5, 5-10 and >10GeV. Up to 480 tracks are sent to the
L1MUO.
L1MUO uses the muon system with input from L1CTT tracks. The three
pseudorapidity regions of the muon system (one central and two forward) are
divided into eight φ sectors. If there is a coincidence in two layers with the same
φ and η sector, a check is performed whether the timing is consistent with a beam
crossing to reduce cosmics. A matching track will be sought in the tracks coming
from the L1CTT.
2.3.3 Level 2
The subsystems of Level 2 consist of the muon system (L2MUO) and the calorime-
ter (L2CAL), but here the tracking is differentiated between the SMT information
(L2STT) and the combined tracking (L2CTT). The preshower trigger (L2PS)
identifies electrons and photons, while rejecting charged hadrons. It does so by
looking at the early shower development, as discussed in Section 2.2.2.
In the calorimeter part of the Level 2 trigger, simple clustering algorithms
find jets and electrons or photons. The jet algorithm first finds trigger towers
with ET ≥ 2GeV, which are used as seeds. Trigger tower clusters of 5 × 5 are
made around the seed towers. If two jets have more than 4 overlapping towers
they are merged. The EM algorithm takes the EM towers with ET > 1GeV as
seeds and uses 3× 3 clusters around those towers.
L2STT uses L1CTT tracks and reconstructs them with much higher precision.
At this point the impact parameter can already be determined accurately enough
to identify possible long lived particles, like b-quarks. The findings of the L2STT
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are taken as input for the L2CTT, which compares the azimuthal angle φ in the
beginning of the track with its value on the outside of the CFT. This is a measure
of how much the track was bent by the solenoidal magnetic field and therefore of
the track pT.
The improvement of L2MUO over L1MUO is the inclusion of calibration and
improved timing information, improving the track quality of muon candidates.
In order to test for correlations between subdetectors the different L2 subsys-
tems output to L2Global, which presents its findings to the TFW.
2.3.4 Level 3
L3 is a set of software triggers, that run on a computing farm with about 300
commercial PCs. Complete objects are reconstructed and relations between the
physics objects can be used, like the combined invariant mass or angular differ-
ences.
Track segments are found by requiring two hits in the outer CFT layers that
are compatible with high-pT tracks. Then, the segments are propagated inward,
into the SMT.
Muons are track segments in the muon system, with timing information in-
cluded to check their consistency with the pT of the muon tracks. Using vertex
constraints and tracks from the central tracker, a higher momentum resolution
can be attained than in L2. If a muon is isolated (away from a jet), a MIP signal
is expected in the calorimeter, so this is also used.
Jets are reconstructed with a precise pT measurement using the highest-
granularity calorimeter output, corrected by hot-cell suppression. Also the z
position of the vertex is used, for it alters θ and therefore the ET. The total
scalar ET, /ET and the /ET significance are subsequently recalculated.
Electrons are defined by a ∆η2 + ∆φ2 = 0.0625 cone with an EM fraction in
the calorimeter higher than 0.9. The L3 trigger can also demand a corresponding
preshower signature.
2.4 Monte Carlo Simulations
In order to compare theory with experiment, the high-energy collisions are simu-
lated by Monte Carlo (MC) methods, as described in Section 2.4.1. The descrip-
tion how the detector response is simulated can be found in Section 2.4.2 and
how the collision-independent background, the ‘underlying event’, is modeled in
Section 2.4.3. In Section 2.4.4 reweightings are discussed for situations where the
MC does not describe the data.
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Figure 2.14: the luminosity and L1, L2 and L3 trigger rates of a typical store.
The numbers 1 to 7 indicate the start of different data taking runs.
2.4.1 Event Generation
MC methods generate events with a distribution in particle content and phase
space that matches the theory prediction. There are several elements of event
generation:
the hard process, which covers the high-energy interaction of interest, for ex-
ample the creation of massive gauge bosons, top quarks or Higgs bosons;
parton showering, describing how partons (gluons or quarks) split into more
partons due to the strong interaction. This happens many times, because
of the large coupling constant; and
hadronization, which forms jets of color-neutral hadrons from the color-charged
partons. Because of the nature of the strong interaction, it is energetically
more favorable for new quark-antiquark pairs to be created from the vacuum
than for color charges to be separated by a large distance. Therefore, a
stream of hadronic, color-neutral particles, a jet, is formed for every high-
energetic, color-charged particle.
In the WH→ τνbb¯ Analysis
For the analysis presented in this thesis, each high-energy process has been mod-
eled using the MC algorithm that performs optimally for that process. The
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Event type K-factor Event type K-factor
W+l.f. 1.3 WW 1.0
W+b/c-jets 1.3×1.47 WZ 1.06
Z+l.f. 1.3 ZZ 1.03
Z+c−jets 1.3×1.67 tt¯ 1.43
Z+b−jets 1.3×1.52 single top 0.99
Table 2.2: K-factors used for MC event generation. There is a overall K-factor
for all W/Z+jets events, 1.3, and an additional factor when heavy-
flavor jets are produced.
signal events (WH and ZH) are simulated with PYTHIA [29]. Also di-boson
events (WW , WZ or ZZ, possibly with accompanying jets) are generated with
PYTHIA. All events with one massive vector boson and jets (W/Z+jets) as well
as those with a pair of top quarks (tt¯) are produced with ALPGEN [30], interfaced
with PYTHIA for the simulation of the parton showering and hadronization. The
W/Z+jets events are split into light-flavored ones (W/Z+l.f.), with only light par-
tons (gluons or u, d or s quarks), and ones with heavy-flavored partons (c or b
quarks), called W/Z+b/c-jets. The fraction of heavy versus light-flavored quarks
is obtained using MCFM [31]. Events with a single top quark are generated by
COMPHEP [32].
Next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) predictions are used to determine the
overall cross sections. This results in correction factors, so-called K-factors,
that alter the normalization of the processes, but do not affect their shapes.
In Table 2.2 the applied K-factors are listed. There is a residual uncertainty,
which is treated as a systematic, as further explained in Section 5.2.
2.4.2 Detector Simulation
All particles that are produced by the event generators are propagated through
the detector and their interaction with the detector material is simulated. This is
done using d0gstar [33], the DØ implementation of the detailed detector-material
simulation GEANT3 [34]. The electronics and trigger responses are then simu-
lated with d0sim [35] and d0TrigSim [36].
2.4.3 Underlying Event
The underlying event describes collision independent backgrounds. This includes
the interactions of the remnants with products from the hard collision, remnant-
remnant interactions, pileup from the previous bunch crossing and pileup from
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multiple collisions during one bunch crossing. The underlying event also models
detector noise, such as neutrons coming from longer-term radioactivity of the
calorimeter.
In DØ, the underlying event is described by zero- and minimum-bias data
that have been overlaid on the MC production. Zero-bias triggering includes
all events, while minimum-bias data are triggered by the luminosity monitor,
indicating there was at least one pp¯ collision. Both the zero- and the minimum-
bias triggers have a large prescaling factor to ensure feasible data rates.
2.4.4 MC reweighting
Variable distributions of MC simulations can have different shapes than those of
measured data. In that case, a so-called reweighting can be applied, meaning
that the weights of the MC events are multiplied by a factor depending on the
value of the mis-modeled variable.
For example the average instantaneous luminosity of zero-bias and minimum-
bias events can be different from that of the regular data set, so the MC events
have been reweighted in luminosity in order to match the data. This is also the
case for the z position of the primary interaction.
There are many more MC reweightings in different stages of the event recon-
struction and the analysis. They will be discussed in Sections 3.6, 3.7, 4.1.2, 4.3
and 4.5.1.
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Chapter 3
Event Reconstruction
After an event is stored, it is passed through reconstruction software to identify
tracks, vertices, muons, electrons, photons and jets. The identification of jets
can be further refined by recognizing them as the decay of a τ , or hadronization
of a b-quark. This reconstruction happens oﬄine, which means that events can
be reprocessed with updated software if necessary. This chapter describes the
reconstruction algorithms used for the analysis presented in this thesis.
3.1 Tracks
The reconstruction of particle tracks is done using hits. Hits are places where a
signal is registered, so where a particle might have traversed the SMT or CFT.
To fit particle tracks using those hits, two pattern finding algorithms are used in
parallel. Then, the track is fitted using a Kalman track fitter [37] and a quality
cut is applied to select only promising track candidates.
The first track-finding algorithm uses a model with the surfaces of all active
tracking detectors [38, 39]. It creates paths from the center of the detector out-
ward. Such a path is viable if the first few encountered surfaces contain at least
three hits on those surfaces, with at least one in the SMT. The hits form a track
segment, which is extrapolated from the inside to the outside of the tracker. The
extrapolation follows a helicoidal trajectory due to the magnetic field. Energy
loss and multiple scattering in the detector material are also taken into account.
When the extrapolation crosses a detector surface, a hit is sought within a certain
distance. There are several scenarios:
• the search window of the tracking algorithm was covered by an active part
of the detector, but no hit was registered. This is called a ‘missing hit’;
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• there is a hit. The track is refitted including the hit if this does not in-
crease the overall χ2 too much, otherwise the hit is dropped resulting in
the missing-hit scenario;
• there are multiple hits in the layer that are acceptable. The algorithm uses
all these options as new hypotheses in parallel.
Finally, the track is re-examined for its track quality, determined by the total χ2
and the number of missed hits along the track, where the probability of such a
miss is taken into account. Also, if two tracks share four or more hits once the
track is complete, the one with the highest χ2 contribution is dropped.
The other algorithm is adopted from a Hough transform [40, 41]. To first
approximation the solenoidal magnetic field (B) is homogeneous and the particle
has no interaction with the detector, so the tracks will be circular in the transverse
(x, y) plane. We demand the track to have a small distance of closest approach
(d0) to the interaction point. Then, the circle has only two parameters: the φ
angle at which the track started from the interaction point, and the curvature
ρ ≡ R−1 = qB/pT, with R the radius of the circle and q the charge of the
particle. Each point in x, y space corresponds to a curve in φ, ρ space. The hits
coming from the same track give different curves which intersect at the same
point. Bins of a φ, ρ histogram are filled along the line found for each hit. The
curve has a certain width coming from uncertainties, for example because d0 is
not necessarily zero. Then, the track parameters can be found by identifying the
peaks in the histogram. This is done by removing bins with 3 or less entries and
using the remaining bins to form possible circles.
Next, the hits corresponding to the found circles are used to determine φ, ρ
and d0 more precisely. Also, the other parameters of the track are determined:
η and the z position at the closest approach, z0. This is done by minimizing the
total χ2 between the track and the hits.
All the tracks found in either of the two algorithms are fitted using a Kalman
track fitter. The possible scattering with the detector and interaction with the
magnetic field are also taken into account. If a track is found by both algorithms,
the duplicate with the best Kalman fit is retained.
3.2 Track Quality using CFT Timing
To reduce the number of fake tracks, a fake-track rejection procedure is being
developed in DØ. It consists of a multivariate discriminant with a number of
track-related variables, amongst them the number of (SMT/CFT) hits and the
overall χ2 of the track fit [42]. CFT timing information, which is available for
Run IIb, might be another useful variable. In this section, a method to correct
the timing using information about the CFT hits is discussed [43].
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3.2.1 Overview
First, the components contributing to the recorded time of a hit are discussed. A
theoretical model of the most important component is explained in Section 3.2.3.
Afterwards, this component is estimated using a data-driven approach, giving
the expected time for a hit when the hit parameters are known.
The compatibility of the expected time with the observed time is then checked
per hit, and combined along the track.
The aim of this study is to correct for physics effects, which could be clut-
tered by detector noise and software deficiencies. Therefore, strict track cuts are
applied:
• pT > 1.5GeV;
• |η| < 2.5;
• d0 < 0.3 cm with an uncertainty smaller than 0.004 cm;
• |z0| < 5 cm with an uncertainty smaller than 0.2 cm;
• #SMT hits ≥ 3; and
• #CFT hits > 15.
3.2.2 Basic Chronology of one Fiber Hit
At a certain time t′c, a collision produces a particle which travels through the inner
detector. After a time of flight ts, the particle hits a CFT fiber (see Section 2.2.2
on pages 28 to 29) where it excites the fluorescent dye. The dye relaxes after some
time, emitting photons which will be shifted to a lower frequency by absorption
and emittance due to 3-hydroxyflavone molecules. Together, the relaxation time
of the fluorescent and the waveshifter dyes is called t′r.
The light will travel through the fibers which consist of a polystyrene core and
two outside cladding layers with a lower refraction index. The photons can be
reflected in one of the layers, depending on their initial position and angle, until
they reach either the beginning of the waveguide, or the mirroring surface on the
opposite side. In the latter case a photon will travel the length of the fiber again
and reach the beginning of the waveguide afterwards. Since the waveguide is
similar to the scintillating fibers, the distance through the waveguide to a VLPC
also depends on the angle of emission of the photons. The time between emission
and readout is called t′f .
The VLPC registers photon signals by storing the time TDC and the signal
height ADC. How long it will take the VLPC to recognize the signal and store
the time depends on the signal height because higher signals pass the threshold
more quickly. The time between the photon reaching the end of the waveguide
fiber and the VLPC recognizing a signal is called tADC.
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In summary, the time at which a hit is registered can be written as
treg = t
′
c + ts + t
′
r + t
′
f + tADC. (3.1)
The time of flight of the particle, ts, can be computed as the length s along
its track from the collision point to the place where the particle hits the fiber,
divided by the speed of the particle, so
ts =
s
v
. (3.2)
The minimal momentum of a particle track is 0.5GeV, making ts ≈ sc a good
approximation.1 A typical value for ts is about 2 ns.
The time it takes the signal to travel through the fiber, t′f , depends on the
place of the hit’s z coordinate. The number of emitted photons also influences
t′f , since the first photon arriving will determine the recorded time; if there are
many photons, there is a large probability that at least one will go fairly straight
towards the readout. The number of emitted photons can be estimated by the
light yield Y , which is the number of photo-electrons measured at the readout.
The light yield can be calculated with the measured ADC count by
Y =
ADC− pedestal
gain
, (3.3)
where the pedestal and gain are variables of the each channel. An example of the
ADC count and light yield distributions can be found in Figure 3.1.
tADC depends on the pulse height, which is linear with the light yield for each
individual fiber. Therefore, a data derived prediction for t′f will also include the
light yield dependence of tADC and it is convenient to define tf ≡ t′f + tADC.
The relaxation time t′r is different for every photon and remains an unknown.
The average decay time is about 7 ns [44].
We do not have a measure for the collision time t′c, but it should be equal for
all hits on tracks associated with the same collision. Therefore our best estimate
of t′c is the observed time minus its known contributions (ts and tf), averaged
over all fibers of the track. This method will also consider the average t′r as part
of t′c, so we define tc ≡ t′c + 〈t′r〉 and tr ≡ t′r − 〈t′r〉.
The time before a hit is registered is now
treg = tc + ts + tr + tf . (3.4)
The actual observed time for a hit on a channel is determined by correcting
the measured TDC with the slope and offset, which are variables of each channel:
tobs = TDC · slope + offset. (3.5)
1The bulk of the tracks are charged pions with a mass of 140MeV.
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Figure 3.1: the distribution of (a) the ADC count and (b) the light yield of the
outermost stereo layer. The ADC readout is capped at a maximum
of 255, hence the overflow bin there. The structure at low light
yields shows that individual photo-electrons can be distinguished.
The bump at Y ≈ 20 corresponds to the ADC overflow bin, spread
out due to different channel gains and pedestals.
Expected Time
It is possible to construct an expected time before tf is modeled. This is done by
calculating ts for every hit on a track and adding the average tobs − ts of hits on
the same track. This results in
t′exp = ts + tc + 〈tf〉. (3.6)
The distribution of tobs− t′exp is shown in Figure 3.2. The resolution at this point
is 8.5 ns.
The next step is to model tf in order to get an optimal expected time with
which the observed time of a specific hit can be compared.
3.2.3 Theoretical Model of tf
To understand the structure of tf , we can make a basic model. We approximate
the scintillating fiber as a simple tube which is totally reflective on the outside
and has no absorption. Suppose the length of the scintillating fiber is 2L, the
waveguide has an additional length Lw, and the index of refraction is n. The
particle hits the fiber at z ∈ [−L,L], where z = L corresponds to the waveguide
end of the scintillating fiber and z = −L corresponds to the reflective end of the
fiber. If one photon then starts at an angle θ with respect to the z axis, the total
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Figure 3.2: tobs − t′exp distribution for the outermost axial fiber layer.
time between the photon emission and registration is
t =
{
n (L−z)+Lwc cos(θ) ≡ t1cos(θ) if cos(θ) > 0
−n (3L+z)+Lwc cos(θ) ≡ −t2cos(θ) if cos(θ) < 0,
(3.7)
where t1 and t2 depend on z and represent the earliest arrival times possible for
respectively a direct or a reflected photon.
We assume that the distribution of photons emitted from the waveshifter
dye is isotropic in solid angle. If the photon starts with cos(θ) > 0, so in the
hemisphere on the read-out side, the probability that it is observed before time t
is given by
pcos(θ)>0(t) ≡ p(tobs < t) = p(θ(tobs) < θ(t)) = 1− cos(θ(t)). (3.8)
Using Equation (3.7) for cos(θ) > 0 yields
pcos(θ)>0(t) = 1− t1
t
. (3.9)
In the other hemisphere, the photon first travels to the reflecting end of the
fiber and pcos(θ)<0(t) becomes
pcos(θ)<0(t) = 1 + cos(θ(t)) = 1− t2
t
, (3.10)
where we used Equation (3.7) for cos(θ) < 0.
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Equations (3.9) and (3.10) are only valid for t > t1 and t > t2, respectively.
The probability that the photon is observed before these times is zero. Therefore,
the combined probability that the photon was observed before time t is
p(t) =
(
1
2
− t1
2t
)
H(t− t1) +
(
1
2
− t2
2t
)
H(t− t2), (3.11)
with H(x) the Heaviside function.
Suppose the number of emitted photons is N and the signal was recorded if
at least one photon has arrived at the end of the waveguide. The probability that
this happens before time t is equal to
p(t|N) = 1− (1− p(t))N =

1− (1− 0)N = 0 if t < t1
1− ( 12 + t12t)N = 1− (t+t1)N2N tN if t1 < t < t2
1− ( t12t + t22t)N = 1− (t1+t2)N2N tN if t2 < t,
which gives
p(t|N) =
(
1− (t+ t1)
N
2N tN
)
H2 +
(
1− (t1 + t2)
N
2N tN
)
H3, (3.12)
where H2 ≡ H(t− t1)−H(t− t2) and H3 ≡ H(t− t2) are defined for simplicity.
The probability density function (pdf) of the time that the first of N photons
arrives at the readout is
f ′(t|N) = dp(t|N)
dt
=
N
2N tN+1
[
t1(t+ t1)
N−1H2 + (t1 + t2)NH3
]
. (3.13)
This distribution is smeared by the residual relaxation time tr. This is done
by convoluting f ′(t,N) with a Gaussian with width σ. The result is a total
probability density distribution in t given the number of emitted photons N of
f(t|N) = N
σ
√
2pi2N
[∫ t2
t1
t1(t
′ + t1)N−1
t′N+1
e−
(t′−t)2
2σ2 dt′
+
∫ ∞
t2
(t1 + t2)
N
t′N+1
e−
(t′−t)2
2σ2 dt′
]
,
(3.14)
which depends on the position of the hit by t1(z) and t2(z).
The probability distributions of the arrival time depending on z are given in
Figure 3.3 for different numbers of photo-electrons. For this simulation L was
taken to be 1.25m, Lw = 6m, the index of refraction n = 1.59 and the width of
tr was taken at σ = 3ns.2 In this figure the measured distributions depending on
2The 3 ns width of tr was based on observations in data.
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z for different light yields Y are also shown. The actual number of photons was
likely larger than the light yield indicates; some photons may not have registered
in time, were absorbed by the medium or had a θ such that they were not reflected
by the cladding. The right (low t) sides of the probability density functions show
an expected linear dependence on z. At a low number of photons there is a clear
structure where the forward and backward peaks are well separated when the hit
was close to the readout. Near the mirroring surface there is just a single peak.
Now the nature of the z and Y dependence of tf is understood, we can use
it to compare the prediction to data. This can be done by storing the data
distributions of Figure 3.3 for every Y and bunch of 16 channels with the same
waveguide length, but that would mean more than 1 billion data points would
have to be stored. Unfortunately, it is very costly in computer time if every CFT
hit needs to be compared to this immense database.
3.2.4 Data-Derived Corrections
Another method to get an approximation of tf(z, Y ) is to assume the time dis-
tribution of tf has the same Gaussian shape for all z and Y ; just its mean value
depends on z and Y . This assumption does not hold for hits with low light yield,
which are close to the readout end of the fiber. For those hits timing is less
relevant, since the tf distribution is very wide.
To get the z and Y dependence of the average tf , the z dependence is modeled
by a 6th order polynomial for every light yield, resulting in
tf(z, Y ) =
6∑
i=0
pi(Y )z
i, (3.15)
where pi are the parameters of the polynomial.
The dependence of pi on the light yield is modeled as a 3rd order polynomial,
so
pi(Y ) =
3∑
j=0
qijY
j , (3.16)
with qij the fit parameters, giving
tf(z, Y ) =
6∑
i=0
3∑
j=0
qijY
jzi. (3.17)
For every layer these fits are performed separately, giving a total of 7×4×16 =
448 parameters.
As an example, Figure 3.4 shows the z dependence of tf for the outermost
axial layer.
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(a) N = 2 (b) Y = 2
(c) N = 6 (d) Y = 6
(e) N = 10 (f) Y = 10
Figure 3.3: in (a), (c) and (e), the arrival-time probability density functions are
plotted for different z and number of photons. In (b), (d) and (f) the
measured data distributions, normalized per Y and z bin are shown.
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Figure 3.4: the average tf as a function of z for two different light yield examples
at the outermost axial fiber layer. The polynomial fits are also shown.
The dependence of pi on the light yield can be seen in Figure 3.5. Especially at
high LY , the fits are not perfect. This could be explained by the bump observed in
Figure 3.1(b), which in turn is caused by the ADC overflow bin. Better modeling
would only slightly improve the resolution, however.
We can now combine the result of tf with our estimates for ts and tc to arrive
at a final expected time; first ts and tf are determined from the track and hit
properties, then the tc is determined as the average tobs − ts − tf per track. This
results in
texp = ts + tf + tc. (3.18)
An example of the resulting distribution for tobs− texp is shown in Figure 3.6. For
comparison, tobs − t′exp from Figure 3.2 is also drawn.
The RMS of the distribution improves from 8.5 to 6.7 ns, which is very compa-
rable with the relaxation time of the 3-hydroxyflavone. Therefore, the resolution
is not expected to improve much with more sophisticated tf predictions; the un-
certainty on tr will be dominant.
3.2.5 Track Timing
The timing information per hit can be combined to find the compatibility for an
entire track. This is done by adding the χ2 per hit, divided by the number of
hits on the track n:
χ2 =
1
n
n∑
i=1
∆t2i
σ2i
, (3.19)
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Figure 3.5: the fit parameters of Equation (3.15) depending on the light yield for
the outermost axial fiber layer. The third order polynomial fits are
also shown.
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Figure 3.6: comparison between t−t′exp (red) and t−texp (black) for the outermost
axial fiber layer.
where ∆ti is tobs − texp for hit i. The spread of the layer, σi, is taken to be the
width of the corrected-time distributions, like the one in Figure 3.6.
As a sanity check, Figure 3.7 shows the overall χ2 for about 2 ·105 tracks with
the strict requirements listed in Section 3.2.1. The mean value of χ2 is found to
be close to 1, as expected, and no non-gaussian tails are observed.
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Figure 3.7: the χ2 per track.
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3.2.6 Fake Track Suppression
The CFT timing information can now be used to suppress fake tracks. The χ2
calculated per track can be a helpful additional input parameter to the Fake
Track Discriminant described in [42].
Another way to use the CFT timing to suppress fake tracks is by rejecting fake
hits before the pattern recognition [45]. If an ADC-dependent cut on the TDC is
placed such that only 1% of good hits are removed from the pattern recognition
input, many more fake hits are removed. In that case, the number of good tracks
found actually increases by 2%, while the number of fake tracks is reduced by
15%. Because the number of hits used by the track finder decreases, so does the
amount of computer time needed to perform the track reconstruction.
Both methods (the fake-track discriminant and the fake-hit rejector before the
pattern recognition) were not used for the data reconstruction for the analysis
described in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.3 Vertices
Intersecting tracks can indicate a vertex: a point in space where several tracks
originated. This can be a primary vertex (PV), where the high-energy interaction
took place, or where less-interesting soft scattering happened due to multiple
collisions in a bunch crossing. A vertex can also be a secondary vertex (SV),
which is where the decay of a relatively long-lived particle took place. Secondary
vertices can be identified by their displacement from the collision point. This
requires the PV to be known first.
The PVs are found using an adaptive algorithm [46]. First, candidate tracks
are selected by requiring pT > 0.5GeV. PV candidates are formed from tracks
with the requirement that the z distance at closest approach between the PV and
the track is less than 2 cm. Then, the following two steps are repeated:
1. a vertex is fitted using the candidate tracks, with weights w. Initially, the
weight for each track is set to unity;
2. with the new fitted PV, the weights of the tracks are determined from the
∆χ2 they add to the fit:
w =
1
1 + e
1
2
(
∆χ2−χ21/2
) , (3.20)
where χ21/2 is the cutoff where the weight is
1/2. If a weight has a value below
10−6, the corresponding candidate track is no longer used for the fit.
The iteration stops if the weights have a difference between two steps smaller
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than 10−3. If this does not occur within 100 iterations, the algorithm is forced
to conclude non-convergence.
The tracks belonging to the PV are removed from the list and the procedure
is repeated to look for more PV candidates. The one with the highest average
track pT is selected as the PV of the hard scattering.
In Section 3.7 is discussed how SVs are found.
3.4 Muons
Multiple hits in each layer of the muon scintillators and drift chambers are com-
bined into track segments using straight-line fits. A-layer segments are also re-
quired to be compatible with a muon coming from the primary interaction point:
zµ0 − zPV < 2 cm. Tracks are then formed by interpolating the track segments
and combining them with segments or single hits of other layers. When the in-
terpolation passes the toroid, so between the A and B layer, an opening angle of
0.6 radian is allowed between segments.
Then, the tracks are propagated inward and a matching central track is
sought. If a good match is found, the accuracy of the central tracker ensures
a precise muon pT determination. The time recorded by the scintillators mi-
nus the time of flight is required to be within 10 ns from the time of the bunch
crossing.
DØ has several definitions for the quality of muons. For this analysis we
veto on events with ‘loose’ muons in order to achieve orthogonality with the
WH → µνbb¯ channel, as discussed further in Section 4.2.3. For those muons at
least two out of the following three criteria are required:
• a track segment of at least two wire and one scintillator hit in the A layer
of the muon system;
• a track segment of at least two wire and one scintillator hit in the B or C
layer;
• a track in the central tracking system.
The satisfied criteria need to be compatible with the same track; the two track
segments have to be matched, or the single track segment should be matched
with the inner detector track.
For more information on the oﬄine muon reconstruction, see [47, 48].
3.5 Photons and Electrons
Electron and photon identification have many similarities. First, a seed cell is
found by requiring ET > 0.5GeV in the electromagnetic part of the calorimeter.
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Then, a cone of radius R = 0.2 in the η×φ plane is made around the cell, which
is required to have ET > 1GeV. A cone with R = 0.4 is then taken as photon or
electron candidate if it has:
• more than 90% of its energy in the EM calorimeter;
• a shower that is consistent in shape with an EM shower; and
• an isolated cone, meaning that less than 15% of the energy of the cone
should be in the region 0.2 < R < 0.4.
Candidates become photons unless they are vetoed because there is too much
activity in the tracker, either because of a reconstructed track in ∆R < 0.05 from
center of the cone, or if the hit density in that area is too high.
Electrons are candidates that have a track within ∆R = 0.05 from the cone’s
ET-weighted center. Furthermore, electrons are selected on the ‘electron likeli-
hood’, which combines different calorimeter and tracking parameters in a multi-
variate discriminant [49].
Calorimetry objects in general have a relative energy resolution composed of
noise (N), shower interactions and signal sampling (S) and calibration errors (C):
σE
E
=
N
E
⊕ S√
E
⊕ C. (3.21)
For electrons and photons, N = 0.20GeV, S = 0.26
√
GeV and C = 0.005 [50].
In the analysis described in this thesis, a veto on electrons is placed, as dis-
cussed in Section 4.2.3.
See [51] for more details on photon and electron identification.
3.6 Jets
Jets are a result of the hadronization of quarks or gluons. By measuring jets, the
kinematic properties (E, η, φ) of these partons can be approximated, assuming
parton-hadron duality.
3.6.1 Calorimeter Noise Reduction
To reduce the impact of calorimeter noise on the jets, isolated noise-like cells are
discarded. For each cell the RMS (root mean square) of the energy is determined,
as a measure of its variation. Cells are ignored if they have a signal less than 4
times RMS above pedestal. If a certain cell did pass this threshold, the criteria
for the neighboring cells in 3 dimensions are reduced to 2 times RMS. The cells
are then combined into calorimeter towers, as discussed in Section 2.2.3.
The number of cells rejected by the noise reduction is between 30 and 60% in
each event [52].
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3.6.2 Jet Finding Algorithm
First, ‘protojets’ are formed using the Improved Legacy Cone Algorithm (ILCA)
for clustering [53]; seeds are made from all calorimeter towers with ET > 1GeV.
Around them, a cone with radius R = 0.5 in the η × φ plane is formed. The
cone’s ET-weighted center is determined and used as a new seed. This continues
until the cone is stable, at which point it is known as a protojet.
The next step is to split or merge the protojets. They are ordered in ET and
starting with the highest-ET jet, overlapping regions with other jets are found.
Two jets are merged if the ET in the shared calorimeter towers is larger than half
of the ET of the lowest-energy jet. If not, each tower is assigned to the jet closest
to it.
After the merging or splitting, the ILCA recalculates the weighted center(s)
of the altered jet(s). This is repeated until there are no overlapping jets anymore.
Finally, the following additional cuts are applied to accept a jet:
• the ET of a jet has to be larger than 8GeV;
• the trigger information should be consistent with a jet. This reduces the
effect of spurious noise coming from the precise readout chain, which is not
used in triggering;
• the electromagnetic fraction of the energy (fEM) has to be larger than 5%
and smaller than 95% to cut away hadronic calorimeter noise and electrons
or photons, respectively;
• less than 40% of the jet’s energy should be in the coarse hadronic calorime-
ter, because the noise levels there are higher, due to the larger size of the
cells;
• the highest-energy cell in the jet is required to be less than 10 times higher
than the cell with the next-to-highest energy, because some hot cells can
cause the formation of a fake jet that is dominated by a single cell.
Infrared and Collinear Safety
Because QCD has a large coupling constant at low energy scales, new particles
are created with a probability close to unity if they have hardly any momentum
in either the center-of-mass frame, or relative to one of the other colored particles.
The jet algorithm should be insensitive to these effects: it should be infrared and
collinear safe.
Infrared safety is achieved by also taking ‘midpoints’ between two jets as a seed
for a new one. These jet pairs have to be less than R = 1 apart, because otherwise
the centers of the jets could not fit in a single cone anyway. Figure 3.8(a) shows
this pictorially. These midpoint seeds are included in the procedure described
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Figure 4.3: Seed collinear
sensitivity Figure 4.4: ET ordering sensitivity
Figure 4.5: Infrared sensitivity
The problems described above arise from seed based algorithms. To accomplish an un-
biased set of seeds, each calorimeter tower should be considered to be a seed. For the DØ
detector, with a fiducial volume of −4 ≤ η ≤ 4 and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi, and a segmentation of
0.1× 0.1, this translates into the order of 5 · 103 seed towers. The efficiency to detect physi-
cally meaningful jets is maximal for seedless algorithms, but the necessary computing effort
is too large.
Seed-based cone algorithms are more efficient, by considering only towers that pass a
seed cut
EtowerT > E
seed
T (4.3)
as starting points for the initial jet cones. The seedless algorithm can be approximated by
the addition of “midpoints”. The infrared sensitivity to soft radiation as shown in Fig. 4.5
is essentially removed by adding a starting point for clustering at the position given by the
midpoint between two proto-jets for each pair of proto-jets separated by less than
∆R < 2.0×Rcone. (4.4)
The last step in jet finding is the recombination or splitting of the proto-jets. Two
independent proto-jets can share one or more calorimeter towers (particles) and need to be
split, or two proto-jets belong to the same source and need to be recombined. The proto-jets,
in descending order of transverse energy ET , are tested for calorimeter towers that are shared
with other proto-jets. Proto-jets sharing one or more towers are merged if the shared ET
is larger than a given fraction f of the total ET of the lowest-energy jet; if the shared ET
(a)
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Figure 3.8: problems arising from (a) infrared divergencies, and (b) collinear di-
vergencies.
above.
Collinear safety is an issue if the collinear particles hit different towers, so no
single tower has an energy higher than the threshold for a seed, as illustrated in
Figure 3.8(b). Therefore the low value of 1GeV was chosen as an ET threshold,
which is found to be collinear safe for jets with ET > 20GeV.
3.6.3 Jet Energy Scal
In order to deduce the energy of a jet, several steps have to be taken [54]. Starting
from the energy in all over-threshold cells assigned to the jet, the first correction is
subtracting the energy deposited that did not come from the particle jet. This is
called the offset energy (O), which is estimated with zero-bias and minimum-bias
events. The offset energy is determined in bins of η, instantaneous luminosity
and the number of primary vertices. In this way, O includes energy from noise,
previous bunch crossings and multiple pp¯ interactions.
Next, the jets a corrected for detec or response (Rdet), including the non-
linear energy response, nergy loss in detector egions with much inactive mate-
rial and differ nces betwe n the hadr nic and EM response. Rdet has a large η
depe denc , and is dete mined using back-to-back γ+jet ev nts. These should
have no n utrinos, so the /ET should be zero. Because e photon energy can be
measured precisely (see Section 3.5), any /ET is due to mi measured jet energy.
Consequently, the jet energy is corrected to arrive at /ET = 0 on average.
Finally, the showering correction (S) is calculated. It adjusts the jet energy
for energy leaking into or out of the jet; for example the magnetic field or detector
scattering will cause particles belonging to the jet to go outside of the cone, or
will make particles outside the jet come inside of the cone. S is determined using
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Figure 3.9: The magnitude of the JES correction and its uncertainty as a function
of jet energy for |η| = 0 and |η| = 1.2 [54].
a combination of MC and data; MC is used to determine how much energy of
the original parton escapes the cone during the fragmentation process. In data
events, the amount of energy leaking outside of the cone due to showering in
the calorimeter is determined by measuring the energy in rings (up to R = 1.0)
around the cone.
The corrected combined energy of the particles in the jet is determined by
E =
Emeasured −O
S ·Rdet . (3.22)
The remaining (unknown) biases in the method of determining the Jet Energy
Scale (JES) are treated as a systematic uncertainty.
The total correction and uncertainty is displayed in Figure 3.9.
3.6.4 Jet Energy Resolution
The resolution of the jet energy is determined by measuring the asymmetry in
events with two back-to-back jets for every η bin [55]. The asymmetry,
A ≡ ET
jet1 − ETjet2
ETjet1 + ETjet2
, (3.23)
is centered around zero, with a width of σA. The relative energy uncertainty is
related to σA as
σET
ET
=
√
2 σA, (3.24)
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which is a function of jet energy through Equation (3.21). For each η bin, the
σET(ET) is fitted to determine N , S and C. Typical values are N = 3GeV,
S = 0.9
√
GeV and C = 0.05.
Like for the JES, a systematic uncertainty is used to account for remaining
biases in the Jet Energy Resolution (JER) determination.
3.6.5 Corrections to Monte Carlo Jets
Monte Carlo generated jets do not have many of the detector effects mentioned be-
fore. Therefore, the Jet Shifting, Smearing and Removing (JSSR) procedure was
introduced, to have the behavior of MC jets better mimic that of data jets [56].
To this end, the relative difference between the jet and the photon energy,
∆S =
EjetT − EγT
EγT
, (3.25)
was measured in γ+jet data and MC samples. The difference between the mean
∆S in data and the mean ∆S in MC was used to shift the energy of the simulated
jets randomly.
The smearing was determined by the difference in the widths:
σ2correction ≡ σ2∆S,data − σ2∆S,MC. (3.26)
Also, the MC jet-identification efficiency is equalized with data jet efficiencies
by randomly removing jets with a probability equal to the difference in efficiency
between MC and data. This is mainly important in the ICR region, where about
2% of MC jets is removed.
The shifting, smearing and removal of MC jets is performed as a function of
jet pT for the CC, ICD and EC regions separately. The difference between data
and MC can be seen in Figure 3.10 [56].
3.7 b-Jet Identification
The identification of b-jets is very important for this analysis, because the Higgs
boson mainly decays into b’s if it has a low mass, as explained in Section 1.2.2.
The main distinction between a b-jet and a light-flavored jet is a secondary vertex;
b-quarks form hadrons that have a lifetime long enough such that they propagate
a detectable distance (in the order of a mm) before they decay. Therefore, to
identify a jet as a b-jet, one can look for indications of a displaced vertex: high
impact parameter tracks or a SV.
Candidate b-jets have at least two tracks in the R = 0.5 cone. The tracks
should each have at least two SMT hits and pT > 0.5. Then, that jet is called
‘taggable’, meaning it can be considered for b-tagging.
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Figure 3.10: jet-identification efficiencies in data and MC as a function of pT in
(a) the CC and (b) the ICR region of the calorimeter.
Next, indications of a secondary vertex are sought, which is done using a
Kalman Filter on tracks that are not associated with the PV [57]. Three differ-
ent algorithms determine the likelihood of a SV belonging to a b-decay. These
algorithms are:
• the Counting Signed Impact Parameter (CSIP) tagger, which determines
the number of tracks within a large signed3 impact parameter significance
dsig0 = d0/σd0 [58, 59];
• the Jet Lifetime Impact Parameter (JLIP) tagger, where the probability is
calculated that all tracks in the jet originated from the PV [60, 61]; and
• the Secondary Vertex Tagger (SVT), which demands a decay length sig-
nificance greater than 3 for at least one of the secondary vertices of the
jet [62].
The results of the algorithms are combined using a neural network (NN),
which is trained to distinguish b-jets from other jets [63]. Ordered by importance,
the input variables of the NN are:
1. the decay length significance of the SV, where the decay length is the dis-
tance between the secondary and primary vertices;4
2. a weighted combination of CSIP’s dsig0 results;
5
3The track’s point of closest approach to the PV is projected on the jet momentum. The
sign of this projection is taken as the sign of the impact parameter.
4If there are multiple SVs, the one with the highest decay-length significance is chosen.
5The combination is given by 6s3 + 4s2 + 3w3 + 2w2, where s2 (s3) is the number of tracks
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ARTICLE IN PRESS
The number of hidden layers was set to one, as one layer
should be sufficient to model any continuous function [25] and
this minimizes CPU usage. The number of hidden nodes was
optimized by varying their number from 7 to 34. Twenty-four was
chosen as the optimal number of hidden nodes.
7.1.3. Input selection criteria
Another important attribute of the NN is the selection of the
jets which are used to train the NN. A selection too loose can
cause a loss of performance as the NN training is dominated by
signal and background jets which could have been separated with
a simple requirement, causing a loss of resolution. A selection
which is too tight will cause a significant loss of b jets and
therefore limit the maximum possible efficiency.
The input selection criteria were optimized by considering
each variable in turn, starting with the most important variable,
SVTSL Sxy, then JLIP PJLIP, and finally CSIP N CSIP (at this stage, a
requirement on JLIP PJLIP performs better than one on CSIP N CSIP).
The optimal values were chosen as SVTSL Sxy42:5, JLIP
PJLIPo0:02, and CSIP N CSIP48. The results for SVTSL Sxy are
shown in Fig. 19 (in this case, the requirement is fixed at an Sxy
value of 2.5 since for the loosest operating points, the
performance degrades for even larger Sxy values).
7.1.4. Optimized NN parameters
The optimized parameter values for the NN tagger are
summarized in Table 2.
7.2. Performance
The output from the optimized NN b tagger on bb and light-
flavor simulated jets is shown in Fig. 20. There is a significant
separation between the signal and background samples. It should
be noted that the light-flavor jets in the distribution have all
passed the loose tagging input selection criteria listed in Table 2.
The advantage of combining the input variables from several
taggers in an NN is shown in Fig. 21, which compares the NN b-
tagging performance to the JLIP, SVT and CSIP taggers. There is a
substantial improvement, with relative efficiency increases of
) 20250% for a fake rate of 0.2% and ) 15% for a fake rate of 4%.
The fake rate is reduced by a factor of between two or three for
fixed signal efficiencies.
The NN tagger performance in data is evaluated in the
following sections for twelve operating points, corresponding to
NN output discriminant threshold values ranging from 0.1 to
0.925. For illustrative purposes, detailed results will be provided
for threshold values of 0.325 and 0.775, referred to as L2 and
Tight, respectively.
8. Efficiency estimation
The performance of the tagging algorithm cannot simply be
inferred from simulated samples. Several effects cause differences
between the data and these simulated samples:
" Simulated hit resolutions, both in the CFT and in the SMT, have
been tuned to reproduce those in the data. However, the
tuning cannot be expected to be perfect as the observed
resolutions in the data are also affected by poorly understood
geometrical effects which are not modeled in the simulation.
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Table 2
Optimized NN parameters.
Parameter Value
NN structure 7 input nodes:24 hidden nodes:1 output node
Input variables (performance ranked) (1) SVTSL Sxy (2) CSIP N CSIP (3) JLIP PJLIP (4) SVTSL w2dof (5) SVTL Ntrk (6) SVTSL mvtx (7) SVTSL Nvtx
Input selection criteria (failure results in NN output of 0) SVTSL Sxy42:5 or JLIP PJLIPo0:02 or CSIP N CSIP48
Number of training epochs 400
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Fig. 20. The NN output for light-flavor (dashed line) and b (continuous line) jets
(with pT415GeV and jZjo2:5) in simulated QCD events. Both distributions are
normalized to unity.
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Figure 3.11: normalized NNb output distributions for b-jets and light jets [64].
3. the PV probability, calculated with JLIP;
4. χ2 per degree of freedom of the SV fitting;4
5. the number of tracks used to reconstruct the SV;4
6. the invariant mass of the combined SV-associated track momenta;4
7. the number of SVs found in the jet.
The NN produces an output value (NNb) between 0 and 1, as can be seen
in Figure 3.11. Different operating points are defined, corresponding to different
cuts on the output. The operating points each have a specific combination of b-jet
efficiency and light-jet fake rate. For this analysis, the points ‘L3’ (NNb > 0.25)
and ‘VeryTight’ (NNb > 0.85) are used, which for simplicity will be called ‘Loose’
and ‘Tight’ henceforward.
For each operating point the efficiency and fake rate is determined by Tag
Rate Functions (TRFs) and Negative Tag Rates (NTRs). They correspond to the
probability that a b or a light jet is tagged, respectively. The TRFs and NTRs are
measured as a function of pT and η. The measured efficiency as a function of the
pT can b seen in Figure 3.12 f r both operating points. The measured data rates
were determined using the ‘System8’ method, where 8 equations with 8 unknown
parameters are solved [64, 65]. This method is similar to the one used at LEP for
the same purpose [66]. Two data samples with two different taggers (including
the NN) are used, yielding the outcome of 8 equations. The number of b-jet and
with a dsig0 larger than 2 (3), and w2 (w3) is the number of tracks with an opening angle with
respect to the jet of less than 1.15 and a dsig0 less than -2 (-3).
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Figure 3.12: efficiencies of the b-tagging NN of a MC and a data sample, for the
two operating points. The difference in efficiencies between data and
MC is corrected with a scale factor in the MC [67].
light jet events in each sample render four unknowns, and the efficiencies of the
taggers for the different jet types add another four unknowns. The latter include
the parameters of interest: the TRF and NTR. Coefficients derived from MC are
used to account for correlations, for example between the two taggers [67].
The fake rate is on average about 5% and 0.5% for the Loose and Tight point,
respectively [68].
Jets with c-hadrons are also tagged frequently, albeit with a lower efficiency
than b-jets. Separate TRFs are determined for these c-jets. It is assumed that
the scale factor between MC prediction and data is the same for b- and c-jets [64].
3.8 Tau Identification
The τ is hard to identify. About a third of taus decays leptonically and the
rest decays hadronically, as can be seen in Table 3.1. The one difference between
leptonic τ decays and direct e or µ production is in the accompanying neutrinos,
which can only be detected by their contribution to the /ET. Therefore, leptonic τ
decays are treated as part of the e and µ channels, WH→ µνbb¯ and WH→ eνbb¯,
as WH→ τνbb¯→ eνν¯bb¯ and WH→ τνbb¯→ µνν¯bb¯.
Hadronic tau decays can appear to be similar to jets from hadronization.
Compared to the secondary vertices of b-quarks, those of τ decays are harder to
measure: the τ decay length is similar or shorter and its decay products have
tracks nearly collinear to the original τ direction due to its high boost, making
them less distinguishable from PV tracks. Also, the decay products often include
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only one charged particle, making SV finding more difficult.
Despite these difficulties, a τ -identification algorithm has been developed. It
consists of a candidate-selection procedure, the separation of three τ types and a
neural network.
Tau candidates are identified by finding a calorimeter cluster, after which
associated tracks and EM sub-clusters (EMSCs) are sought.
Calorimeter clusters are found by a simple cone algorithm. They have an
R = 0.5 cone and a core cone of R = 0.3. Isolation is enforced by requiring
that more than half of the energy in the larger cone lies within the core
cone.
Associated tracks are likely to have been produced in the τ decay. The tracks
can become associated with the τ in four consecutive steps [69]:
1. all tracks with pT > 1.5GeV and within the R = 0.5 cone are ordered
by decreasing pT;
2. up to 2 tracks within ∆z0 = 2 cm relative to the first track’s z0 are
examined;
3. a second track is added if the combined invariant mass with the first
track is lower than 1.1GeV;
4. a third track is added if the combined invariant mass with the first
two tracks is lower than 1.7GeV and the charges of the three tracks
add up to ±1.
EM sub-clusters can be pi0s from the τ decay. They are formed using a near-
est neighbor algorithm in the third, most finely grained layer of the EM
calorimeter (EM3) [70]. These EM sub-clusters have a minimum energy of
800MeV. If a subcluster is found, other EM layers (EM12) and preshower
hits are included.
τ− decay mode branching ratio
pi−pi0ντ 0.2551 ± 0.0009
e−ν¯eντ 0.1785 ± 0.0005
µ−ν¯µντ 0.1736 ± 0.0005
pi−ντ 0.1091 ± 0.0007
pi−pi0pi0ντ 0.0929 ± 0.0011
pi−pi+pi−ντ 0.0903 ± 0.0006
all other modes 0.1005
Table 3.1: branching ratios of the dominant τ− decay processes [6]. The decay
modes of τ+ are the antimatter equivalents.
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Variable Definition 1 2 3 NNe
profile Eleading 2 towersT /ET X X X X
calo. isolation (ET − ER<0.3T )/ER<0.3T X X X
track isolation pnot ass. tracksT /p
ass. tracks
T X X X
EM12 fraction EEM12T /ET X
δα angle between ass. tracks and EMSCs X X X
rms width of the calorimeter cluster X X X X
f.h.f. Efine hadronicT /ET X X
EMSC fraction EEMSCsT /ET X X X
profile3 Eleading EMSCT /E
EM3
T X X
pT fraction ET/(ET + pass. tracksT ) X X X
Table 3.2: the input variables of the neural networks. An ‘X’ indicates the vari-
able is used for the NN of this tau type or for the NNe.
Because different hadronic tau decays give different detector signatures, the
candidates are divided into three types of taus:
Type 1, a calorimeter cluster with exactly one associated track and no EM sub-
clusters. These taus correspond to the pi±ντ decay;
Type 2, a calorimeter cluster with exactly one associated track and at least one
EM sub-cluster. Type 2 corresponds mainly to the pi±pi0ντ decay, but it
can also be an electron faking a tau;
Type 3, a calorimeter cluster with at least two associated tracks. This type
corresponds mainly to the pi−pi+pi−ντ decay.
For every tau type, a neural network (NNτ ) is trained, using variables con-
nected to the shower shape, the isolation and the correlation between calorimeter
and tracks. The variables are listed in Table 3.2. Because many type 2 taus are
in reality electrons, also a NN was trained to separate type 2 taus from electrons,
NNe. For more information on the tau neural networks, see [71].
In the WH → τνbb¯ analysis, only the first two tau types are used, because
type 3 taus have a higher QCD background.
The output distributions of the NNτ for type 1 and 2 taus are shown in
Figure 3.13, together with the NNe-output histogram.
The tau candidates are corrected in MC for both the NNτ and track efficiency.
These factors are less than 5% in magnitude and are documented in [73].
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Figure 3.13: histograms of the output variables for the tau type 1 and 2 neural
networks [72].
3.9 Missing Transverse Energy
Neutrinos have a negligible chance of interacting with the detector in any way.
This means that energy can be carried away without being seen, causing an energy
imbalance. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the intrinsic nature of hadron collisions
prevents us from identifying a longitudinal imbalance, so only the transverse
energy of the neutrinos can be determined.
We are mainly interested in the neutrino involved in the hard scattering, but
if more than one neutrino is present, only the sum of the neutrino ~pT is known.
Therefore, the primary-neutrino ET has an intrinsic uncertainty due to neutrinos
coming from subsequent decays and other decays in the event.
Establishing whether an event has missing ET depends on the resolution of all
objects carrying energy: jets, electrons, photons, muon tracks and unclustered
transverse energy (UT). Unclustered energy is energy in the calorimeter not
assigned to jets or EM objects and can come from several sources; for example
soft jets that did not make the 8GeV cut of Section 3.6.2 and jet energy outside
of the R = 0.5 cone are both treated as unclustered energy. Only calorimeter
cells that went 100MeV over pedestal are used, in order to reduce the impact
from noise in cells, underlying event(s) and pile-up.
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Also, the energy of a tau is corrected for the neutrino(s) it decays into. That
energy is missed and would otherwise contribute to our estimate of the primary-
neutrino energy [74].
Now, the missing energy is given by
~/ET = /Exxˆ+ /Ey yˆ with /Ei=x,y = −
∑
all objects j
~pj · iˆ, (3.27)
where xˆ and yˆ are the unit vectors in the x and y direction.
The uncertainties on object energies are taken from the object resolution
(including systematic errors) and the UT uncertainty is parametrized using the
number of jets in the event and the total unclustered energy [75]. The uncer-
tainties are projected onto the missing transverse-energy vector and are added
orthogonally to form the total /ET uncertainty. Only the transverse-unclustered-
energy uncertainty, σUT , is added without projection onto the /ET vector. So, the
total variation in missing transverse energy is defined by
σ2E/T ≡ σ2UT +
∑
all objects j
σ2j
∣∣∣jˆ · /ˆET∣∣∣ . (3.28)
Typical values for σE/T are in the order of 10GeV.
Next, the missing-transverse-energy significance is defined as the log of the
ratio of the probability that the /ET was equal to its measured value and that the
/ET was actually zero:
/E
SIG
T ≡ log
p
(
/ET = /E
meas.
T
)
p
(
/ET = 0
) . (3.29)
Here, a probability distribution shaped as a Gaussian with mean /Emeas.T and
width σE/T is assumed.
If p
(
/ET = 0
)
< e−4, it is set to e−4. This effectively creates an overflow peak
so all events with high significance end up in the region 5 < /ESIGT < 7. This can
be seen in Figure 3.14, where the /ESIGT distribution is plotted of a data sample
with one isolated electron and at least one jet. The QCD background is clearly
separated from the region with W+jets events.
Sometimes it is useful to look at the ET and /ET with only calorimeter objects
taken into account. These are called HT and /HT, respectively.
In Monte Carlo all corrections for the different objects are propagated to the
missing transverse energy.
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Chapter 4
Event Selection
This chapter discusses the selection procedure for the WH→ τνbb¯ analysis. Its
descriptions are based on a DØ internal note [76], which in turn is built on the
work performed by Philip Rich [77, 78]. Differences with previous versions of the
analysis are discussed in Section 6.1.
First, data and MC samples are defined to which a pre-selection is applied
that cuts the bulk of the background, without sacrificing too many WH→ τνbb¯
events. In Section 4.3, our background predictions are tested in different control
samples. Further selection, discussed in Section 4.4.1, purifies the sample where
we expect a possible signal. Finally, events that pass our b-tagging requirements
are split by τ -type, jet multiplicity and b-tag operating point. The result is a set
of 8 orthogonal samples that are highly enriched in WH→ τνbb¯ events. In these
samples, the SM Higgs hypotheses will be tested, which is described in Chapter 5.
In the following sections, different variables are used to place selection cuts on.
Distributions of those variables are shown to verify the consistency between mea-
sured data and background predictions. The variables are explained in Table 4.1
as a reference.
4.1 Data and MC samples
As a starting point, the WH→ τνbb¯ analysis uses a pre-defined missing-energy
dataset that is used for several analyses in the DØ collaboration. This is a subset
of the entire recorded dataset where events are selected for their likelihood of
having a significant amount of missing energy. The triggers used for this skim
can be found in Section 4.1.1.
The MC-generated events are passed through a trigger simulation to get op-
timal MC-data agreement. This is discussed in Section 4.1.2
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After triggering, ‘data quality’ cuts are applied and duplicate events are re-
moved. Data-quality cuts include the removal of data-taking periods where one or
more important subdetectors were not performing optimally, or not-understood
patterns occurred in the data. Table 4.2 lists the luminosity for the trigger periods
that are used.
Variable Description
#jets number of jets in the event; we select either 2 or 3-jet events
jet1 the highest-pT jet
jet2 the jet with the next-to-highest pT
pT transverse momentum, as described in Section 2.2.1
η pseudorapidity, as described in Section 2.2.1
ηd detector η; the η in the (sub)detector with respect to the center
of the DØ detector
∆R distance in η × φ space between two objects, which is defined
by ∆R ≡
√
∆φ2 + ∆η2
∆R(τ, jets) ∆R between the τ candidate and closest jet
mT(W ) transverse mass of the τ and /ET combined system, given by
mT(W ) =
√
2/ETET(τ)
(
1− cos ∆φ(/ET, τ)
)
mjj dijet invariant mass, the combined mass of the two highest-
energetic jets; a variable that shows important differences be-
tween the hypotheses with or without a SM Higgs boson
scalar ET scalar sum of all transverse energy in the event
/ET missing transverse energy, as described in Section 3.9
/E
SIG
T /ET significance, as described in Section 3.9
/p
trk
T
missing pT when only counting the transverse momentum of
tracks
∆φ(/p
trk
T
, /ET) angle in φ between the /pT from tracks and the /ET; a useful
variable to identify instrumental background
HT scalar ET if only jets are taken into account
HT(jets,τ) scalar ET if only jets and the tau are taken into account
/HT /ET if only jets are taken into account (Section 3.9)
/A ‘asymmetry’ between /ET and /HT: /A ≡ (/ET− /HT)/(/ET+ /HT),
which is a useful variable to identify instrumental background
Table 4.1: descriptions of variables important to the WH→ τνbb¯ analysis.
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Trigger list Trigger Delivered Recorded Good
v12.10 – v12.40 MHT30_3CJT5 277.1 250.0 227.5
v13.00 – v14.00 JT1_ACO_MHT_HT 464.0 425.5 378.6
v14.00 – v15.00 JT1_ACO_MHT_HT 415.2 394.0 339.2
Total Run IIa 1156.3 1069.5 945.2
v15.00 – v15.20 JT1_ACO_MHT_HT 321.1 250.5 209.5
v15.20 – v16.00 JT1_MHTACO 1615.3 1535.3 1415.6
v16.00 – v16.32 JT1_MHTACO 1616.6 1552.0 1407.3
Total Run IIb 3553.0 3337.8 3032.4
Table 4.2: Run IIa and Run IIb triggers with luminosity in pb−1 delivered by the
Tevatron, recorded by DØ and with ‘good’ data quality.
4.1.1 Triggering on Data
A full DØ trigger overview is listed in Section 2.3. For the Run IIa period of the
WH→ τνbb¯ analysis, two calorimeter-based triggers were used. Trigger version
12 used ‘MHT30_3CJT5’ as trigger. A trigger called ‘JT1_ACO_MHT_HT’
was used in versions 13 and 14. These trigger versions have the following imple-
mentation for the three trigger levels:
Level 1 uses triggers called CJT(X,Y ,Z). They are based on the amount of
calorimeter trigger towers (X), which have at least a certain transverse
energy (Y GeV) and are within an ηd range (|ηd| < Z). Versions 12 and
13 use only CJT(3, 5, 3.2). In version 14 CJT(3, 5, 3.2) OR CJT(3, 4, 2.4) is
required.
Level 2 demands /HT > 20GeV, where only jets with ET > 10GeV are taken
into account. In versions 13 and 14, also the φ angle between the two
highest-energy jets, ∆φ(jet1,jet2), needs to be below 168.75◦.
Level 3 has an improved calculation of many variables (see Section 2.3.4). It
requires /HT > 30GeV. Furthermore HT > 50GeV is demanded for versions
13 and 14. The φ angle between the two highest-energy jets needs to be
below 170◦. In version 14 an additional requirement is that the φ angle
between the direction of the /HT and the closest jet should be at least 25◦.
At level 3 only jets with ET > 9GeV are taken into account.
In Table 4.3 the implementation in terms of cuts on these variables is shown
for the trigger schemes of Run IIa.
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MHT30_3CJT5 JT1_ACO_MHT_HT
v12 v13 v14
L1 CJT(3, 5, 3.2) X X XCJT(3, 4, 2.4) X
L2
/HT > 20, E
jet
T > 10 X X X
∆φ(jet1,jet2) < 168.75◦ X X
L3
/HT > 30, E
jet
T > 9 X X X
HT > 50, E
jet
T > 9 X X
∆φ(jet1,jet2 ) < 170◦ X X
∆φ(jets, /HT) > 25◦ X
Table 4.3: summary of the trigger scheme in Run IIa trigger versions. An ‘X’
denotes the trigger is used.
For Run IIb, two calorimeter-based triggers were used, like for Run IIa. Dur-
ing version 15 JT1_ACO_MHT_HT was still used. Versions 15.2 and 16 were
two realizations of JT1_MHTACO.
Level 1 uses in all Run IIb versions:
• /ET > 24GeV AND CJT(1, 30, 3.2); OR
• /ET > 24GeV AND CJT(1, 20, 2.4) AND CJT(2, 8, 2.4) AND ACO-
KILL; OR
• CJT(1, 30, 2.4) AND CJT(2, 15, 2.4) AND CJT(3, 8, 3.2),
where ACOKILL requires all pairs of jets with 8GeV < EjetT < 20GeV to
not be back-to-back; the pairs need to have ∆φ < 175◦.
Level 2 obliges events to pass:
• CJT(1, 20, 2.4); AND
• /HT > 20GeV for EjetT > 10GeV jets; AND
• HT > 35GeV for jets with EjetT > 6GeV and |ηjetd | < 2.6; AND
• ∆φ(jets, /HT) > 25◦.
Level 3 requires:
• ∆φ(jet1,jet2)< 170◦; AND
• ∆φ(jets, /HT) > 25◦.
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• In version 15, there also has to be at least one jet with ET > 9GeV,
HT should be greater than 50GeV, and /HT > 30GeV.
• For versions 15.2 and 16, at least two jets with ET > 9GeV are re-
quired, along with /HT > 25GeV and /ET > 25GeV.
4.1.2 Monte Carlo Datasets
Using the event generators discussed in Section 2.4, different MC samples were
generated for both data taking periods, to account for the changes in detector
geometry. The physics modes, cross sections and number of generated events for
these samples are shown in Table 4.4 for signal MC and in Tables 4.5 and 4.6
for background events. The number of events after applying data-quality cuts
and duplicate-event removal is mentioned. Samples are generated in bins of the
number of light partons (lp).
The number of expected events of a process is given by the cross section of
that process σ, times the integrated luminosity L. Therefore, the generated MC
events of the process get a weight w, calculated as
w = σL/N, (4.1)
where N is the number of generated events for the process.
ZH → ll¯bb¯ WH → `νbb¯
mH (GeV) σ (pb) # of events σ (pb) # of events
100 0.01368 521974 0.07528 516709
105 0.01149 490779 0.06271 488855
110 0.00959 523075 0.05183 516682
115 0.00789 481579 0.04225 448993
120 0.00635 534451 0.03368 518018
125 0.00496 474283 0.02611 474079
130 0.00374 516854 0.01956 749582
135 0.00271 474432 0.01404 666576
140 0.00188 514145 0.00964 695630
145 0.00123 473694 0.00626 644528
150 0.00074 512211 0.00377 516272
Table 4.4: cross section and number of generated events for each Higgs boson
mass and signal MC sample. The Z can decay into any lepton l,
including neutrinos, while ` stands for charged leptons only.
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Number of events
Mode σ (pb) Run IIa Run IIb
WZ → any 3.25 590647 632296
WW → any 11.6 2457974 709879
ZZ → any 1.33 590647 540273
W + 0lp 4510 12526514 46404567
W + 1lp 1280 9425157 19898756
W + 2lp 304 4285002 18087996
W + 3lp 72.6 3535816 3754272
W + 4lp 16.8 2493506 2602738
W+ ≥ 5lp 5.15 780938 2044335
W + cc+ 0lp 24.5 1205996 934253
W + cc+ 1lp 13.5 740093 738709
W + cc+ 2lp 5.5 342472 554236
W + cc+ ≥ 3lp 2.53 446288 469900
W + bb+ 0lp 9.37 1372108 1104413
W + bb+ 1lp 4.3 666553 782487
W + bb+ 2lp 1.57 248702 523717
W + bb+ ≥ 3lp 0.724 276900 412747
(t→ e+ ν + b) + b+ 0lp 0.112 290262 247517
(t→ µ+ ν + b) + b+ 0lp 0.11 287994 225286
(t→ τ + ν + b) + b+ 0lp 0.117 287991 248722
(t→ e+ ν + b) + b+ ≥ 1lp 0.243 289325 272573
(t→ µ+ ν + b) + b+ ≥ 1lp 0.239 288444 273354
(t→ τ + ν + b) + b+ ≥ 1lp 0.254 289106 246552
(tt¯→ 2b+ 4lp) + 0lp 1.42 771121 793267
(tt¯→ 2b+ 4lp) + 1lp 0.576 487256 456317
(tt¯→ 2b+ 4lp)+ ≥ 2lp 0.281 292017 277912
(tt¯→ `+ ν + 2b+ 2lp) + 0lp 1.4 771271 777068
(tt¯→ `+ ν + 2b+ 2lp) + 1lp 0.577 492647 457782
(tt¯→ `+ ν + 2b+ 2lp)+ ≥ 2lp 0.267 288992 321166
(tt¯→ 2`+ 2ν + 2b) + 0lp 0.352 1516107 749642
(tt¯→ 2`+ 2ν + 2b) + 1lp 0.142 963057 452177
(tt¯→ 2`+ 2ν + 2b)+ ≥ 2lp 0.0678 701167 281453
Table 4.5: cross sections and number of generated events of diboson, W+jets,
single top and tt¯ MC samples. The decay in diboson events is unre-
stricted, but only leptonic decays of the W are considered in W+jets
events. In tt¯ decays, ` stands for any charged lepton.
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Number of events
Mode σ (pb) Run IIa Run IIb
(Z → µµ) + 0lp 479 3900665 3591594
(Z → µµ) + 1lp 81.9 2717367 1345143
(Z → µµ) + 2lp 19.88 1384893 835902
(Z → µµ)+ ≥ 3lp 6.12 1262074 556145
(Z → ττ) + 0lp 470 3664007 3407959
(Z → ττ) + 1lp 80.6 2492966 1262046
(Z → ττ) + 2lp 20.09 1114447 716208
(Z → ττ)+ ≥ 3lp 5.91 989593 609694
(Z → νν) + 0lp 805 1921328 2308113
(Z → νν) + 1lp 246 1856981 2449272
(Z → νν) + 2lp 61 883662 590022
(Z → νν) + 3lp 14.1 248300 166856
(Z → νν) + 4lp 3.28 81974 82479
(Z → νν)+ ≥ 5lp 0.936 38273 38872
(Z → µµ) + cc+ 0lp 5.08 486805 454001
(Z → µµ) + cc+ 1lp 1.51 250059 231694
(Z → µµ) + cc+ ≥ 2lp 0.627 196752 194659
(Z → ττ) + cc+ 0lp 5.02 494301 532224
(Z → ττ) + cc+ 1lp 1.54 240629 331018
(Z → ττ) + cc+ ≥ 2lp 0.683 194688 276512
(Z → νν) + cc+ 0lp 5.61 202417 376456
(Z → νν) + cc+ 1lp 3 96503 199012
(Z → νν) + cc+ ≥ 2lp 1.64 50589 96147
(Z → µµ) + bb+ 0lp 0.936 550215 477319
(Z → µµ) + bb+ 1lp 0.396 236209 226102
(Z → µµ) + bb+ ≥ 2lp 0.1783 179404 166163
(Z → ττ) + bb+ 0lp 0.937 495651 463345
(Z → ττ) + bb+ 1lp 0.388 232025 232019
(Z → ττ) + bb+ ≥ 2lp 0.1851 181708 165623
(Z → νν) + bb+ 0lp 2.52 388118 367482
(Z → νν) + bb+ 1lp 1.14 190191 171942
(Z → νν) + bb+ ≥ 2lp 0.617 88683 82829
Table 4.6: cross section and number of generated events of Z+jets MC samples.
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Trigger Parameterization
A simulated trigger is applied to the MC to mimic the detector’s trigger response.
This analysis makes use of the parameterizations resulting from the trigger sim-
ulation used by the ZH → ννbb¯ analysis [79–81]. The associated systematic
uncertainties are estimated by applying the trigger-decision parametrization to
muon-triggered W→ µν events. The resulting mjj distribution is compared with
the distribution of W→ µν events that are directly triggered by our calorimeter
based triggers.
Additional care is taken that the tau candidate is treated as a jet both in
data and in MC. This is especially important in trigger level 3, where topological
variables like HT and /HT would not be well described otherwise. If not taken
into account, this would lead to inefficiencies in the MC that are not present in
data.
To avoid double counting in the trigger parameterization, jets and electrons
that overlap taus are removed from the corresponding jet and electron lists that
are passed to the trigger parameterization. This correctly reflects the way these
objects are modeled in the data trigger, where objects overlapping taus are con-
sidered as taus only.
In Section 5.2.1 the systematic uncertainties related to the trigger parameter-
ization will be discussed.
Reweighting of Boson Transverse Momentum
The analysis uses the standard DØ corrections of pT(Z) and pT(W ) reweighting.
These reweightings address the mismodeling of the pT distributions of the Z and
W bosons in Monte Carlo, compared to those measured in data. Events with
Z → ee are used to determine the reweighting in bins of the pT(Z) [82, 83]. In
Figure 4.1 the ratio of data over MC on which the reweighting is based is shown.
For pT(W ) reweighting another method has to be used, because leptonic de-
cays of the W have a neutrino, making a pT measurement very hard. Therefore,
the ratio of the number of W to the number of Z events is used, which is known
at NLO, but is not well reproduced by MC simulation [84]. Therefore data events
from leptonic Z decays are multiplied with the W/Z ratio to get a ‘measured’
number of W s, on which the reweighting can be determined. In Figure 4.2 the
ratio of (Z data)×(NLO W/Z) over MC-generated W events can be seen.
4.2 Preselection
After choosing the initial data and Monte-Carlo samples, a so-called preselection
is run. This rejects events that hardly contribute to finding WH → τνbb¯. The
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Figure 3: Ratio of Z qT in unfolded data
to that in PYTHIA 0-30 GeV range.
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Figure 13: Ratio of Z qT in unfolded data
to that in ALPGEN 0-30 GeV range.
(b) ratio of data to ALPGEN MC
Figure 4.1: data to MC ratios per pT(Z) bin, as determined by [83]. The dashed
lines indicate the applied corrections.
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Figure 4.2: data to MC ratios per pT(W ) bin, where ‘data’ is determined by a Z
data sample times the NLO ratio ofW/Z [84]. The pT(W ) corrections
are shown here as dotted lines.
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total number of events is reduced by a substantial factor, making subsequent
analyses much faster. In this section, it will be discussed how cuts are placed
on properties of taus, jets, electrons and muons. Descriptions of these objects
can be found in Chapter 3. Also, a description is given of how events used in
complementary analyses are vetoed ascertaining that the different analyses are
statistically independent.
4.2.1 Tau Selection
Taus are identified, as is explained in Section 3.8, using the hadronic tau Neural
Network NNτ .
At least one tau candidate passing tau-type dependent cuts is required in the
event. For both tau types, NNτ > 0.3 is required at preselection level. Also, the
tau candidate should have |ηd| < 2.
Cuts on the momentum of the track associated to the tau, ptrkT (τ), and the
momentum measured by the calorimeter, pT(τ), depend on the tau type. We
use only tau types 1 and 2 for this analysis, because for tau type 3 the multijet
background is too high. For type 1 taus we require pT(τ) > 12GeV, and ptrkT (τ) >
7GeV, while for type 2 taus the cuts are pT > 10GeV and ptrkT (τ) > 5GeV.
4.2.2 Jet Selection
We require 2 or 3 jets with pT > 20GeV and |ηd| < 2.5 in the event. These jets
must be separated from the tau candidate by ∆R(τ, jet) > 0.5. In Run IIa the
two leading jets also need to be in the CC or EC region, so with |ηd| < 1.1 or
1.4 < |ηd| < 2.5.
We additionally require two jets to be taggable (see Section 3.7). For Run IIb,
with a significant number of interactions per crossing possible, we also demand
the taggable jets to be vertex confirmed, meaning that they have at least two
tracks associated with the primary vertex. These requirements remove a large
fraction of the instrumental background by rejecting events with fake jets, or
events where the wrong primary vertex was picked.
Reconstructed jets are corrected based on the expected calorimeter response,
energy loss due to showering out of the jet cone, and energy deposited in the jet
cone not associated with the jet, as explained in Section 3.6.
4.2.3 Electron and Muon Removal
Any events selected by the WH → eνbb¯ and WH → µνbb¯ analyses [85, 86] are
removed from our sample. The analysis also has to remain orthogonal to the
H +X→ `±τ∓jj [87, 88] analysis. As hardly any signal acceptance is gained in
this analysis by retaining muons, a simple veto on events with isolated muons is
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employed. An event is vetoed if it has a muon with quality criteria ‘loose’ with
hits in the A plus B or C segments, pµT > 15GeV and no cosmic veto. It must also
be matched to a central track. Section 3.4 contains more information on muon
identification. In addition, the following cuts are required:
• The distance at closest approach, |d0|, of tracks with SMT hits < 0.02;
• |d0| of tracks without SMT hits < 0.2;
• Eh.c.calo/pµT < 0.08, where Eh.c.calo is the calorimeter energy in the hollow cone
of 0.1 < ∆R < 0.4 around the muon;
• ptracksT /pµT < 0.06, where ptracksT is the scalar sum of the pT in all tracks
which have a ∆R with the muon smaller than 0.5, except the muon track
itself;
• χ2/d.o.f. from global matching < 4; and
• ∆R from jets > 0.5.
For orthogonality to the WH→ eνbb¯ channel, other topological cuts are also
considered to prevent loss of signal acceptance; we only remove the events with
isolated electrons from our analysis if the events also passed the other WH →
eνbb¯ analysis cuts. This is done in order not to lose electrons that fake tau
candidates but are not included in other analyses. An electron event is vetoed
if it has a pT > 15GeV electron either in the CC or EC region of the detector.
See Section 3.5 for electron identification at DØ. The event must also pass the
following cuts to be vetoed:
• /ET > 20 GeV if |ηd| < 1.1;
• /ET > 25 GeV if 1.5 < |ηd| < 2.5;
• mT(W ) > (40− 0.5/ET);
• pT(jet1) > 25GeV;
• two or more vertex confirmed jets with pT > 20GeV and |ηd| < 2.5; and
• HT < 60GeV.
4.2.4 Vertex Requirements
The primary vertex (PV) should have at least 3 tracks associated with it, and its
z position, |zPV|, should be within 60 cm from the center of the detector, which is
consistent with the beam profile. Tracks and vertices are described in Section 3.1
and Section 3.3, respectively.
The number of events passing the preselection cuts on the data and signal
MC samples for the full Run II dataset is shown in Table 4.7.
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Preselection cut Recorded data WH → `νbb¯ ZH → `¯`bb¯
Initial dataset 140,254,517 447,284 479,987
Data quality 119,904,816 446,403 479,085
Event quality 108,175,790 432,412 464,282
Tau kinematic cuts 19,663,876 339,630 386,382
Tau NN cut 3,930,981 159,485 231,819
2 ≤ Njets ≤ 3 941,017 90,992 136,206
Trigger Simulation 941,017 32,823 18,986
|zPV| ≤ 60 cm 926,242 32,767 18,927
PV has ≥ 3 tracks 925,818 32,753 18,924
Table 4.7: the number of data and signal MC events that passed the initial pre-
selection cuts. The quoted signal MC has mH = 115GeV.
4.2.5 Multijet Estimation
Multijet background is very hard to model using Monte Carlo. This is background
coming from QCD events that are badly reconstructed, so missing transverse
energy and a tau are faked.1 Although the probability for a QCD event to fake
both missing energy and a tau is very low, the enormous cross section for those
events makes it the dominant background after preselection.
The difficulty to model this background using Monte Carlo is that out of the
many generated QCD events, only very few pass the trigger simulation. Therefore
the number of generated QCD events that is needed to create a statistically rele-
vant sample after preselection is far higher than what is computationally realistic.
Also, the QCD events can only fake a tau and missing ET because of instrumental
errors. This behavior requires a perfect or next-to-perfect understanding of the
detector including all its imperfections, so even a statistically significant QCD
sample would probably have a large mismodeling of this background.
To model the multijet background, a ‘sideband region’ is chosen in data. It
should consist mainly of QCD events and should have no overlap with the region
where further analysis will be performed: the signal region. Any MC generated
background in the sideband region is subtracted, leaving only QCD events. The
number of QCD events in the signal region of a sample, QCD sample, can then be
expressed as
QCD sample = C(Data samplesb −MC samplesb ), (4.2)
1For the purpose of this analysis, QCD events are all events without an electroweak interac-
tion in the hard scattering, excluding top production. Although top production is dominated
by the strong interaction, it is modeled using MC because the top quark often decays with real
/ET.
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Sample /ESIGT ∆φ(/ptrkT , /ET) /ET (GeV)
MC control sample – – > 80
QCD control sample < 3.5 > 2 –
Signal sample > 4.5 < 2 –
Table 4.8: cuts after preselection for the QCD control, MC control and signal
samples. Distributions of these variables are shown in Figure 4.3.
where the number of data and MC events in the sideband region of the sample
are denoted as Data samplesb and MC
sample
sb , respectively. C represents the ratio of
the number of QCD events in the signal region over the number of QCD events
in the sideband region. C will be determined using a QCD-dominated sample
(see Section 4.3.4) and will henceforward be applied to other samples.
We take NNτ > 0.9 to be the signal region and use 0.3 < NNτ < 0.7 as the
sideband region. The upper limit is chosen at 0.7 as for NNτ > 0.7 a significant
fraction of real taus would begin to enter the sample [72] and invalidate the
assumption that this region is dominated by fake taus.
4.3 Control Samples
The multijet and MC-generated backgrounds need to be investigated to check
whether they model the measured data correctly. For this purpose, two control
samples are selected: a QCD control sample and a MC control sample. These
samples will be used to check our multijet and MC backgrounds and to determine
reweighting factors if needed. Additionally, a signal sample is selected where the
Higgs boson search is performed. The reweightings determined in the QCD and
MC control samples are applied to the signal sample.
In each sample, the signal region is investigated, so the sample’s multijet
contribution can be estimated by taking events in the sideband region, while
keeping all other criteria.
The criteria for the different samples are listed in Table 4.8. Figure 4.3 shows
the variables on which these sample cuts are placed.
4.3.1 MC Control Sample
For the MC control sample, a region with minimal multijet contamination and
low signal content is needed. To achieve this, the MC control sample uses events
with /ET > 80GeV. This yields a sample dominated by W+jets events, as can be
seen in Figure 4.3(c). This sample is used to determine any overall normalization
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Figure 4.3: (a), (b) and (c) show the selection variables used to select the QCD
and MC control samples. The vertical lines depict the values where
cuts are placed. These distributions in the signal sample are cor-
rected for QCD and MC reweighting, as discussed in Section 4.3.1 and
Section 4.3.4. Depicted are type 2 tau events, but type 1 tau events
have similar distributions. A magnified legend (d) is also shown. Note
that the signal is multiplied with a factor 500, to be able to see its
shape in the same graph as the backgrounds.
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Tau type MC sideband reweighting
Tau type 1 0.69 ± 0.08
Tau type 2, NNe < 0.5 0.80 ± 0.09
Tau type 2, NNe > 0.5 0.97 ± 0.06
Table 4.9: tau-type-dependent MC-sideband factors.
factor required in the MC. It is therefore also a test of how well tau-identification
corrections, taggability and vertex-confirmation scale factors are parameterized,
when compared to data. Both tau type 1 and 2 candidate events in Figure 4.4
show a good agreement in the MC control sample using the common correction
factors alone. The measured data/MC ratio is 0.987 ± 0.023, so no reweighting
is applied for the NNτ > 0.9 MC.
4.3.2 Sideband Region of the MC Sample
As mentioned in Section 4.2.5, the multijet contribution is estimated by sub-
tracting MC-generated events from measured data in the sideband region, 0.3 <
NNτ < 0.7. This is also done for the MC control sample, hence with /ET >
80GeV.
Although statistical fluctuations could produce fewer data than MC back-
ground events in a certain bin, statistically significant data deficits are not pos-
sible as this would imply a negative multijet contribution. Most variables do not
give such an unphysical result, except for /A and mT(W ), which are plotted in
Figure 4.5.
The regions /A > 0 and mT(W ) around the W mass peak clearly show fewer
data than MC-background events for tau type 1 and tau type 2 with NNe < 0.5.
This is not possible, given that the multijet background has to remain positive, so
we conclude that the MC is overestimated in the sideband region. To solve this,
we apply a tau-type-dependent factor to the MC backgrounds in the sideband
region of every sample. These factors are derived by the ratio of data and MC
integrals over the regions /A > 0 and 60GeV < mT(W ) < 160GeV in the MC
control sample. In Table 4.9 the resulting MC-sideband reweighting factors are
listed.
4.3.3 Treatment of Bins with Negative Content
Statistical fluctuations can still lead to bins with a negative multijet contribution.
We use a Bayesian method illustrated in Figure 4.6 to deal with this. Initially, the
red ‘before correction’ probability density function (pdf) describes the multijet
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Figure 4.4: data versus background comparisons for the MC control sample. For
a magnified legend, see Figure 4.3(d).
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Figure 4.5: /A and mT(W ) distributions in the sideband of the MC sample. The
multijet background is defined as the difference between the data and
the Monte-Carlo-generated backgrounds. For a magnified legend, see
Figure 4.3(d).
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Figure 4.6: example of the method to treat the negative multijet contribution in
a certain bin. In this case, the multijet estimation −1 ± 3 leads to
the corrected estimation 2.1± 1.6.
estimate in a certain bin, with its mean and uncertainty. Because we have the
prior knowledge that a background can not be negative, we arrive at the black
curve. Finally, we need to translate the pdf into an expected value of the multijet
contribution for this bin, with uncertainty. This is done by taking the mean and
RMS of the new pdf.
This correction is applied to every bin, so also slightly positive bins with large
uncertainty are affected.
Because this method only leads to upward corrections to the multijet contri-
bution, the resulting distribution is scaled down to offset the upward bias. To
be precise, the scaling is applied mostly to bins adjacent to the corrected bin, by
scaling bin i with factor
Fi = 1−A exp
(
−1
2
(i− j)2
)
, (4.3)
where bin j is the corrected bin and A is chosen such that the total downward
scaling equals the upward correction of bin j. This procedure ensures that a mul-
tijet distribution fluctuating around zero will result in a much flatter distribution,
which is close to (but above) zero.
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4.3.4 QCD Control Sample
In a similar way to the MC control sample, a QCD control sample is selected to
check whether the multijet prediction models the data well. A sample with few
MC-generated events is acquired by demanding /ESIGT < 3.5 and ∆φ(/ptrkT , /ET) >
2.0. Both are useful variables for separating those events that have /ET from
neutrinos from those that have fake /ET due to mismeasurements. The missing-
transverse-energy significance, /ESIGT , does this by taking into account the uncer-
tainty on the /ET, as is explained in Section 3.9. The angle between the direction
of the /pT from tracks and the /ET, ∆φ(/p
trk
T
, /ET), is peaked around zero for real
missing-energy events, but more spread out for multijet events. The distributions
of these variables can be seen in Figure 4.3(a) and Figure 4.3(b).
Flat Reweighting
First, the overall multijet normalization factor, C in Equation (4.2), is deter-
mined by dividing the data minus MC backgrounds in the signal region by the
data minus MC backgrounds in the sideband region. This yields C = 0.28 with
a statistical uncertainty of 0.004. The systematical uncertainty is larger, as ex-
plained in Section 5.2.1.
The resulting distributions are found to agree well for jet-based variables, but
have significant deviations for tau variables, especially those that are important
in the tau neural network. This is because we are comparing a control sample
with NNτ > 0.9, to a multijet model with 0.3 < NNτ < 0.7.
Figure 4.7 shows the data and background distributions using a flat multijet
normalization factor. It is clear that the variables pT(τ) and ηd(τ) are mismod-
eled.
Reweightings in pT(τ ) and ηd(τ )
To improve the multijet modeling in tau variables such as pT(τ) and ηd(τ), the
multijet contribution is reweighted. This requires an additional reweighting,
which is a function of pT(τ) and ηd(τ). It is found that the pT(τ) reweight-
ing improves many tau variables as it is directly correlated with them. The ηd(τ)
reweighting is also necessary as this distribution is an important discriminating
variable in the hadronic tau neural network. The pT(τ) and ηd(τ) reweighting
factors are derived using the type 2 sample, because it has the highest statistics,
and applied to both type 1 and 2 tau candidate events.
The pT(τ) reweighting is fitted using a 4th order polynomial function, of which
the result is shown in Figure 4.8(a). The ηd(τ) distribution is rather difficult
to fit and so a bin-by-bin reweighting is chosen, using the histogram shown in
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Figure 4.8(b). The pT(τ) reweighting is applied simultaneously with the ηd(τ)
reweighting.
Distributions after pT(τ) and ηd(τ) reweightings are shown in Figure 4.9. It
can be seen that there still is no perfect match between data and background in
the variables pT(τ) and ηd(τ) of tau type 2 events. This is caused by the simul-
taneous reweighting. In tau type 1 events, the same reweighting as determined
on the sample with type 2 taus seems to work quite well.
4.3.5 Summary of Reweightings for the QCD Estimation
To recapitulate the past sections, a short summary of the discussed reweightings
to the multijet estimation is given here.
To estimate the multijet background contribution in the signal region NNτ >
0.9, a sideband region with 0.3 < NNτ < 0.7 is formed, where the difference be-
tween data and MC backgrounds is used as a model for the multijet background.
We concluded in Section 4.3.2 that the MC is overestimated in the sideband re-
gion of all samples. Therefore, the tau-type-dependent reweighting of Table 4.9
is applied to the Monte Carlo in the sideband regions of all samples.
In the QCD control sample of Section 4.3.4, we determined first the flat
reweighting from sideband multijet to signal region multijet. Because many tau-
based variables were ill-described, an additional reweighting was performed as a
function of pT(τ) and ηd(τ).
The updated equation to determine the QCD in a sample now reads
QCD sample = C ×D(pT(τ), ηd(τ))× (Data samplesb −B ×MC samplesb ), (4.4)
where C = 0.28 ± 0.004. B and D(pT(τ), ηd(τ)) are described in Table 4.9 and
Figure 4.8, respectively.
The resulting multijet distributions in the QCD control sample are shown in
Figure 4.9.
4.4 Signal Sample
The next step is to form the sample in which the final stages of the Higgs search
will take place, by further selection cuts that reduce the multijet background.
Before this is done, we check the agreement between data and background at the
stage where the background is still dominated by multijet events.
Distributions of the dijet invariant mass, themT(W ) and the /HT are shown in
Figure 4.10 for both tau types. Many of the variables are well modeled, except for
the W -transverse-mass distribution. These discrepancies likely arise from QCD
mismodeling and are expected to reduce after multijet-removing cuts are placed.
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Figure 4.7: data versus background comparisons for the QCD control sample with
a flat normalization factor. For a magnified legend, see Figure 4.3(d).
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Figure 4.8: QCD reweightings in pT(τ) and ηd(τ), derived from the distributions
in Figure 4.7(c) and Figure 4.7(d).
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Figure 4.9: data versus background comparisons for the QCD control sample with
a pT(τ) and ηd(τ) dependent normalization factor. For a magnified
legend, see Figure 4.3(d).
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Figure 4.10: data versus background comparisons for the signal region before
signal sample cuts. For a magnified legend, see Figure 4.3(d).
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4.4.1 Further Selection Cuts
Stricter cuts are placed on the signal sample to increase the signal purity. The
cuts ∆φ(/ptrkT , /ET) < 2.0 and /E
SIG
T > 4.5 are found to be very efficient to remove
much of the QCD background. They also provide independence from the QCD
control samples, where the reweightings in pT(τ) and ηd(τ) were determined.
At this point, comparisons between data and background are good tests of
how well our reweighted QCD estimates and MC-sideband reweightings perform
in the signal sample topology.
Generally, agreement is found to be good in this W+jets dominated sample.
For type 1 tau candidate events, the distributions in the signal sample can be
seen in Figure 4.11. With the majority of events having a tau in the ICD, only
a small number of taus exist in the central region of the detector. However, the
modeling of key kinematic variables for this mixed sample is reasonably good.
Distributions of the signal sample for type 2 tau candidate events are shown
in Figure 4.12. The agreement in tau type 2 candidate events after the selection
cuts is once again good across many variables.
4.4.2 Sideband Region after Further Selection
The MC sideband reweighting discussed in Section 4.3.2 should be checked at this
stage. In Figure 4.13, the variables /A and mT(W ) are shown for the sideband
region after selection cuts and the reweighting of Table 4.9. These graphs confirm
the need for the reweighting, because without it the regions /A > 0 and mT(W ) >
60GeV would have a negative multijet contribution.
Within statistical uncertainties, the distributions do not indicate that the
multijet is structurally negative. They do show occasional bins with negative
multijet content. In order to handle them properly in the signal region, we use
the treatment discussed in Section 4.3.3.
4.5 b-Tagging
The standard DØ b-tagging Neural Network [89], explained in Section 3.7, is
used. The b-tagging is applied to the two highest-pT jets in the events of the
signal sample.
In a previous version of the WH → τνbb¯ analysis, using Run IIa data only,
no multivariate analysis was performed; the dijet invariant mass was used as the
input for further analysis [90]. Therefore, a tight b-tagging configuration was
used: asymmetric tagging, where the event was required to contain a jet that
passed the VeryTight operating point NNb > 0.85, and another that passed the
L3 operating point NNb > 0.25.
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Figure 4.11: data versus background comparisons for the signal sample for type
1 tau candidate events. Continued on page 96.
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Figure 4.11: data versus background comparisons for the signal sample for tau
type 1 events. Continued from page 95.
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Figure 4.12: data versus background comparisons for the signal sample for type
2 tau candidate events. Continued on page 98.
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Figure 4.12: data versus background comparisons for the signal sample for type
2 tau candidate events. Continued from page 97.
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Figure 4.13: /A and mT(W ) distributions in the sideband of the signal sample
after the MC sideband reweighting of Section 4.3.2. The multijet
background is defined as the difference between the data and the
Monte-Carlo-generated backgrounds.
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Sample W+jets Z+jets Top Diboson QCD Background Signal Observed
Pretag 7208 182.2 279.8 202.4 745 7775± 117 2.0 7844
1-tag 207.2 8.64 108.05 12.26 48.9 385.1± 2.1 0.791 380
2-tag 86 3.81 78.96 4.94 19.3 193± 0.9 0.918 190
Table 4.10: event yields before and after b-tagging for the expected signal, the
estimated background and the observed events. Only statistical un-
certainties are quoted.
In this version of the analysis however, a multivariate technique is used, as will
be discussed in Section 5.1. This makes it sensible to use much looser b-tagging
requirements, because the rest of the event kinematics aid the discrimination
between signal and background.
Two orthogonal b-tagged samples are created where the leading two jets in
transverse momentum are considered. The ‘TwoLoose’ sample is defined as the
set of events in which the leading two jets both pass the NNb > 0.25 requirement.
The ‘OneTight’ sample is defined as the set of events where one of the leading
two jets passes the NNb > 0.85 requirement and the other jet explicitly fails
the NNb > 0.25 requirement. These samples therefore contain no overlapping
events and can be used as independent input channels for the hypothesis testing
described in Chapter 5.
The TwoLoose sample increases signal acceptance over the old asymmetric
tagging condition, which allows the multivariate analysis more statistics for train-
ing and therefore for a better separation. As well as adding sensitivity to the
search, the OneTight sample also helps to constrain the systematic uncertainties
at the end of the analysis (see Section 5.4.1) as it has larger statistics than the
TwoLoose sample.
In Table 4.10 the total number of events is shown for the final sample with-
out b-tagging applied, for the OneTight (1-tag) sample and for the TwoLoose
(2-tag) sample. The quoted numbers include tau types 1 and 2, and both jet
multiplicities.
4.5.1 b-Tagging Scale Factors
In Section 3.7 it is discussed how the TRFs are acquired. The MC-simulated
events get a scale factor to correct for the higher tagging efficiency in MC than in
data. For the TwoLoose and the OneTight samples, the scale factors are found
in the following way.
In a b-jet sample with total number of events N and a number of events with
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a loose tag Nloose, the number of events without loose tag N!loose is given by
N!loose = N −Nloose. (4.5)
The TRF is then
TRFloose =
Nloose
N
, (4.6)
while the probability of finding no loose tag is given by
TRF!loose =
N!loose
N
= 1− Nloose
N
= 1− TRFloose. (4.7)
The scale factor that needs to be applied to the MC for a loose tag is given
by
Sloose =
TRFdataloose
TRFMCloose
, (4.8)
and for no loose tag
S!loose =
TRFdata!loose
TRFMC!loose
=
1− TRFMClooseSloose
1− TRFMCloose
. (4.9)
The same holds for events with a tightly tagged jet.
On MC events with b-jets in the TwoLoose sample a Sloose(jet1)Sloose(jet2)
scale factor was applied, while the ones in the OneTight sample get the factor
Stight(jet1)S!loose(jet2).
For a light jet sample, similar equations are true with NTRs instead of TRFs;
light-jet MC events have scale factors applied with the TRFs replaced by NTRs.
4.5.2 OneTight b-Tag Selection
Data-background comparisons after the OneTight criterion is applied to the signal
sample are shown in Figure 4.14 for tau type 1 events and in Figure 4.15 for tau
type 2 events. As the hypotheses are going to be tested per jet multiplicity, the
b-tagged plots are shown here exclusively for 2 and 3 jet events. Note that the
Higgs-boson signal in these histograms is multiplied by a factor of 50 to make its
shape visible.2
The event yields specified per tau type and jet multiplicity with one tight
b-tag can be seen in Table 4.11.
In the tau type 2 sample with 3 jets a data excess is visible, while the sample
with 3 jets and a type 1 tau has fewer data events than expected. Both discrep-
ancies are in the order of 1-2 times the statistical uncertainty. These fluctuations
2As opposed to the factor 500 used previously.
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are not unexpected for a total of 8 samples. They are reflected in the 3-jet graphs
of Figures 4.14 and 4.15.
Because top events constitute the main background of the 3-jet samples, the
data suggests the top cross section or selection efficiency was underestimated.
If this is true, it should be covered by the systematic uncertainties on the top
background estimates, which will be discussed in Section 5.2.
The sample with the best signal over square root of background ratio (s/
√
b)
is the one with 2 jets and tau type 2. In this sample the W+jets background
dominates, while the sample with tau type 2 and 3 jets has relatively more top
background events. In the more sparsely populated tau type 1 samples, the
multijet background plays a non-negligible role, with again a large W+jets (top)
contribution for 2 (3) jet events.
4.5.3 TwoLoose b-Tag Selection
In Figures 4.16 and 4.17 the data versus background comparisons are shown for
the TwoLoose criterion with events of tau type 1 and tau type 2, respectively.
The event yields of the samples with two loose b-tags can be seen in Table 4.12,
specified per tau type and jet multiplicity.
Again the sample with 2 jets and a tau of type 2 is the most populated
sample, followed by the one with 3 jets and a type 2 tau. These are W+jets and
top dominated, respectively, like for the 1-tag samples. Especially the sample of
tau type 2 events with 3 jets has multijet events as main background.
The s/
√
b is better for the tau type 1 sample with 2 jets than for the tau
type 2 sample with 3 jets; the signal is very comparable between these samples,
but with about half the background, the first sample looks more promising for
the separation of the signal and no-signal hypotheses.
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Sample Type 2, 2 jet Type 2, 3 jet Type 1, 2 jet Type 1, 3 jet
Diboson 8.63 1.9 1.408 0.316
QCD 23.7 8.3 13.1 3.86
Top 51.27 43.98 7.19 5.6
W+b/c-jets 97.5 19.15 14.22 2.77
W+jets 55.44 8.07 8.98 1.13
Z+b/c-jets 4.11 1.13 0.62 0.176
Z+jets 1.839 0.419 0.276 0.071
Background 242.4±1.2 83±0.5 45.8±0.6 13.93±0.19
Observed 232 99 40 9
Signal 0.549 0.145 0.0772 0.0198
s/
√
b 0.0353 0.0159 0.0114 0.00531
Table 4.11: event yields of the one-b-tag samples. The signal numbers are given
for a Higgs boson mass of 115 GeV. The quoted uncertainties are
statistical only.
Sample Type 2, 2 jet Type 2, 3 jet Type 1, 2 jet Type 1, 3 jet
Diboson 3.58 0.683 0.599 0.081
QCD 12.5 1.22 3 2.6
Top 44.22 25.5 6.02 3.21
W+b/c-jets 46.5 6.57 7.06 0.95
W+jets 18.71 2.875 2.962 0.406
Z+b/c-jets 2.1 0.457 0.352 0.092
Z+jets 0.569 0.132 0.082 0.0232
Background 128.1±0.6 37.44±0.15 20.07±0.18 7.36±0.11
Observed 117 44 23 6
Signal 0.695 0.1036 0.103 0.0159
s/
√
b 0.0614 0.01693 0.023 0.00586
Table 4.12: event yields of the two-b-tag samples. The signal numbers are given
for a Higgs boson mass of 115 GeV. The quoted uncertainties are
statistical only.
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Figure 4.14: data versus background comparisons for the selection of tau type 1
events with one tight b-tag.
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Figure 4.15: data versus background comparisons for the selection of tau type 2
events with one tight b-tag.
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Figure 4.16: data versus background comparisons for the selection of tau type 1
events with two loose b-tags.
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Figure 4.17: data versus background comparisons for the selection of tau type 2
events with two loose b-tags.
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Chapter 5
Testing the Higgs Hypothesis
In Chapter 4 different samples were selected to investigate whether there is a
Standard-Model Higgs boson. The samples were split by b-tag operating point,
tau type and jet multiplicity, yielding eight independent channels where measured
data can be compared to signal and background models. These models consist
of Monte-Carlo simulations for signal and most of the backgrounds. A sideband
region is used to assess the multijet background.
In this chapter, it is discussed how the discriminatory power is maximized
for each of the channels. First, we strive for maximal separation between signal
and background, using Boosted Decision Trees (BDTs). Then we will discuss
the uncertainty on our estimates, both statistical and systematic, followed by the
hypothesis testing. The hypothesis that a SM Higgs boson exists is not confirmed,
so we conclude with setting limits on its cross section.
Because the signal contribution depends on the Higgs mass, the hypothesis
that a Higgs boson exists is divided into different hypotheses; we take mH =
100 to 150GeV, with 5GeV intervals as test masses. Although the selection
procedure was independent of the Higgs mass, we treat the Higgs hypothesis for
each tested mH differently starting with the BDT training. This ensures that the
information that is present in the events is used optimally to distinguish signal
from background.
As in Chapter 4, this chapter is an expansion of the description in [76], which
is based on earlier work in [77, 78].
5.1 Boosted Decision Trees
It is useful to combine the information of measured events across variables; corre-
lations between variables may provide additional handles to separate signal and
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background. For two variables, extracting this information is relatively straight-
forward, but to do this for many variables is harder. For a large number of
variables, the analysis can easily be limited by the available statistics due to
enormous combinatorics; if there are n variables, even making a simple binary
distinction in each variable results in 2n categories. Since we use a total of 15
variables, the number of categories would become 32768, a number impossible to
deal with in practice.
Techniques that deal with the problem of extracting most information from
a multivariate environment are called multivariate analyses. They are trained
on samples where it is known which event is signal, and which is background.
The training is meant to find regions in the n-dimensional variable space where
signal and background are distributed differently, hence can be distinguished.
The result is a single output variable, which is the combination of input variables
that best describes the overall signal similarity of an event.
The multivariate analysis is trained on one third of each MC-generated set
listed in Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. It is tested for overtraining on another third. The
remaining events are unbiased and are used to estimate the signal and background
of the output in order to compare them to measured data.
Some MC sets have fewer than 300 events. For those sets, training against
them turns out to be less useful. Furthermore, splitting them in a training,
testing and unbiased subset will increase the statistical uncertainties of the final
estimates. Therefore, they are not split and trained or tested on; they are only
used as unbiased estimator for the trained multivariate analysis. Also the multijet
background is not used for training or testing.
5.1.1 Introduction to Boosted Decision Trees
For theWH→ τνbb¯ analysis, we use Boosted Decision Trees [91] as a multivariate
technique. These consist of a weighted combination of several single decision
trees.
An example of a decision tree is depicted in Figure 5.1; a sample is divided into
two subsamples by placing a simple cut on a chosen variable. These subsamples
are independently split into smaller subsamples using cuts on a new variable. This
procedure continues iteratively until signal-like or background-like subsamples
(leafs) remain. This ‘training’ of the tree is explained more in Section 5.1.2.
Next, the decision tree is ‘boosted’ by giving higher weights to events in leafs
with a bad separation. After boosting, a new tree is trained using the altered
weights. The boosting procedure is described further in Section 5.1.3. When a
certain number of boosts is performed, the trees are added with relative weights.
This forms the final trained BDT.
A Boosted Decision Tree is trained for every channel. Because the signal
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Figure 5.1: schematic example of a decision tree. The circles represent signal or
background leafs, while the boxes are the decision nodes.
signature depends on the Higgs mass, every channel needs a separate BDT for
each value of mH . This results in a total of 88 BDTs.
5.1.2 Decision Tree Training
At first, the MC events have weights due to their cross sections and the various
reweightings. These weights are called wi for event i and will be altered in
the boosting process discussed later. Before training and boosting start, the
events are reweighted so that the sum of all signal weights equals the sum of all
background weights. This ensures that the BDT training will give a maximal
separation.
The splitting of a sample into two subsamples takes place at a ‘node’. Such a
node uses several training variables. First, the purity P is defined as the weighted
signal fraction of events:
P ≡
∑
signal wi∑
all wi
, (5.1)
where wi represents the weight of event i. Also the Gini index
G ≡ P (1− P )
∑
all
wi (5.2)
is calculated. The Gini index is a measure of similarity, so a lower value indicates
more separation.
Then, a cut is placed on one of the variables. Both the variable and the cut
position are chosen such that the sum of the Gini-indices of the two resulting
new nodes is minimized (one with events that did pass, and one with the events
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that did not pass the cut). This ensures maximal separation into signal-like and
background-like subsamples.
When the node has fewer than 100 events, the splitting stops and the node
is called a leaf. It is classified as a signal or background leaf according to the
purity: P > 0.5 for signal, P < 0.5 for background.
5.1.3 Boosting
We use a boosting method called AdaBoost [92].
An event gains weight if it is misclassified, to make the next tree try harder
to identify it correctly. To do this, we first define the error of a trained tree j:
Ej ≡
∑
i w
j
iM
j
i∑
i w
j
i
, (5.3)
whereM ji = 1 if the i
th event was misclassified in the tree, andM ji = 0 otherwise.
Then, the new event weight is given by
wj+1i ≡ wji exp(αjM ji ), (5.4)
where αj is the overall weight of the tree, which is calculated by
αj ≡ β ln
(
1− Ej
Ej
)
. (5.5)
This analysis uses β = 0.18, a value adopted from other DØ analyses [80]. Note
that since the classification outperforms random guessing, Ej will be smaller than
1/2, so αj is always positive. This means that events that are harder to classify
gain weight, making it more important for the next decision tree to improve its
performance on them.
The boosting procedure is repeated 20 times, or if the testing method de-
scribed below detects saturation.
5.1.4 Testing
The trees are tested using the MC test samples to prevent overtraining.
The events in the unbiased samples, which are used for the hypothesis testing,
get a BDT output value by
BDT outputi ≡
∑
j
αjP ji , (5.6)
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where P ji is the purity of the leaf in tree j where event i ended. This output
value is also calculated for the testing samples. If the performance1 of the BDT
no longer improves on the testing samples, further boosting is stopped.
5.1.5 BDT Input Variables
The variables used in the BDT for the analysis in this thesis are listed in Table 5.1,
together with their relative importance. This importance is defined by the differ-
ence in Gini index a variable introduces in all nodes k of every tree j, weighted
by the αj of each tree:
relative importance =
∑
j,k
αj∆Gjk, (5.7)
with
∆G = Gparent node −Gleft child −Gright child. (5.8)
Because a lower Gini index signifies a better separation, a higher value for ∆G
indicates more discriminating power in the BDT.
The relative importance of the input variables gives a flavor of the relevance
of these variables in distinguishing signal from background. It is used as a sanity
check (the dijet invariant mass mjj should for example be important), but not
used in any further calculation.
5.1.6 BDT Output Distributions
The trained BDT are applied to the unbiased signal and background MC samples,
and on data. The resulting output, calculated with Equation (5.6), is plotted in
Figure 5.2 for the two channels with the best s/
√
b , at different Higgs mass
hypotheses. The 2-b-tag sample generally shows a better separation than the
1-tag sample. Figure 5.3 depicts the other six channels at mH = 115GeV.
5.2 Uncertainties
Now we have the signal and background estimates in each bin of the BDT outputs.
They are given by the sum of the weights w of the MC-generated and QCD events
in that bin:
NH =
∑
i
wi, (5.9)
1This can be defined by the sum over the BDToutput with −1 weight for background events
and +1 for signal events.
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Figure 5.2: BDT outputs for the tau type 2 samples with 2 jets, for 2 loose
or 1 tight b-tagged events and different Higgs masses. The signal
contribution is multiplied by a factor 50, to show its shape.
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Figure 5.3: BDT outputs at mH = 115GeV for the statistically less-significant
samples. The signal contribution is multiplied by a factor 50, to show
its shape.
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OneTight b-tag TwoLoose b-tag
Type 2 Type 1 Type 2 Type 1
Variable 2 jets 3 jets 2 jets 3 jets 2 jets 3 jets 2 jets 3 jets
mjj 19.04 8.74 33.10 14.85 45.59 31.07 51.64 44.91
∆φ(τ, /ET) 6.60 6.98 5.30 10.99 7.01 8.98 6.53 10.66
/A 4.74 6.88 4.34 5.76 5.74 12.28 2.20 5.85
HT 6.42 3.35 5.68 1.99 3.23 6.10 1.27 0.00
HT(jets + τ) 2.25 3.21 8.15 1.25 3.62 4.64 5.43 1.39
pT(jet2) 3.39 6.02 8.82 4.76 4.28 5.60 4.78 5.96
ptrkT 4.40 6.42 6.30 3.96 4.91 8.79 2.90 0.00
∆φ(jet1, jet2) 3.81 4.06 6.53 4.49 4.99 9.94 5.49 4.50
mT(W ) 4.21 6.00 4.74 0.77 6.33 10.21 5.33 8.95
pT(jet1) 2.92 4.22 5.79 4.20 3.53 5.35 3.66 7.01
η(jet2) 4.29 4.54 4.28 6.63 3.46 6.60 2.80 9.89
η(jet1) 3.47 4.87 3.83 4.24 4.46 6.52 3.41 1.71
pT(τ) 2.23 3.45 3.87 6.51 3.14 6.42 4.25 3.52
/HT(jets + τ) 2.50 3.56 5.08 3.34 3.90 4.79 4.29 1.78
/ET 2.40 1.40 2.23 3.70 3.25 3.81 1.87 5.33
Table 5.1: input variables to the BDT and their relative importance as defined
in Equation (5.7) for the case mH = 115GeV. The variables HT and
ptrkT in the 2 b-tag, tau type 1, 3-jet channel give a zero contribution.
This is due to the limited statistics in this channel, which causes the
training and boosting to stop before these variables were used.
where i runs over every event in hypothesis H, which can be the signal and
background (S + B) or background only (B) hypothesis.
Because the number of events used for the estimation is finite, there is a
statistical uncertainty given by
σstat(NH) =
√∑
i
w2i . (5.10)
This statistical uncertainty reflects our lack of knowledge of what we would mea-
sure on average if we would perform the measurement infinitely many times. It
is not to be confused with the Poisson uncertainty, which is a measure for the
spread of a single measurement, and is often quoted as
√
NH .
On top of the statistical uncertainties there are systematic uncertainties, aris-
ing from unknown biases introduced by the method of the analysis. There are
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various sources of systematic uncertainty and they can affect signal and back-
ground estimates.
5.2.1 Flat Systematics
Some systematic uncertainties are directly proportional to the background they
affect. For a flat systematic u, the uncertainty on the background estimate b is
given by
σu(Nb) = AuNb, (5.11)
where Au is a constant of the flat systematic uncertainty and Nb is calculated
as in Equation (5.9), but with the sum running over the affected background(s)
only. Because different background contributions have different shapes in the
BDT output, the ‘flat’ systematics do not give rise to a flat uncertainty on the
background estimate as a whole.
Uncertainties on the signal contribution are treated similarly.
The following systematic uncertainties give rise to a flat systematic:
• The tau-identification uncertainty was calculated in a Z → ττ sample and
includes the uncertainty on the NNτ and tau track. It is 11% for tau type
1 events and 4.5% for type 2 taus [73];
• Uncertainties on taggability and vertex confirmation scale factors are re-
spectively 2% and 5%, as reported by the ZH → ννbb¯ analysis [80];
• The uncertainty on the multijet background comes from the reweightings
described in Section 4.3.4. The amplitude of the uncertainty is defined as
the difference that the reweighting brought about in the integral number
of events after all following cuts (/ESIGT > 4.5, ∆φ(/ptrkT , /ET) < 2 and b-
tagging). The uncertainty is found to be 12% for type 1 tau events and 7%
for type 2 tau events;
• The uncertainty on the Higgs cross section is 6% and is taken from the
Tevatron New Phenomena & Higgs Working Group [93];
• We have taken the diboson cross-section uncertainty of 7% from NLO QCD
computations and parton-shower simulations [94];
• The uncertainty on the single-top cross section is 10%, as quoted by the
paper on single-top production at the Tevatron [95];
• For the top cross section, the uncertainty is 10% too. It is determined using
heavy quark pair production at two loops in QCD [96];
• As recommended by the Higgs group, we have taken the uncertainty on the
W/Z+jets cross section to be 6% [97];
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• A heavy-flavor scale factor is applied to set theW/Z+h.f. contributions rel-
ative to W/Z+l.f. ones. According to MCFM, the total uncertainty on the
cross section ofW/Z+b/c-jets is +25/-19% [98]. However, this is composed
of the light-flavor uncertainty and the exclusive heavy-flavor scale-factor
uncertainty. We split this into the 6% uncertainty on the W/Z+jets cross
section that was mentioned before, and a 20% uncertainty on the heavy-
flavor factor. This is done to ensure the W/Z+jets part of the uncertainty
on the W/Z+h.f. sample is fully correlated with the W/Z+jets uncertainty
on the W/Z+l.f. sample;
• The integrated-luminosity uncertainty is 6.1% [99];
• The trigger parameterization has a 5% uncertainty, taken from the ZH→
ννbb¯ study [80]. An additional 2% uncertainty is added in quadrature to
account for the assumption that the tau turn-on is the same as the jet turn-
on in the parameterization upgrade used for this analysis [78]. This yields
a total uncertainty of 5.5% on this quantity;
• For the Parton Distribution Function (PDF) determination, 20 parameters
are fit to Tevatron jet cross-section measurements [100]. After the fit, the
parameters have a residual uncertainty defined by the values where they
would increase the χ2 of the fit with a certain maximum amount. These
uncertainties in the fit parameters also introduce uncertainties on the sig-
nal and background estimates. For all 20 uncertainties, their contribution
to these estimates is determined. The maximum of these contributions is
taken as the overall PDF uncertainty on the estimates. Based on the stud-
ies undertaken by the ZH → ννbb¯ analysis [80], we take 2% and 3% for
signal and background uncertainties, respectively. We take the signal and
background PDF uncertainties to be fully correlated;
• The amount of uncertainty coming from jet-reconstruction and identifica-
tion is attained by the impact of a ±1σ fluctuation of jet reconstruction
and ID uncertainties quoted by [56]. They are flat in the BDT output, but
depend on the number of b-tags and the tau type. Their values are listed
in Table 5.2.
5.2.2 Shape Systematics
Some systematic uncertainties have values that depend on the BDT output, so
the systematic will no longer have a constant Au of Equation (5.11). These sys-
tematics are determined by running the analysis again, but this time with the
scenarios of ±1σ fluctuations. The relative difference with the nominal scenario
has a shape in the BDT-output distributions, which can be taken as a measure
of the uncertainty due to this shape systematic. Effectively, the shape means a
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Sample Signal MC Background MC
OneTight b-tag, tau type 1 events 2.4% 1.5%
OneTight b-tag, tau type 2 events 1.8% 0.8%
TwoLoose b-tag, tau type 1 events 3.2% 2.4%
TwoLoose b-tag, tau type 2 events 2.3% 2.1%
Table 5.2: Au values of the jet-reconstruction and identification uncertainty for
different samples.
different uncertainty amplitude is present for every bin of the BDT output. We
define in every bin
Au±b ≡
N±σb −Nnominalb
Nnominalb
(5.12)
for background (or signal) contribution b and the ±1σ scenario of uncertainty u.
The following shape systematics are taken into account.
• The effect of ALPGENMLM and scale uncertainties2 on the input variables
of the BDT are determined in [101, 102]. For example mjj changes in the
order of 1% by ±1σ variations. The changes are propagated to the BDT
outputs, where the shape of the uncertainties is determined;
• The JES and JER systematic uncertainties are done by varying the jet
shifting and smearing done by JSSR by the±1σ uncertainties quoted in [56];
• Effects of b-tagging efficiency uncertainties are also taken as a shape sys-
tematic. These uncertainties are taken from [67].
The relative uncertainties that the shape systematics introduce are shown in
Figure 5.4 for the samples with the best s/
√
b ratio: the tau type 2, 2 jets samples
with 1 tight or 2 loose b-tags.
As a summary, all systematic uncertainties for this WH→ τνbb¯ analysis are
listed in Table 5.3. A flat systematic is listed with its Au value, while the effects
of shape systematics depend on the BDT output of the event.
2These uncertainties are related to the inner workings of the ALPGEN event generator. The
MLM uncertainty arises from choices in the MLM parton-matching algorithm which protects
the generator from double counting partons (the minimum pT of a parton to be considered
in the matching is such a choice). The scale uncertainty includes for example the uncertainty
resulting from the choice at which scale the strong-coupling constant is evaluated at every
vertex.
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Figure 5.4: relative uncertainties on the background estimate for BDT outputs
of tau type 2 samples with 2 jets, for 2 loose or 1 tight b-tagged
events at mH = 115GeV. On the graphs of the JES and b-tagging
uncertainties, the relative statistical uncertainty is also shown.
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Systematic Au (%) Affects samples Reference
Tau ID for type 1 (2) 11 (4.5) All MC [73]
QCD for tau type 1 (2) 12 (7) QCD sample Section 4.3.4
Higgs cross section 6 Signal MC [93]
Diboson cross section 7 Diboson MC [94]
Single Top cross section 10 Single Top MC [95]
Top cross section 10 Top MC [96]
W/Z + jets cross section 6 W/Z + jets MC [97]
Heavy Flavor Ratio 20 W + b/c−jets MC [98]
Luminosity 6.1 All MC [99]
Trigger 5.5 All MC [79]
Taggability 2 All MC [80]
Vertex Confirmation SF 5 All MC [80]
Signal PDF 2 Signal MC [80, 100]
Background PDF 3 Background MC [80, 100]
Jet reconstruction and ID see Table 5.2 All MC [56]
Jet Energy Scale Shape All MC [56]
Jet Energy Resolution Shape All MC [56]
BTag Uncertainty Shape All MC [67]
Alpgen MLM Uncertainty Shape W/Z + l.f. MC [101, 102]
Alpgen Scale uncertainty Shape W/Z + jets MC [101, 102]
Table 5.3: sources, values and affected samples of the systematic uncertainties.
5.3 Hypothesis Testing
The following step is to compare the hypothesis that a SM Higgs boson with
mass mH exists, with the hypothesis that there is no such boson. We use a semi-
frequentist approach [103, 104], which will be explained further in this section.
In Section 5.4 the results of the WH→ τνbb¯ analysis will be presented.
5.3.1 Negative Log Likelihood Ratio
We need a single parameter that signifies the compatibility of the measured data
to both hypotheses. To do this, we first introduce the likelihood ratio Q. It is
defined as
Q ≡ L(S + B |data)
L(B |data) , (5.13)
where L(H |data) is the likelihood for hypothesis H, given the data, which is
defined as the probability that the data are measured, if the hypothesis is true.
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The probability of measuring d events in a bin where h events are expected,
is given by the Poisson distribution:
p(d|b) = e
−hhd
d!
. (5.14)
Therefore, in case of a single bin i, Equation (5.13) becomes
Qi =
L(si + bi|di)
L(bi|di) =
p(di|si + bi)
p(di|bi) = e
−si
(
si + bi
bi
)di
, (5.15)
where si and bi are the expected amount of signal and background in the bin.
For all bins in all independent channels, the total likelihood ratio is given by
Q =
p(data |S + B)
p(data |B) =
∏
i p(di|si + bi)∏
i p(di|bi)
=
∏
i
Qi. (5.16)
Because of computational efficiency, the negative log likelihood ratio, also called
Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR), is used. It is defined as
LLR ≡ −2 ln(Q)
= −2
∑
i
lnQi
= 2
∑
i
[
si − di ln
(
si + bi
bi
)]
.
(5.17)
The LLR is a convenient separator between the background and signal hy-
potheses; it will not lose sensitivity if more measurements are included, either by
increasing the statistics or by including additional channels or bins.
5.3.2 Nuisance Parameters
Unfortunately, the signal and background hypotheses do not give infinitely precise
predictions on si and bi; as explained in Section 5.2, there are systematic uncer-
tainties that have to be taken into account. They are incorporated as so-called
nuisance parameters, which are denoted as θu for an uncertainty u. Together, all
uncertainties form a vector ~θ, which has the dimension of the number of system-
atic uncertainties. So the signal and background estimates in bin i become si(~θ)
and bi(~θ). For a hypothesis with nominal estimate hnomi in bin i, the estimate
given nuisance parameters ~θ is written as
hi(~θ) = h
nom
i
∏
u
(1 +Au,iSu). (5.18)
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Au,i is the standard deviation of nuisance parameter u in the bin as defined
in Equation (5.11). Su represents the deviation from the central value of the
nuisance parameter θu; it is gaussian distributed with mean value 0 and standard
deviation 1.
The systematic uncertainties are generally estimated (and usually overesti-
mated, for the sake of caution).3 Therefore it is useful to determine the true
value of ~θ as well as possible. From this we get a better estimate of the true si
and bi and reduce the smearing caused by the nuisance parameters.
We fit the true value of ~θ by minimizing
χ2(H, ~θ, d) = −2 ln(p(d, ~θ|H)), (5.19)
where p(d, ~θ|H) is the probability that the nuisance parameter had true value
~θ and the measured data was d if the hypothesis H is true. Using p(A,B) =
p(A|B)p(B), we get
χ2(H, ~θ, d) = −2 ln
(
p(d|~θ,H)p(~θ|H)
)
= −2 ln
(∏
i
e−hihdii
di!
)
− 2 ln
(∏
u
e−
1
2S
2
u√
2pi
)
= 2
∑
i
[hi − di ln(hi) + ln(di!)] +
∑
u
(
S2u + ln 2pi
)
,
(5.20)
where we used the Poisson distribution of p(d|~θ,H) and the gaussian distributed
nature of Su. To find the minimum of χ2(~θ), we are only interested in the terms
that depend on ~θ, so minimizing
χ2(H, ~θ, d) = 2
∑
i
[
hi(~θ)− di ln(hi(~θ))
]
+
∑
u
S2u (5.21)
suffices.
The corresponding LLR now becomes
LLR = −2 ln
(
p(d, θˆS+B|S + B)
p(d, θˆB|B)
)
= χ2(S + B, θˆS+B, d)− χ2(B, θˆB, d)
= 2
∑
i
[
hˆS+Bi − hˆBi − di ln
(
hˆS+Bi
hˆBi
)]
+
∑
u
[
(SˆS+Bu )
2 − (SˆBu )2
]
,
(5.22)
3There is no deliberate overestimation, but when a systematic uncertainty is estimated,
usually the extreme values of the fluctuation are taken as a standard deviation. On average,
this will result in an overestimation of the uncertainties, but it is impossible to affiliate the
overestimation to specific systematics. Because an overestimation is less detrimental than an
underestimation, the current method is used nonetheless.
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where hˆH , θˆH and SˆH denote the values for h, θ and S corresponding to the best
fit given hypothesis H.
5.3.3 Confidence Levels
To test the validity of a hypothesis, its Confidence Level (CL) is defined as the
probability to measure an LLR greater (or equal) than the actually measured
LLR, given the hypothesis H:
CLH ≡ p(LLR ≥ LLR(d)|H). (5.23)
Therefore, we need to know the probability density function of the LLR. This
is determined by performing pseudo-experiments; first we generate a set of nui-
sance parameters. Then a data count is generated in each bin, using the Poisson
distribution given hypothesis H and the nuisance parameters. Next, we fit the
nuisance parameters for both hypotheses using Equation (5.21). Finally, we use
Equation (5.22) to determine the LLR for this generated datapoint. By repeating
this procedure many times for both hypotheses, we arrive at the prior predictive
ensembles of the hypotheses.
In Figure 5.5 examples of the prior predictive ensembles for an S + B and a B
hypothesis can be seen.
CLS
In a strict Frequentist interpretation, CLS+B is the only variable we can use to
reject the S + B hypothesis. In this case, a high measured value of LLR (say 15
in Figure 5.5) would lead to a clear rejection of the signal hypothesis. Unfortu-
nately, the data does not appear to come from the background hypothesis either.
Because we mainly want to discriminate between the B and S + B hypotheses,
we introduce
CLS ≡ CLS+B
CLB
. (5.24)
Although this quantity cannot be interpreted as a confidence level in the strict
sense, it does take into account the mismodeling of the background hypothesis.
CLB ≤ 1, so CLS is more conservative than CLS+B in rejecting a signal. It is not
used to do a possible confirmation of a Higgs hypothesis.
A discussion on the interpretation of CLS can be found in [105].
5.3.4 Limits on the Cross Section
We declare a rejection of the S + B hypothesis if the confidence level of rejection
(1-CLS) is greater than 95%.
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Figure 5.5: an example of the prior predictive ensembles of an S + B and a B
hypothesis. Also the Confidence Levels for the background and the
signal hypotheses are shown. In this case the observed LLR coincides
with the mean expected LLR for the background and has a CLS of
90%.
Even if this confidence level is not achieved (and no significant signal has been
observed), we can set a limit on the cross section of Higgs-boson production.
Although the SM Higgs cross section is completely determined for a given mH ,
we can artificially inflate it to the point where we would have been able to exclude
the hypothesis. This is a useful way to determine the sensitivity of an analysis.
It also allows to quantify when a particle from another theory but similar to the
SM Higgs boson would be accessible, even if the cross section times branching
ratio is lower than that of the SM Higgs boson.
We arrive at a the cross-section limit by repeating the above-mentioned hy-
pothesis-testing procedure with an increasing multiplication factor of the signal,
until a 95% CLS exclusion is achieved.
The limit on the cross section is of course calculated for the observed data,
but it is also determined for the median of the background-only model. This
can be interpreted as the expected limit if the data follows the background-only
model perfectly.
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Figure 5.6: variation (measured in standard deviations) of each uncertainty after
fitting in the background only (black) and signal + background (red)
hypotheses. The used Higgs mass is 115GeV.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Nuisance Parameter Fit
It is important to check that the nuisance-parameter fit of Equation (5.21) makes
sense before presenting the limit calculation. Therefore, a number of tests are
performed to look at the effect of each systematic uncertainty. The pull of each
systematic is looked at individually and the amount of standard deviations σ that
each systematic uncertainty changes under fitting for the signal and background
is considered. The systematics that are shown to fluctuate the most under fitting
are the tau identification uncertainty and the cross sections for the important
processes left after b-tagging: W+ heavy flavor and tt¯. These uncertainties are
large in magnitude and affect the integrated number of background events as the
fit tries to equalize the data and background model as much as possible.
The fitted nuisance parameters from the observed data fit compared to the
nominal non-fitted distributions are shown in Figure 5.6 for both hypotheses. The
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two hypotheses are very comparable, so the difference between their fits to data is
very small. No fitted systematic uncertainty shows more than a 0.5σ deviation.
This is highly unlikely for 22 parameters, so it is an indication that the originally
estimated uncertainties were probably too large.
Another reason why the distribution of fitted nuisance parameters is so narrow
is that most systematics have a small impact on the total uncertainty and are
often correlated with uncertainties that have a greater impact. For example the
uncertainty on the diboson cross section is negligible compared to the one on the
Heavy Flavor Ratio. Therefore, the impact of a diboson-cross-section deviation
on the fit is very small and Equation (5.21) is minimized mainly by reducing S2
to a minimum.
The tt¯ cross section is fitted to be higher than nominal, while the cross section
of W+ heavy flavor appears to be lower than expected. This is probably the
result of a slight overall data deficit in 2-jet channels and data overshoot in 3-jet
channels. Because the tt¯ events are a more prominent background in the 3-jet
channels, the observed fit is expected qualitatively.
In Figure 5.7, the fit-to-measured-data results for the background-only hy-
pothesis are incorporated in the BDT-output background estimates of the dif-
ferent channels. They are plotted along with the nominal background estimates
and the measured data points.
5.4.2 Confidence Level Limits
For mH = 115GeV, the LLR distributions for both hypotheses can be seen in
Figure 5.8. The measured data value is also shown. The LLR distributions for
all Higgs masses with fitted nuisance parameters are pictured in Figure 5.9. In
this figure, for each mH the data LLR is plotted, together with the LLRs of the
background and signal expectations. The ±1σ and ±2σ bands contain 68% and
95% of the pseudo-experiment outcomes, respectively.
As neither the signal plus background nor the background-only hypothesis
are rejected by the the data, limits for the cross section times branching ratio of
the Higgs signal are set. Initially, limits are set with no systematic uncertainties.
For the final result, the nuisance-parameter fitting method is used.
The (1− CLS) = 95% limits obtained for the WH/ZH cross section relative
to their Standard-Model prediction are shown in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.10 as
function of the Higgs mass. The observed limits are lower than the expected
limits. This is consistent with the fact that a slight data deficit is observed
compared to the predicted background in the high BDT output region for the
most sensitive channel (two b-tagged, type 2 tau with 2 associated jets).
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Figure 5.7: the BDT output estimates before (red) and after the fit to the mea-
sured data (blue) in the 8 channels for the background hypothesis
and mH = 115GeV.
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no uncertainties fitted systematics
mH(GeV) expected observed expected observed
100 10.0 6.2 16.1 10.9
105 12.0 8.1 17.0 12.3
110 12.9 8.6 19.7 8.7
115 16.2 10.0 21.7 11.7
120 17.1 11.2 22.5 11.1
125 19.6 12.9 25.6 14.7
130 20.6 15.6 37.3 30.1
135 31.6 21.3 50.3 46.9
140 40.6 30.7 64.2 48.8
145 58.3 45.6 94.6 69.3
150 101.3 74.9 159.4 92.1
Table 5.4: expected and observed 95% CL limits in terms of the SM cross section
for the specified Higgs-boson mass hypotheses, using methods without
uncertainties and with fitted systematics.
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Figure 5.10: limits obtained for the WH/ZH processes relative to the Standard
Model cross section at the 95% confidence level for each of the limit
setting methods.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this chapter, the analysis of Chapters 4 and 5 is placed in a wider context.
First, we will take a critical look at the WH → τνbb¯ analysis itself. Then, the
combination of several channels into a single DØ or Tevatron result is discussed.
Finally, we will touch upon recent results of the SM Higgs searches at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments.
6.1 Discussion on WH→ τνbb¯
The analysis presented in this thesis builds on the first search for the SM Higgs
boson using hadronic tau decays at a hadron collider [106], which was performed
on 1.0 fb−1 of recorded data. The updated WH → τνbb¯ analysis uses an inte-
grated luminosity of 4.0 fb−1, a much larger dataset.
Next to the increase in luminosity, the new analysis also has more data due
to a looser /ET cut: it was lowered from 30 to 15GeV. On the other hand, the
higher instantaneous luminosities have reduced the tau-identification efficiencies
for Run IIb data.
Also the b-tagging is looser in the new analysis; the 1.0 fb−1 result used one
asymmetric b-tag sample [90], with events where one jet has a tight b-tag, and
another jet has a loose tag. The updated analysis uses two samples: one contain-
ing events with two loosely b-tagged jets, and another with events where one jet
was tightly b-tagged and the other explicitly failed the loose criterion.
Compared to the first result, the multijet background estimation was im-
proved, by requiring that the multijet contribution to the background is larger
than or equal to zero. This is done both in large regions of the examined variables
as well as bin-by-bin.
Another improvement comes from using boosted decision trees to get the final
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version L (fb−1) background signal data exp. limit obs. limit
Run IIa 1.0 22.8 ± 0.9 0.15 13 42 35
Run IIa& b 4.0 578 ± 2.3 1.71 570 22 12
Table 6.1: comparison with the previous version of theWH→ τνbb¯ analysis. The
quoted number of background, signal and recorded events are summed
over all sub-channels of the analysis. The observed and expected limits
as well as the signal contribution are listed for mH = 115GeV.
variable on which the hypothesis is tested; the 1.0 fb−1 result was based only on
mjj. The dijet invariant mass is still the most important input to the decision
trees, but other variables have a non-negligible impact.
The analysis in this thesis also includes a more complete treatment of the
shape systematics. In the version of [77], the shape difference a systematical
error introduces in the BDT output distribution was considered to be dominantly
coming from the altered dijet invariant mass. In the current analysis, also the
shape difference in the other, lower-impact variables are taken into account when
determining the BDT-output fluctuations.
Furthermore, the overshoot of the MC estimation in the sideband region for
both the MC control sample and the signal sample is addressed in the new version,
along with the treatment of negative bins coming from statistical fluctuations.
A brief efficiency and limit comparison between the two analysis versions can
be seen in Table 6.1.
6.1.1 Possible Further Improvements
One improvement is updating the data-set to the full 10.7 fb−1 that was recored
by DØ during Run II. Naively, this would give an improvement for the s/
√
b of
a factor
√
10.7/4.0 ≈ 1.6. An improvement of the same factor could be expected
for the cross-section limits of Table 5.4 and Figure 5.10.
Also a reduction in the systematic uncertainties can enhance the sensitivity
greatly. Combined, the systematics degrade the cross section limit from 16.2 to
21.7 times the SM cross section for a Higgs mass of 115GeV.
The largest systematic is the 20% uncertainty on the ratio betweenW/Z+h.f.
and W/Z+l.f., so between a vector boson with heavy partons (c or b) and one
with light partons (g, u, d, s). This systematic is limited by the lack of theo-
retical understanding of the W/Z+h.f. cross-section. Therefore, only theoretical
improvements of theW/Z+h.f. predictions would directly enhance the sensitivity
of the WH→ τνbb¯ analysis.
The estimation of the multijet background remains a challenge. A smaller
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channel L channel L channel L
H→W+W−→ `+ν`−ν¯ 8.1 V H→ `+`− +X 5.3 ZH→ ννbb¯ 8.4
H→W+W−→ `νqq¯ 5.4 H +X→ `±τ∓jj 4.3 ZH→ ll¯bb¯ 8.6
H +X→ µ±τ∓+ ≤ 1 jet 7.3 WH→ `νbb¯ 8.5 H→ γγ 8.2
Table 6.2: channels of the DØ combination of July 2011 with their integrated
luminosities L in fb−1 [107].
uncertainty on this background should be attainable; one could for example utilize
other sideband regions, such as the regions 3.5 < /ESIGT < 4.5 and ∆φ(/ptrkT , /ET) >
2. It might also be useful to see what the relation is between MC-generated QCD
in the 0.3 < NNτ < 0.7 and the NNτ > 0.9 region.
Ensuring orthogonality with the ZH → ννbb¯ channel would also be a wel-
come modification, in order for the WH → τνbb¯ channel to be included a DØ
combination. This is discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.1.
6.2 The DØ Combination
The DØ experiment combines several SM Higgs-boson analyses to arrive at a
single DØ measurement of the LLR together with limits on SM-Higgs-boson
production. The latest combination [107] includes the channels listed in Table 6.2.
This combined measurement uses mass points from 100 to 200GeV, with
5GeV intervals. For each Higgs mass, the nuisance-parameter fit described in
Section 5.3.2 is performed on the different channels simultaneously. This is done
in the same way as the combination of the eight subchannels of the WH→ τνbb¯
analysis: global systematic uncertainties, such as the luminosity or the W+jets
cross section, are assumed fully correlated across the different channels, while
other systematics are channel specific and are taken to be fully independent.
The log likelihood ratio of the July 2011 DØ combination can be seen in
Figure 6.1(a). The corresponding 95%-CL limits are shown in Figure 6.1(b). In
the latter figure it can be seen that a 161GeV < mH < 170GeV SM Higgs boson
is excluded by the DØ experiment with a 95% CL.
6.2.1 Including the WH→ τνbb¯ Channel
In order to include the WH→ τνbb¯ analysis, it should be independent from the
other analyses in the DØ combination.
In Section 4.2.3 there is a description of how orthogonality with the WH →
`νbb¯ and H+X→ `±τ∓jj analyses is ensured. Unfortunately, orthogonality with
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the ZH→ ννbb¯ analysis cannot easily be achieved; all the physics requirements
of the ννbb¯ final state, missing transverse energy and 2 b-jets, are also present
in τνbb¯. The latter has a hadronic tau in addition, but the ZH→ ννbb¯ analysis
does not veto on this hadronic tau.
A study has been performed to check the overlap between the τνbb¯ and the
ννbb¯ channels. This is done by ascertaining which measured data events of the
τνbb¯ analysis were also used for ννbb¯. Removing these events is not enough
to ensure orthogonality; the overlap in MC generated events also needs to be
removed. However, the coincidences between the two channels in data do provide
an estimate of the amount of the overall overlap.
In total, 132 out of 570 τνbb¯ measured data events were also used in the
ZH→ ννbb¯ analysis, which is 23± 2%. This ratio is similar for all subchannels,
as is listed in Table 6.3.
The overlapping events have been plotted on the BDT output of the two most
important τνbb¯ subchannels in Figure 6.2. The overlapping events do not appear
to be more signal or background-like than the rest of the data.
6.3 Tevatron Combination
Similarly to the DØ combination, the CDF channels are combined with the DØ
ones [93]. In this combination, orthogonality between channels of different detec-
tors is automatically achieved, because the datasets are statistically independent.
The correlations between the systematic uncertainties do have to be taken into ac-
count: shared uncertainties such as the W+jets cross section are fully correlated,
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τνbb¯ subchannel τνbb¯ events overlap events ratio (%)
one b-tag, tau type 2, 2 jets 232 46 20 ± 3
one b-tag, tau type 2, 3 jets 99 27 28 ± 6
one b-tag, tau type 1, 2 jets 40 11 30 ± 10
one b-tag, tau type 1, 3 jets 9 2 33 ± 24
two b-tag, tau type 2, 2 jets 117 27 24 ± 5
two b-tag, tau type 2, 3 jets 44 12 30 ± 9
two b-tag, tau type 1, 2 jets 23 7 35 ± 15
two b-tag, tau type 1, 3 jets 6 0 17 ± 20
all subchannels combined 570 132 23 ± 2
Table 6.3: the amount of data events present in both theWH→ τνbb¯ and ZH→
ννbb¯ analyses for the different WH→ τνbb¯ subchannels.
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Figure 6.2: the overlap of ννbb¯ events in the leading two τνbb¯ subchannels.
while others are channel or detector specific.
The LLR results of the Tevatron combination are shown in Figure 6.3. It
is clear that at Higgs masses around 165GeV, the observed LLR follows the
expectation of the background hypothesis. At mH ≈ 130GeV, a 1.4σ signal-
like fluctuation is observed. The probability for this to occur if the background
hypothesis is true, or 1 − CLB, is about 8%. Although in the future this might
prove to be a hint of a Higgs boson at that mass, 8% is too high to conclude
that the Higgs boson exists; the ‘industry standards’ for claiming evidence and
discovery are 1 − CLB < 1.3 · 10−3 and 1 − CLB < 2.9 · 10−7, respectively,
corresponding to 3σ and 5σ deviations from the background-only hypothesis.
In Figure 6.4 the cross-section limits are shown for the Tevatron combination.
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This measurement excludes at 95% confidence level a SM Higgs boson with a mass
in the region 156GeV < mH < 177GeV. The region around mH ≈ 130GeV has
a higher than expected cross-section limit, which corresponds to the lower LLR
value discussed before.
The Standard-Model fit of Figure 1.6 is also calculated with the Tevatron
results included, as seen in Figure 6.5. It shows the χ2 that a certain fixed Higgs
mass would add to the fit, compared to the best fitting Higgs mass. The fit also
includes direct searches at LEP, which are discussed on page 14.
6.3.1 Tevatron Prospects
The Tevatron combination of Figure 6.4 used datasets with up to 8.6 fb−1 inte-
grated luminosity. It is expected that in the summer of 2012 a Tevatron combi-
nation using the full 10.7 fb−1 dataset will be published. The projection for the
Tevatron limits is shown in Figure 6.6 [108]. Also possible analysis improvements,
like advancements in object reconstruction, are taken into account. It can be seen
that at around 10 fb−1 the expected limit of the Tevatron drops below the SM
cross section formH = 115GeV, even without substantial analysis improvements.
6.4 Large Hadron Collider Results
In 2011, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has started to become a serious com-
petitor to the Tevatron. There are two experiments at the LHC that are im-
portant to a direct search for a SM Higgs boson: the Atlas (A Toroidal LHC
ApparatuS) and CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) experiments. These record
proton-proton collisions, which have a current center-of-mass energy of 7TeV.
The LHC has a much higher probability than the Tevatron to produce a Higgs
boson in a collision: for associated vector boson production (qq¯→ V H) the cross
section is about 5 times that of the Tevatron, for gluon fusion (gg → H) and
vector boson fusion (qq→ V V qq→Hqq) it is roughly a factor of 20 higher. This
is mainly caused by the larger number of proton constituents that carry enough
energy to produce heavy particles. However, the background cross section also
increases greatly. The result is that the associated vector boson production,
which is dominant for low mH , has a similar s/
√
b as the Tevatron. For gluon
fusion and vector boson fusion, which are important at mH > 140GeV, the s/
√
b
is much higher for the LHC.
Like the Tevatron combination, an LHC combined SM Higgs boson search has
been performed on up to 2.3 fb−1 of data [109]. The resulting cross section limits
can be seen in Figure 6.7. Most of the region allowed by the SM fit of Figure 1.6
is excluded at 95% confidence level. If the SM Higgs boson exists, it has a mass
between 114.4 and 141GeV.
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shown.
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Atlas and CMS have each recorded about 5.2 fb−1 of data in 2011 and for the
next year, a total dataset of 15 fb−1 per experiment is foreseen. This means that
there is a good prospect to find the SM Higgs boson, or evidence for it, in 2012.
Even if the Standard Model Higgs boson is conclusively excluded at the LHC,
supersymmetric versions can still exist [110]. Furthermore, some processes’ cross
sections need to deviate from the SM (without Higgs boson) predictions because
of unitarity. An example is the cross section of W+LW
−
L →ZLZL in Figure 1.3.
In any case — whether the Higgs boson is found or not — we live in interesting
times. . .
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Summary
Since its creation in the 1970s, the Standard Model (SM) has proven to be a
very successful theory. It states that there is a set of fermionic fields, with
specific charges for the fundamental forces: the electromagnetic, the weak and the
strong interaction. The quantum excitations of these fields are seen as the matter
particles. The Standard Model also postulates that nature has three fundamental
symmetries, U(1), SU(2) and SU(3), corresponding to the fundamental forces.
The symmetries give rise to gauge fields, of which the quantum excitations are
called gauge bosons; photons transmit the electromagnetic interaction, W and Z
bosons the weak interaction, and the strong interaction is carried by gluons.
If a symmetry is perfect, the corresponding gauge bosons are massless. Pho-
tons and gluons have zero mass, so the electromagnetic and strong force are
caused by an exact symmetry. The W and Z bosons do carry mass. Therefore,
the weak symmetry is somehow broken.
Explicitly breaking a symmetry would lead to a non-predictive theory. Since
this is undesirable, a way to break the symmetry spontaneously was developed:
the Higgs mechanism. It postulates an extra bosonic field with a fully symmetric
potential but with multiple equivalent minima of this potential. The vacuum
must be a single one of these lowest-energy states, so the realization of the vacuum
becomes asymmetric, while the theory itself retains its symmetry.
Besides giving mass to the gauge bosons of the weak interaction, introducing
the Higgs field can also lead to a mass split between fermions with different weak
charges. Another consequence of an additional field is that this field can have
quantum excitations, so other particles are automatically introduced. All these
particles can be gauged away, except for one: the Higgs boson H. The Higgs field
has many specific properties in order to give the particles their observed masses.
This translates into specific properties of the Higgs boson: it couples to other
particles proportional to their masses.
With all the other particles and their properties know, the Higgs boson’s only
unknown property is its own mass. Previous experiments at the Large Electron
Positron collider have shown the Higgs mass mH is greater than 114.4GeV/c2.
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Indirect measurements indicate that it is lower than roughly 200GeV/c2.
To search for the Higgs boson, an environment with enough energy to create it
is needed. Particle colliders are built to create such circumstances. The Tevatron
in Chicago, USA, was the collider that provided the collisions used for this thesis.
The Tevatron collides protons and antiprotons, which are composite particles
made of (anti)quarks and gluons.
The DØ detector is built around one of the Tevatron’s collision points. Its
goal is to measure the types of particles produced in the collisions, their en-
ergy and their direction. Several objects can be reconstructed, such as tracks
(charged particle trajectories in the detector), jets (sprays of particles produced
by hadronized quarks or gluons) and missing transverse energy (an energy im-
balance in the transverse plane, which signifies the presence of neutrinos in the
event).
There are several processes in which a SM Higgs boson can be made, and it
can decay into different particle pairs. The detector signatures are specific for
the final state. The search for the Higgs boson is therefore split into different
channels. This thesis describes a search for the channel where a W was produced
alongside a SM Higgs boson and the W decays subsequently into a neutrino
and a hadronically decaying tau, while the Higgs boson decays into a b-quark
anti-b-quark pair. In short, the channel is called WH→ τνbb¯.
In order to search for this process, we select collisions that have a high prob-
ability of containing a neutrino in the final state. Although the neutrinos escape
detection, they can be identified because they create apparent missing transverse
energy. Furthermore, we require a tau in the event, of which the hadronic de-
cays correspond to different detector signatures; tau type 1 corresponds mainly
to τ±→ pi±ν and has clustered energy in the hadronic, but not in the electro-
magnetic calorimeter; tau type 2 has clustered energy also in the electromagnetic
calorimeter and mostly consists of τ± → pi±pi0ν. Both events with type 1 and
with type 2 tau-like objects are selected. The event should also have two or three
jets, which are candidates for b-quarks. We remove events where an electron
or muon is present, thereby rejecting events that are selected for other search
channels.
Both background and signal are modeled using Monte-Carlo simulations.
These include a description of the detector and its readout to get the most re-
alistic modeling. The Monte-Carlo generated events are corrected for known
inadequacies, such as the amount of heavy quarks (c or b) produced and detector
inefficiencies.
Background due to instrumental misidentification is very hard to model using
simulations, however. Therefore we use recorded data. A sideband region is
formed by taking events with fake taus: objects that somewhat resemble a tau,
but are not real taus. Events from this sideband region are used to model the
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instrumental, or multijet, background in the region where events with real taus
are expected.
Some variables play an important role in determining whether the object is
tau-like. In the sideband region (with fake taus) their distribution is different
than in the signal region (with mostly real taus). The multijet model is corrected
for these systematic effects with the use of an independent control sample, which
has mostly fake taus, but ones that resemble more the tau-like objects in the
signal region.
With the modeling fixed, we place further selection cuts. Events with a low
significance of having missing transverse energy are removed. Event are also
rejected if the missing transverse energy from calorimetry is inconsistent with
the particle tracks. We conclude that the recorded events are reasonably well
modeled after these further selection cuts.
Because the WH→ τνbb¯ channel has two b-jets in the final state, we proceed
with b-tagging to determine the b-ness of the jets. This is done with neural
networks, where the fact is used that particles containing a b-quark decay after
traveling a few millimeters.
For the WH→ τνbb¯ analysis, we use either loose or tight cuts on the b-ness
of the jets. For one sample, we select events that have two jets passing the loose
criterion. Another sample contains events with one jet passing the tight criterion
and the other jet explicitly failing the loose one. This configuration ensures events
cannot be selected for both samples, so statistical independence is assured.
Both b-tagged samples are split into samples with a type 1 or a type 2 tau
and with either two or three jets in the event. This results in a total of eight
independent samples.
In order to best exploit the available information, Boosted Decision Trees are
used for the final characterization of the event. During training on a subset of
the Monte-Carlo events, they identify how signal-like or background-like regions
in the multidimensional input-variable space are. Data events as well as Monte-
Carlo events which are not used for training are then ranked for the amount
they are signal-like, creating an output distribution. A Boosted Decision Tree
is trained for each sample and for each hypothesized Higgs mass from 100 to
150GeV/c2 with 5GeV/c2 intervals.
Pseudo-experiments form Boosted Decision Tree output distributions for the
no-Higgs boson and the SM-Higgs boson hypotheses. Such an experiment takes
the signal and background models and fluctuates these following Poisson distri-
butions for the bin-by-bin statistical uncertainties and following Gaussians for
the systematical uncertainties. For both hypotheses, the systematic uncertain-
ties are fitted to the data of the pseudo-experiment by maximizing the likelihood
over all samples simultaneously. The log of the ratio of the likelihoods (LLR)
then indicates how much the pseudo-experiment resembled coming from the sig-
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nal+background hypothesis or the background-only hypothesis. In this way, the
pseudo-experiments are used to create LLR distributions for both hypotheses.
For the observed data the LLR is also determined. This procedure is repeated
for every mass point.
From the LLR-distributions, the Confidence Level (CL) can be obtained; it is
the probability to measure a higher LLR than the actually measured LLR. The
CLS is subsequently defined as the ratio of the CL for the signal+background
hypothesis over the CL of the background-only hypothesis. This means that
if the observed LLR is also very incompatible with the no-Higgs scenario, it is
harder to conclude that there is no Higgs boson.
Because we do not observe a significant excess of events that resemble a Higgs
signal over the expected background, limits are set on the cross section of the
channel. This can be done by inflating the signal cross section until it can be
excluded with 95% CLS. We do this for the observed data, but also for the median
of the no-Higgs pseudo-experiment distribution. The latter provides us with an
‘expected limit’, which signifies the sensitivity of the measurement, averaged over
expected fluctuations.
For theWH→ τνbb¯ analysis, we get an expected limit of 21.7 and an observed
limit of 11.7 times the SM cross section for the Higgs mass of 115GeV/c2. For
Higgs masses 100 and 125GeV/c2, the observed (expected) limits are 10.9 (16.1)
and 14.7 (25.6) times the standard model cross section, respectively.
The DØ experiment combines several Higgs-boson channels with the condition
that they are independent measurements. A sensitive channel in this combination
is ZH → ννbb¯, which has missing transverse energy and b-jets as its detector
signature. Because theWH→ τνbb¯ channel also has these signatures, it is hard to
remove events that are selected for ZH→ ννbb¯ and thereby ensure independence.
A rough estimate indicates 23 ± 2% of WH → τνbb¯ events are also selected for
ZH→ ννbb¯.
The DØ combination of the summer of 2011, shows an observed (expected)
limit of 1.83 (1.90) times the SM cross section for mH = 115GeV/c
2. For Higgs
masses between 161 and 170GeV/c2, the observed limit is lower than the SM
cross section. In this mass range the Higgs boson decays almost exclusively into
W -pairs, a search channel that the DØ detector is particularly sensitive to. This
means DØ excludes a SM Higgs boson within that mass range, at 95% confidence
level.
The DØ channels can also be combined with those of the other experiment at
the Tevatron: CDF. This Tevatron combination has an observed (expected) limit
at mH = 115GeV/c
2 of 1.22 (1.17) times the SM cross section. The excluded
mass range at 95% CL then extends from 156 to 177GeV/c2.
The Large Hadron Collider at CERN, Geneva, has started to contribute signif-
icantly. Its two main experiments, ATLAS and CMS, excluded the mass region
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141 to 476GeV/c2 in the summer of 2011. Only a small mass region is left
compatible with both the direct and indirect measurements. This exclusion was
measured with up to 2.3 fb−1 of data per experiment analyzed. The full 2011
dataset is 5.2 fb−1 per experiment and about 15 fb−1 per experiment is expected
at the end of 2012. This makes for good prospects that the SM Higgs boson will
soon either be excluded or that evidence for it will be found.
In any case — whether the Higgs boson is found or not — we live in interesting
times. . .
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Populair-Wetenschappelijke
Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift beschrijft de zoektocht naar het befaamde Higgs-deeltje: het
missende stukje in de puzzel van de kleinste deeltjes die we nu kennen.
Eén van de vakgebieden van de natuurkunde is de beschrijving van de aller-
kleinste bouwstenen van de natuur. Dit vakgebied heet de elementaire-deeltjes-
fysica of, omdat de meeste deeltjes zich vooral manifesteren in een omgeving met
veel energie, hoge-energiefysica.
Sinds de jaren ’70 van de vorige eeuw, hebben we een theorie die de onderlinge
interacties van de elementaire deeltjes erg goed beschrijft: het Standaardmodel.
Volgens deze theorie bestaan er velden die overal aanwezig zijn, net zoals lucht
dat voor ons lijkt. De velden hebben op ieder punt in de ruimte een andere
waarde, maar omdat de punten met elkaar in verbinding staan kunnen er golven
ontstaan. In de luchtanalogie heeft iedere plek een luchtdruk, maar verschillen
zorgen voor geluidsgolven. De velden van het Standaardmodel zijn daarnaast
gekwantiseerd, wat betekent dat de trillingen een minimale grootte hebben. Zo’n
kleinste — en dus ondeelbare — golf, zien we als een elementair deeltje.
Het Standaardmodel zegt ook dat de natuur drie symmetrieën heeft, die met
de fundamentele krachten overeenkomen: de zwakke interactie, verantwoordelijk
voor radioactief verval; de sterke interactie, die de kerndeeltjes binnen een atoom
bij elkaar houdt, en de wat bekendere elektromagnetische kracht. Deze symme-
trieën zelf zorgen ook voor velden, zogenaamde ijkvelden. De ijkvelden kunnen
natuurlijk ook golven en de bijbehorende deeltjes zijn de krachtdeeltjes: licht-
deeltjes (fotonen) voor de elektromagnetische kracht, gluonen voor de sterke en
W - en Z-deeltjes voor de zwakke interactie. De symmetrieën van de sterke en
elektromagnetische interactie blijken volledig te kloppen, wat ervoor zorgt dat de
fotonen en gluonen massaloos zijn. Aangezien de W - en Z-deeltjes massa heb-
ben, moet de symmetrie van de zwakke interactie wel op een of andere manier
gebroken zijn. Dit komt erop neer dat er voor de zwakke symmetrie in de praktijk
toch een ‘voorkeursrichting’ bestaat.
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De Higgs-potentiaal. Het vacuüm kiest
de laagste plek in de potentiaal, in dit
geval is dat ergens in de rand.
Het Higgs-mechanisme is het popu-
lairste model hoe de zwakke symmetrie
een voorkeursrichting krijgt. Het stelt
dat er een extra veld bestaat, het Higgs-
veld, met een potentiaal in de vorm van
een sombrero; deze is symmetrisch rond
het midden, maar het laagste punt zit
in de rand (zie de figuur hiernaast). Het
vacuüm is de toestand van laagste ener-
gie, dus in vacuüm gaat het veld ergens
op de laagste rand zitten. Welk laagste
punt er ook gekozen wordt, het ligt bui-
ten het symmetrische centrum, dus er
ontstaat een voorkeursrichting.
Dat het Higgs-veld in vacuüm niet in het midden van de potentiaal zit, zorgt
dat het veld een waarde ongelijk aan nul heeft. Een bijwerking is dat deeltjes
zich trager door het vacuüm bewegen als ze interactie met het ontstane Higgs-
veld hebben. Dit zien we alsof de deeltjes massa hebben; het elektron heeft
een kleine koppeling met het Higgs-veld, waardoor het makkelijk in beweging te
zetten is, en we zeggen dat het elektron een kleine massa heeft. Andere deeltjes,
zoals het top-quark, hebben een grote koppeling met het Higgs-veld en zijn dus
zwaar. Weer andere, zoals fotonen, koppelen niet met het Higgs-veld, dus deze
zijn massaloos. Door het meten van de massa weten we dus precies hoe sterk
deeltjes koppelen aan het Higgs-veld.
Als het Higgs-veld bestaat, kan het zelf natuurlijk ook trillen; we noemen de
bijbehorende golven Higgs-deeltjes. Omdat de koppelingen tussen het Higgs-veld
en de andere deeltjes erg goed zijn bepaald, zijn die van het Higgs-deeltje met
andere deeltjes dat ook. Het enige wat nog onbekend is, is de koppeling van het
Higgs-deeltje met zijn eigen veld, oftewel de massa van het Higgs-deeltje zelf. Wel
weten we door indirecte effecten en door er direct naar te zoeken, dat de massa
hoger is dan 114,4GeV/c2 en lager dan ongeveer 200GeV/c2.1
Om het Higgs-deeltje te vinden, moet een omgeving gecreëerd worden waarin
genoeg energie is om het deeltje te maken, dus 115 tot 200GeV. Daarom worden
deeltjesversnellers gebruikt, zoals de Tevatron in de buurt van Chicago. De Teva-
tron versnelt protonen en antiprotonen tot een energie van 980GeV per deeltje en
laat ze tegen elkaar botsen. Omdat (anti)protonen gemaakt zijn van partonen,
(anti)quarks en gluonen, zijn het eigenlijk deze deeltjes die met elkaar botsen.
De partonen hebben ieder maar een deel van wat de (anti)protonen aan energie
in huis hebben. Vandaar dat de (anti)protonen een veel hogere energie moeten
1GeV/c2 is een maat voor de massa. Ter vergelijking: het proton, de kern van een water-
stofatoom, is ongeveer 0,94GeV/c2.
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hebben dan er nodig is om een Higgs-deeltje te maken.
Rond één van de plekken waar de protonen en antiprotonen op elkaar komen,
is de DØ-detector gebouwd. Dit 20m×12m×12m grote apparaat bestaat uit drie
subsystemen die elk kijken naar een bepaald aspect van de deeltjes die tijdens
de botsing geproduceerd worden. Het binnenste van de detector bestaat uit de
‘tracker’, die zo precies mogelijk de snelheid en richting van de ontstane geladen
deeltjes meet. Direct daarbuiten zit de ‘calorimeter’, die geladen én neutrale
deeltjes stopt en hun energie meet. Muonen — zwaardere broertjes van de elek-
tronen — worden nauwelijks gestopt, dus als er in de ‘muonkamers’ rondom de
calorimeter sporen van deeltjes worden gemeten, dan weten we vrij zeker dat het
muonen waren. Met de drie subsystemen worden alle ontstane deeltjes gemeten,
behalve neutrino’s; zij hebben zo weinig kans überhaupt iets te raken, dat ze de
detector volledig ongezien ontglippen. Wel kunnen we uit de energie-onbalans
opmaken dat er één of meerdere neutrino’s een bepaalde kant op zijn gegaan.
In een proton-antiprotonbotsing zijn er verschillende manieren om het Higgs-
deeltje te maken. Na zijn ontstaan, vervalt het weer razendsnel in lichtere deeltjes
(die eventueel weer vervallen) totdat er relatief stabiele en dus langlevende deeltjes
overblijven. De verschillende creatie- en vervalmanieren zijn te onderscheiden
in de kenmerken die ze in de detector achterlaten. Dit proefschrift richt zich
op een Higgs-deeltje (H) dat in combinatie met een W -deeltje wordt gemaakt.
Het Higgs-deeltje vervalt vervolgens in een b-quark en -antiquark. De W vervalt
ondertussen in een neutrino (ν) en een τ — het zwaarste broertje van het elektron.
We kijken daarbij alleen maar naar een τ dat zelf in (anti)quarks en een neutrino
vervalt. In het kort heet dit het WH→ τνbb¯-kanaal.
Onze zoektocht begint door het patroon van ons kanaal in de detector te
zoeken: een neutrino zien we zoals gezegd door een grote energie-onbalans; de
twee b-quarks zien we als zogenaamde ‘jets’ — waaiers van deeltjes die ontstaan
als er quarks of gluonen wegschieten — en daar willen we er dus tenminste twee
van hebben. Omdat de τ lastig te herkennen is, gebruiken we een combinatie van
verschillende variabelen waarmee bepaald kan worden hoe τ -achtig het object
was. Verder letten we erop dat er geen muonen of elektronen zijn ontstaan. We
willen namelijk onafhankelijk blijven van de elektron- en muonkanalen.
We willen de eigenschappen van de gemeten botsingen met die van de voor-
spelde achtergrond en een eventueel Higgs-signaal vergelijken. Daarvoor gebrui-
ken we honderden miljoenen gesimuleerde botsingen, om zo de verdeling van de
verschillende soorten achtergronden en het verwachte signaal te bepalen. De si-
mulaties worden gedaan met behulp van de uitgebreide theoretische kennis van de
bekende achtergrondprocessen en de koppelingen van een mogelijk Higgs-deeltje.
Van de ontstane deeltjes uit de gesimuleerde botsingen wordt ook bekeken hoe
een digitaal model van de detector inclusief elektronica erop reageert. Hierdoor
worden de gesimuleerde achtergronden zo realistisch mogelijk.
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Verreweg de meeste botsingen behelzen alleen de sterke interactie. Norma-
liter komen die niet door de genoemde selectieprocedure, vooral omdat ze geen
neutrino’s produceren. Door meetfouten in de detector wordt zo’n botsing soms
wel degelijk als interessant aangemerkt. De achtergrond die hierdoor ontstaat
is erg lastig te simuleren, maar hij is wel groot genoeg om van belang te zijn.
We noemen deze achtergrond ‘multi-jet’, omdat hij in werkelijkheid alleen uit
een aantal jets bestaat. De multi-jet-achtergrond modelleren we door gemeten
data. Hiervoor nemen we een monster van botsingen waarvan er maar weinig
een τ bevatten, omdat dit monster voor de overgrote meerderheid uit multi-jet-
achtergrond bestaat. Vervolgens wordt dit monster vertaald naar het signaal-
monster, wat bestaat uit botsingen die waarschijnlijk een τ produceerden. Bij
dit vertalen wordt het verschil van de monsters in de totale hoeveelheid multi-
jet-achtergrond meegenomen, maar ook het verschil in verdelingen van de twee
belangrijkste τ -eigenschappen: zijn snelheid en richting.
We hebben met verschillende controlemonsters bekeken of de gesimuleerde en
multi-jet-achtergronden overeenkwamen met de gemeten data. Hierna hebben we
de selectie aangescherpt door van de botsingen in het signaalmonster te eisen dat
de waarneming van een grote energie-onbalans relatief zeker is. Verder moet de
openingshoek tussen de energie-onbalans in de calorimeter en die in de tracker
niet te groot zijn, omdat ook dat zou kunnen duiden op een instrumentele fout.
Tenslotte nemen we alleen botsingen mee waarvan op zijn minst één van de jets
afkomstig lijkt te zijn van een b-quark. Net als bij de τ -herkenning wordt hierbij
gebruik gemaakt van verschillende variabelen. Een voorbeeld daarvan is of een
aantal deeltjes in de jet buiten de botsing ontstaan is. Een b-quark kan zich
namelijk eerst een stukje verplaatsen voor het vervalt, waardoor de uiteindelijke
deeltjes niet direct van de botsing zelf afkomen.
Na de volledige selectieprocedure houden we een monster met 570 gemeten
botsingen over, terwijl we er 578 aan achtergrond en eventueel 2 aan signaal
verwachten.2 Om beter te bepalen of er af en toe Higgs-deeltjes in die botsingen
zaten, gebruiken we 15 verschillende eigenschappen. De belangrijkste variabele
is de gezamenlijke massa van de twee jets; de jets zouden namelijk afkomstig
kunnen zijn van het Higgs-deeltje, dus hun gezamenlijke massa is de mogelijke
Higgs-massa. Ook bijvoorbeeld de hoek tussen de τ en het neutrino zeggen iets
over de waarschijnlijkheid dat er een Higgs-deeltje bij de botsing gemaakt was.
Deze variabelen worden door middel van een algoritme gecombineerd tot één
variabele; zeg maar de ‘Higgs-achtigheid’. We kunnen dit doen door naar de
eigenschappen van de gesimuleerde botsingen te kijken en te vergelijken waar
er verschillen zitten tussen de signaal- en de achtergrondbotsingen. Dit is voor
iedere mogelijke Higgs-massa anders, omdat het signaal er iets anders uitziet.
2Door statistische fluctuaties zijn bij een voorspelling van 578 alle waarden tussen 554 en
602 erg redelijke uitkomsten.
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Daarom is de Higgs-achtigheid voor iedere massa een andere combinatie van de
15 variabelen.
Met de verdelingen van de gemeten en gesimuleerde Higgs-achtigheid in de
hand, kunnen we zeggen met welke mate van betrouwbaarheid we het bestaan
van een Higgs-deeltje kunnen uitsluiten of bevestigen. Statistische onzekerheden
worden hierin meegenomen, maar ook zogenaamde systematische onzekerheden,
onzekerheden die het gevolg zijn van de manier van meten, onbekende detector-
imperfecties of theoretische onzekerheden.
Helaas hebben we geen duidelijk genoeg signaal kunnen onderscheiden. Daar-
om worden verschillende onafhankelijke productie- en vervalskanalen binnen het
DØ-experiment gecombineerd. Dit verhoogt de gevoeligheid voor een Higgs-
deeltje sterk. Een van de belangrijkste kanalen daarin is ZH → ννbb¯ waar het
Higgs-deeltje ook vervalt in b-quarks, maar nu geproduceerd wordt naast een Z-
deeltje dat vervalt in twee neutrino’s. Dit kanaal heeft een energie-onbalans en
twee b-jets als selectiecriteria. Dit eisen we ook voor ons WH→ τνbb¯-kanaal, en
het is dus erg lastig op voorhand botsingen die het andere kanaal gebruikt uit te
sluiten. Hierdoor is onze meting niet meer onafhankelijk van die van het andere
kanaal en kan ons kanaal dus jammer genoeg niet makkelijk gebruikt worden voor
de DØ-combinatie. Om een idee te geven: ongeveer een kwart van de botsingen
binnen ons kanaal blijken ook gebruikt te worden voor de ZH→ ννbb¯-meting.
Naast de DØ-combinatie is er ook een Tevatron-combinatie gemaakt. Hier-
voor zijn de resultaten van DØ gecombineerd met die van CDF, het andere expe-
riment dat gebruik maakt van de Tevatron-versneller. Door deze samenvoeging is
de gevoeligheid voor een Higgs-signaal veel groter. In totaal kunnen we daardoor
tussen de massa’s 156 tot 177GeV/c2 het verwachte signaal uitsluiten met een
95% betrouwbaarheid. Aan de andere kant zien we tussen 125 en 130GeV/c2 iets
wat met 92% betrouwbaarheid een signaal zou kunnen zijn. Voor ons vakgebied
is dat niet voldoende; voor een zogenaamd ‘bewijs’ is 99,7% nodig en voordat
iets een ‘ontdekking’ genoemd mag worden moet er 99,99994% betrouwbaarheid
zijn.
In Europa zijn de ontwikkelingen ondertussen doorgegaan; sinds het begin van
2011 produceert de LHC — de 27 km lange versneller in de buurt van Genève
— erg veel botsingen met per stuk een hogere energie dan die van de Tevatron.
Hierdoor wordt verwacht dat de experimenten van de LHC binnen een jaar (be-
wijs voor) het Higgs-deeltje zullen vinden, of het bestaan ervan zullen uitsluiten.
Vooral dat laatste zou een enorme paradigmaverandering in de natuurkunde van
de allerkleinste deeltjes betekenen.
Hoe dan ook — of het Higgs-deeltje gevonden gaat worden of juist niet — we
leven in spannende tijden. . .
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